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ABSTRACT

From 1880-1919, residents of southern Colorado faced a change in regards to the

structure of their geographic, social, and ethnic status. With the introduction of an East

Coast based company into this area a new world emerged which changed the culture of

the Southwest from heavily influenced by a mestizo culture, a hybrid of Spanish and

native American Culture, to one entrenched with East Coast corporate ideals based in the

Progressive movement. With this change in influence, by World War I residents of

southern Colorado came to be categorized as and showed characteristics of a loyal

American community. From 1880-1919 Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, CF&I,

structured a corporate mentality that shifted Nuevo Mexicanos conceptions of ethnicity

and gender to fit within a state structured identity which saw them as employees, with the

onset of World War I this identity shifted to that of American citizens. Nuevo Mexicanos

and others in this area used the Ludlow Massacre as a means of signifying how CF&I had

treated its citizens and structured their collective memory around this event.
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INTRODUCTION. A NEW AND AN OLD FRONTIER: SOUTHERN

COLORADO AS THE SOUTHWEST

At one time southern Colorado was dominated by a coal empire centered on the

East Coast. The wealthiest man in the United States, John D. Rockefeller, invested in

corporations throughout the United States in order to develop and maintain his industrial

pursuits. Southern Colorado once represented the prosperity that Rockefeller brought to

the United States in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. An industrial boom at the turn

of the twentieth century due to the expansion of the railroad industry throughout the

United States had brought wealth to the Southwest. The wealth and attention this area

received from having a company, owned by two generations of America’s wealthiest

men, John Davison Rockefeller and John Davison Rockefeller, Jr. located on its own soil

faded long ago.1 The smokestacks at the silent Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, CF&I,

plant no longer emit smoke; the trains bringing coal across the terrain are fewer, and the

towns which once housed thousands of CF&I employees have decayed, in some instances

beyond recognition. Yet the landscape of southern Colorado continues to hold the

memories of its prosperous past. King Coal who once inhabited southern Colorado and

reigned supreme is now only honored by those from southern Colorado whose lives he

touched through employment, social activities, or through their collective memory.

CF&I scarred the memory of the past, altered the culture of residents of southern

Colorado and dominated the structure of societies in this region. Mexican, Italian, and

1 John D. Rockefeller Jr. invested in CF&I in 1903. While he was not the sole owner his investment
allowed him to dictate the operations of the company. “Letter from John Osgood, Chairman of the Board of
Directors for CF&I, to George P. Butler June 2, 1903,” Box 21 Folder 188, Business Interests CF&I CO.
Office of the Messrs Rockefeller(OMR), Rockefeller Family Archives (RAC) and “John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
Elected a Director of the Company, ” Box 17 Folder 145 Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC.
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Greek last names signify the myriad ethnicities among residents of southern Colorado.

Today, the existence of Italian-run goat dairies in this area symbolizes the far reaching

impact of these immigrants beyond just their labor in the mines; their culture made a

permanent mark on the landscape with the naming of landmarks, the making of food, and

the construction of buildings.2 Today, the ethnic identities of descendents of immigrants

remaining in southern Colorado are represented by surnames, food, and language.

Regardless of their ancestry, these people have become part of mainstream United States

culture.

When Colorado Fuel and Iron Company entered southern Colorado to mine coal

and engage in the construction of a monopolistic enterprise, in which steel and coal

combined to be the economic wealth of the area, was at a pivotal point in US History in

which racial relations between recent immigrants and Americans were flux. With the

dawning of this new industrial age there was an influx of immigrants from numerous

nations. This influx pushed American society to establish who was acceptable as an

American citizen and in turn who was white. Scholars’ research on this shows that

regardless of nationality or ethnicity, whiteness centered on behavior, language, religion,

and class- or one’s relationship to the means of production.3 For individuals in the

2“A Dying Breed,” Pueblo Chieftain, Pueblo, Colorado, May 8, 2005
3 Matthew Jacobsen, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the
Alchemy of Race. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998.) Elizabeth Grace Hale, Making Whiteness:
The Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890-1940. New York : Pantheon Books, 1998.) Gunther Peck,
Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West, 1880-1930.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000. )
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Southwest, they found themselves caught in the borderlands of who was an American and

who was a foreigner.

Despite their presence for numerous generations in the US, it is the Mexicans,

Spanish-Americans, and Hispanics of southern Colorado whose ethnic identity was

questioned. Today southern Colorado society defines these individuals as Americans and

Coloradoans, while the rest of the United States sees them as foreigners, immigrants to a

nation that have neither been separated from nor ever migrated into. Even these residents

of southern Colorado debate among themselves what ethnicity they belong to. They are a

people caught in the borderlands in geographical location, ethnicity, and identity.4

Their ethnicity rests within what they have constructed themselves to be and what

role the economic, social and political structure puts them within. For these Nuevo

Mexicanos their ethnicity rests in their region, labor, and ancestry. Geographically, since

they were in Colorado they are seen as Westerners and their existence in the US is tied

more to the economic development of Colorado, which is known for silver mining and

4 For hispanos in this area they see themselves as Americans connected to a Spanish heritage, but they see
little association with Mexico. Yet they have not seen Spanish rule since 1821, and their mestizo culture
does not fit into the confines of how the US government defines Mexicans in 2007. Because of their
regional identity they are not accepted as New Mexicans since they are not from new Mexico, they are
Coloradoans who Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands/La Frontera, (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 1999).
Anzaldua shows the complexities that exist within the context of individuals living in the Borderlands,
while this may be the US Mexico border it can also be other locations in which individuals identity is
undefined or presented in contrast to American or to white culture. This conception of regional identity is
explored in Maria Montoya’s Translated Property and Sarah Deutsch’s no separate refuge. They show that
these individuals see themselves as having an hispano or Hispanic identity, but this identity appears to
remain stagnant and does not transition into how these individuals are able to transition into US Citizens.
Sarah. Deustch. No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier, 1880-
1940, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987) Maria Montoya, Translating Property: The Maxwell
Land Grant and the Conflict over land in the American Southwest, 1840-1900, (Lawrence: University
Press of Kansas , 2005.)
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tourism.5 In regards to ethnic identity, residents of southern Colorado are often seen as

foreigners to the United States because of their Hispanic heritage. Indeed they are

Americans in that they have contributed to the economic development of the region and

of the United States. They have served in the US military both in times of war and peace.

If they did not serve in the military they produced goods and services that helped

strengthen the US economy in times of war, donated their money--Liberty Loans and war

bonds—and their time--Red Cross service. All of these actions demonstrated a loyalty to

the United States and represented an affinity to US governmental policies. Regardless of

the fact that they have resided in this area for centuries, in the 1880s and 1890s southern

Colorado mining companies saw them as non-white.6 Acceptance into US culture at the

turn of the twentieth century was not based on the blanket term of “citizenship” or legal

rights within the United States but rather on geographical location and one’s ethnicity.

The US government and influential leaders saw White residents as heirs of this land,

while they viewed non-whites as foreigners in a land they had never immigrated into.

Nuevo Mexicano identity emerged in the Southwest with the entrance of

Francisco Vázquez de Coronado into New Mexico in 1540. This first entrance of the

Spanish into the modern day Southwestern United States, and more specifically into New

Mexico, marked the first official contact of the Pueblo Indians of the Rio Grande river

and the Spanish crown. Juan de Oñate’s establishment of a colony in 1598 constructed a

distinct European presence in the Southwest. The social and economic environment of

5 Elizabeth Jameson, All that Glitters: Class, Community, and Conflict in Cripple Creek, (Urbana
: University of Illinois Press, 1998.)
6 Rick Clyne, Coal People: Life in Southern Colorado’s Company Towns, 1890-1930. (Denver:
Colorado Historical Society, 1999.)
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the Spanish Southwest established a world in which religion and the government dictated

appropriate social behavior to settlers and the colonized. This structure established the

government as the political force in the Spanish Southwest7

Spain’s power and control of the Southwest disappeared when Mexico declared

independence in 1821. With the knowledge that New Mexicans would be free to trade

with any nation merchants from St. Louis entered New Mexico in hopes of establishing a

new trading system. The Santa Fe Trade, the economic market established between

Mexico and the United States in 1821, brought an influx of trappers and traders and the

establishment of a permanent United States-based influence.8 This interaction

established the Southwest, not as a colony as it had existed for Spain, but rather a viable

economic market both in regard to natural resources and consumers. For southern

Coloradoans their ethnic identity had been shaped as part of Spain’s colonization of the

Southwest. With the call for independence from Spain in 1821, Nuevo Mexicanos found

themselves facing an influx of American settlers who saw the Southwest as an area for

expansion of their trading networks. This new economic structure established Nuevo

Mexicanos as a different type of people that did not fit into American Victorian ideals.9

Regardless of these differences St. Louis merchants continued to travel to the Southwest

7.Ramon Gutierrez, Edward Spicer, Cycles of Conquest: The Impact of Spain, Mexico and the United States
on the Indians of New Mexico, 1533-1960, (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1962.)
8 David Weber, The Taos Trappers: The Fur Trade in the Far Southwest., 1540-1846, (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1968.) Robert Glass Cleland, This Reckless Breed of Men: The Trappers and Traders
of the Southwest, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1950,) and Leroy R. Hafen, Editor, Fur Trappers
and Traders and Traders of the Far Southwest, (Logan: Utah State University, 1965.)
9 Deena Gonzalez, Refusing the Favor: The Spanish Mexican Women of Santa Fe. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999.) explores the interaction of Mexican American Women with St. Louis Merchants.
This interaction established that A Mexcian American standard of livinf was separate from those in Santa
Fe.
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to engage in trade. This construction of a foreign identity for residents of the Southwest

established these Mexicans as less civilized than US citizens.

This early relationship established a relatively peaceful mixing of two cultures

based on economic conditions culminating with New Mexico becoming a territory of the

United States government after the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in1848.

The cultural roots of New Mexico rested in the intermixing of an indigenous culture

heavily dominated by a polytheistic religious base and a matrilineal society, Spanish

control centered on the monotheistic religion of Catholicism and a patriarchal society.

This new found society created a mestizo population which had adopted Spanish customs

while still keeping aspects of the indigenous religion by relying on herbal remedies and

an agrarian economy established by the Pueblo Indians of the Rio Grande.10 For three

centuries, New Mexico had been colonized by political structures which failed to

understand the amalgamated culture which existed among these peoples.11 This

Southwestern culture allowed Nuevo Mexicanos to develop a distinct regional identity

that was indigenous and European in origin but which focused on their economic, social,

and familial needs.12

When the US government invaded Mexico in 1846, the hopes of expansion of the

nation and of establishing a firm border overrode the needs and social status of residents

10 Ramon Gutierrez, Fran Buss, La Partera: The Story of a Midwife, (Ann Arbor : University of Michigan
Press, 1980). Sandra Schackel, Social Housekeepers: Women Shaping Public Policy in New Mexico,
(1920-1940. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1992.) James Brooks, Captives and Cousins:
Slavery Kinship and Community in the Southwest Borderlands, (Chapel Hill, NC : Published for the
Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia, University of North
Carolina Press, 2002.) Marta Weigl, Brothers of Light, Brothers of Blood: The Penitentes of the Southwest,
(Albuquerque : University of New Mexico Press, 1976).
11 Gonzalez.
12 Gutierrez, Montoya
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of the Southwest, The establishment of a New Mexico territory and the Treaty of

Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848 established New Mexicans and individuals living in the

modern day area of southern Colorado as legal citizens of the United States. While in

federal legislation they had gained access to citizenship in the United States without

crossing any borders, the reality of their participation in the economic and social sphere

of the United States was shattered when through federal actions, in southern Colorado

Nuevo Mexicanos did not receive equal access to land.13 Rather than being seen as legal

citizens, they were viewed as individuals that were in need of social uplift. 14

At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century with the

establishment of mining companies in southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, the

colonization of the Southwest turned into paternalism from the East Coast.15 Investors

had a desire to reap the economic opportunities attached to the mineral wealth of this

region. At the same time they established communities of workers who willingly

contributed to a national community, not as colonists but as employees. The attempt to

establish these laborers as employees and, ultimately, citizens of the United States, was a

colonization not only of the region, but also of the mind. CF&I established the

13 Montoya, Montoya discusses the multiple conflicts concerning the differences in American and Mexican
American perceptions of land. As well as the impact of state and supreme court decisions that impacted
residents of the Southwest access to land after the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the
influx of US citizens from the East Coast. I use Nuevo Mexicanos since at the turn of the twentieth century
these individuals were not aware of the term Hispanic. They were not Spanish since they were removed
from Spain by more than three centuries, nor were they Mexican since the political entity was only in
existence in the Southwest for twenty-seven years. Regionally they were New Mexicans, but since they
spoke Spanish they should be identified by the Spanish equivalent of New Mexican, Nuevo Mexicano
14Sandra Schackel, Social Housekeepers: Women Shaping Public Policy in New Mexico,
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1992), Deutsch,1987
15 Paternalism centers on the idea that East Coast investors saw themselves as parents or parent-like figures
that through their position of authority and control over Nuevo Mexicanos would be able to teach them how
to be better employees and more socially adapted to an East Coast lifestyle.
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appropriate models for the formation of buildings, communities and individual identities.

CF&I regulated the ideas for how company properties and social organizations should be

established on company owned property.

At the turn of the twentieth century, these individuals fell under the tutelage of

East Coast investors, who saw them not as American citizens but as “employees.” As

workers at CF&I, Nuevo Mexicanos became productive workers and by World War I,

CF&I shaped them to be seen as loyal Americans. They had become citizens of the

United States through their connection to the company and continued to be defined by

their class, ethnicity, and gender. While they never left the land, CF&I, as a state-entity,

defined Nuevo Mexicanos status within Colorado and the greater Southwest.16

How did the residents of southern Colorado change from the Nuevo Mexicanos of

the Southwest, defined by Spanish colonization, to citizens of the United States? East

Coast corporate mentality, brought in by CF&I investors and management, allotted

Nuevo Mexicanos the time, resources, and space to change from an ethnicity defined by

their location to an identity focused on their labor and CF&I corporate standards. Upon

entering southern Colorado in the 1880’s in order to participate in the booming steel

manufacturing economy, CF&I constructed the identity of Nuevo Mexicanos as a mestizo

identity, a mixture of Spanish and Indian heritage that had existed in the Southwest for

16 In this dissertation CF&I is acknowledged as a state entity. CF&I’s tock ownership represented a
conglomeration of investors from the East Coast that symbolized the growth of US corporations at the turn
of the twentieth century. The Gould and Rockefeller families were representatives of industries such as
steel, oil, and the railroad which characterized the expansion of the US economy. With this control over
the economy, The Rockefeller family was able to create communities near where they mined their fuel
resources. The creation of these communities or the growth of these communities based on Rockefeller
monies signified that the Rockefeller family controlled the economies, buildings, and the land. This power
over these regional areas was similar to how the US Federal government or state political bureaucracy
represented the citizens of the area. With the owners of CF&I in a similar area of control over their
residents they reflected a similar control to that of a state or national bureaucracy.
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centuries.17 Thus for Nuevo Mexicanos in southern Colorado, CF&I altered their ethnic

identity, class status, and gendered roles from Spanish and Mexican controlled and

created colonial standards to East Coast ideals of ethnicity, class, and gender. Nuevo

Mexicanos used this status to establish themselves within their local communities and

they established a collective identity based on a common history.

While investors like the Rockefellers hoped to alter the living conditions and

behaviors of their employees, the end goal centered not on demoralizing workers, but on

uplifting them to the status of productive workers. They did not view their employees at

the same level as the investors, but at a level that the Rockefellers and their fellow

investors could refer to as success in a corporate mindset.18 In the minds of potential

investors, other corporations, and members of their social networks, the Rockefellers

desired that their peers and their employees would see them as benevolent

philanthropists.19 These policies changed the residents of the Southwest into citizens of

17 Ramon Gutierrez in his work When Jesus Came the Corn Mothers went away: Marriage, Sexuality and
Power in New Mexico 1500-1846, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991.) Deena Gonzalez in her
book Refusing the Favor: Mexican American Women of Santa Fe all explore the complexities of New
Mexican culture as a mixture of Spanish and Pueblo culture that evolved over decades and the century, they
explore the political and social ramifications that constructed New Mexican identity by the early 1880s.
Gonzalez, 1999.
18 Ron Chernow, Titan: The Life of John D. Rockefeller, Sr., (New York : Vintage Books, 1999.) Charles
Morris, The Tycoons: How Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, Jay Gould, and J.P. Morgan Invented
the American Super Economy, (New York: Times Books, 2005.)
19 This method of paternalism is not a new concept within US History, Eugene Genovese in his work Roll,
Jordan, Roll discussed the ideas that the slave masters were paternalistic individuals that attempted to
establish an environment in which they could assist the slaves by controlling their environments.
Paternalism while beneficial to white upper class men established a hierarchy in which Slave men were
never able to exert their authority, and slave women were left out of the power dynamic. Eugene
Genovese, Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made, (New York : Vintage Books, 1976.) The
paternalism that East Coast investors and specifically the Rockefeller men is focused on the workers
connection to the company and that the company is an economic benefit to all involved. Rather than seeing
themselves as father figures they are economic resources in which the workers would better their lives
through their labor, The paternalism of the slave owners was that blacks bettered their situations in regards
to their deference to their owners.
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the United States, and are recorded in CF&I’s publications from 1901-1919, in the

speeches that Rockefeller gave from 1915-1919, and in the memory of individuals living

in this area, recorded through oral interviews.

The Rockefellers’ control of southern Colorado through their investment in CF&I

revealed that their power extended beyond the geographical area in which they lived, and

that it radiated through the culture of the mining communities of southern Colorado. This

regulation of behavior in a regional area detached from their corporate center by

thousands of miles validated the idea that the Rockefeller’s controlled these communities

in a similar way to how a nation state controls, governs, or regulates its citizens. The

workers of CF&I were more than just employees, they were citizens and residents of a

Rockefeller-organized state based on buildings, and regulated, through social behavior.

The Rockefellers in constructing this state, set up the materials by which it would

be physically built—houses and churches— which socially organized a distinct

difference between work and social life, and imported the structure by which it would be

governed--management, pit bosses, and foremen. The Rockefellers also influenced the

political leadership of the state of Colorado based on their economic control of the area.

This further happened because of the relationship between the Denver based offices and

the East Coast offices, for on a regular basis, the Rockefellers sent correspondence to

company management in Denver dictating the ideals by which the company should be

run.20 Thus CF&I came to be the organization which dominated the social, economic,

and political life of southern Colorado.

20 Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC.
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The State

The Progressive Movement both inside the United States and in Europe was an

attempt to reconcile what was in the best interests of the common good and that of the

individual. Thinkers of the time attempted to show rational benevolence and a response

to organized capitalism in an urban environment, These individuals sought to extend the

democratic principle of equality and hoped to ally their own self interest with the

common good.21 Both John D. Rockefeller Sr. and John D. Rockefeller Jr. were attached

to these ideas in a paternalistic form. As the ideas of the Progressive era rose to national

prominence and became part of the national rhetoric and the ideals behind a major

political party, institutions and individuals which sponsored them became part of this

ideal. Thus the ideology of the state on a national level sought to uplift individuals while

uplifting the masses. With the rise of the movement the ideology becomes entrenched

into the political structure. Thus the state becomes an ideological entity and CF&I and its

ownership and management are linked to these ideals.

The establishment of CF&I as the equivalent of a government run institution

which structured the economic and social lives of its employees and its attempts at

totalitarian control were not unique. The Rockefellers used ideas of paternalism through

philanthropic donations, visits to coal camps, and an appeal to employees as common

21 James Kloppenberg, Uncertain Victory: Social Democracy and Progressivism in European and
American Thought, 1870-1920, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986.) Michael McGerr, A Fierce
Discontent: the Rise and Fall of the Progressive Movement in America, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2003.) Daniel Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age. *Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1998) Elizabeth Israels Perry, “The Changing
Meanings of the Progressive Era” OAH Magazine of History, Vol 13. No. 3 Perry establishes the changing
meanings of the progressive era, while older historian saw this as an era of reform it has also been put into
the context of repressive in which individual who had been considered to be reformers can also be seen as
individuals who attempted to create a standard mindset of who and what was American and what was
civilized.
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stock holders, in an attempt to establish a strong hold on southern Colorado coal camps.

In order to critique more fully the work of CF&I and its structuring or restructuring of

geographical and social space, it is important to understand how states transitioned

ideologies in other regional locations and that these sponsored ideas are transnational.

James C. Scott in his book, Seeing Like the State, analyzes the impact of authoritarian

states on the peoples whom governments tried to assist through state sponsored projects

to improve local areas.22 This work reveals the destruction of local communities, when

local knowledge or “metis” is not taken into consideration. This had an effect which

altered the physical environment of the area. This theoretical framework assists scholars

in analyzing the role and goals of the state as well as assessing how the state influences

and articulates ideas to its residents and how these residents respond. Like the nations

discussed in Scott’s work, CF&I’s vision of southern Colorado did not consider the

ethnic or cultural background of their employees and thus presented a competing agenda

to Nuevo Mexicanos’ ideals of social progress which were attached to their success in

agriculture.23 This lack of understanding of Nuevo Mexicano culture brought a change to

this ethnic group and incorporated residents in the Southwest into an identity in which the

East Coast served as the core of its perspective.

Unlike the nations addressed in Scott’s work, southern Colorado was not a

political nation state, but the bureaucratic structure and company control established a

region that fell under paternalistic control. Theoretically the residents of southern

22 James C. Scott, Seeing Like the State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have
Failed, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998).
23 Montoya, 1999.
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Colorado did not cross national boundaries, rather the political boundaries changed.

This idea of the changing of national boundaries, although societies stay within a region,

is examined in Walter Mignolo’s work, Local Histories/ Global Designs. Mignolo

expands scholars thinking about history by forcing them to look at a larger timeframe and

to reanalyze how scholars interpret ideas about nations and borders.24 By reanalyzing

southern Colorado history to look at it from the perspective of the US Southwest and of

Mexican-American History, rather than Western history, historians see how borders are

limited by time and political structures. By restructuring a scholar’s perspective to think

of the Southwest as a mixture of cultures and Nuevo Mexicano and American political

structures it expands the knowledge and perspective of the modern world system and

forces historians to realize that transnational migration to some is regional migration for

others. Within this regional migration is a shift in one’s identity when the economic

structures are shifted.

With a combination of these ideas the history of individuals and of a company in

southern Colorado can be interpreted to show how the state, or in this instance, Colorado

Fuel and Iron Company came to restructure the ethnic, gender, and social ideals of

residents of this geographical area. Scholars also come to understand how multi-ethnic

groups fit into East Coast and national perspectives of what was an ideal United States

citizen. The regional identity of these individuals shifted from their geographical

location, their work environment, and their ethnic background to being tied to national

events, such as World War I. This transition from a local or regional identity based on

24 Walter Mignolo, Local Histories/ Global Designs: Coloniality, Subaltern Knowledges, and Border
Thinking: (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).
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ethnic culture to a company culture structured by East Coast capitalistic ideas signified a

change in how CF&I saw their employees as more than just residents of the Southwest,

but as productive labor. With the onset of war CF&I altered this view of identity from a

corporate regional culture to a national identity centered on patriotism, productivity, and

loyalty.

In this transition from a local to a national identity, CF&I faced criticism from the

national media and the federal government when military forces supported by CF&I fired

on a group of striking miners. In 1914, the Ludlow Massacre, a conflict between the

Colorado National Guard and unionizers resulted in the deaths of twenty-one people.

Thirteen of these were women and children. In senate hearings of 1915, the Rockefellers

and their business associates were questioned about their involvement in CF&I and their

knowledge of the massacre.25 Despite the fact that the Ludlow Massacre tarnished the

company’s public image, after John D. Rockefellers Jr.’s visit in 1915 workers in

southern Colorado saw the Rockefellers as people to go to for monetary assistance. They

wrote letters asking Rockefeller Jr. to provide the coal camps with band uniforms and

bandstands, resources that he had promised on his 1915 visit.26 They continued over the

25 “Testimony of John D. Rockefeller, JR., Charls Elton, John D. Rockefeller, Jerome D. Greene, Dr.
Geroge W. Kirchwey, A. Barton Hepburn, January-February 1915,” Series 900 Box 18 folder 131.
OMR,RAC
26CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller Jr.” November 21, 1916., John D, Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter to
Jesse Welborn” December 27, 1916., John D, Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter. to CJ Hicks.” April 17, 1916., John
D, Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter to John D. Rockefeller Sr.” April 18, 1917., “Memorandum Regarding
Bandstands for CF&I Camps.”, “Jan. 12th, 1916. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter to Welborn” April 16
1916., Jesse Welborn, “Letter to John D, Rockefeller, Jr.” May 29, 1916., John D, Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter
to Welborn” June 9 1916., Ludwig Eisinger, “Letter to John D, Rockefeller, Jr.,” June 17, 1916., Jesse
Welborn, “Letter to John D, Rockefeller, Jr.”July 15, 1916., JD Bryne “Telegram to John D. Rockefeller,
Jr.” August 1, 1918., John D, Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter to Welborn” dated August 7, 1918., Jesse Welborn,
“Letter to John D, Rockefeller, Jr.”. October 10 1918”., John D, Rockefeller, Jr. “Letter to Charles O.
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following years to send such requests. During the same time in which employees were

asking Rockefeller Jr. for funds, they excluded him from the public gathering

commemorating the Ludlow Massacre in 1918.27 CF&I employees recognized CF&I as

an institution which could protect, control, or harm them. The employees accepted this

paternalistic state control when it benefited their economic and social causes and

attempted to rebel when it did not.

Ethnicity

Migration into the social, economic, and political structures of southern Colorado

changed the cultural perspective of numerous ethnic groups. Nuevo Mexicanos did not

migrate into a foreign land, as the Greeks, Italians, and Slavic workers had done, when

they began working for CF&I. Nuevo Mexicanos stayed within the same climatic and

geographical environment. The landscape of southern Colorado and northern New

Mexico is a single plains region that is accented by the Sangre de Cristo mountain range

that splits the two states. The geographical landscape is the same. Thus the movement of

Nuevo Mexicanos was not a migration into a new land but a movement within the same

environmental niche.

For Nuevo Mexicanos their ethnic identity changed because CF&I came to

consider them as workers and placed them into a different context. Nuevo Mexicanos

found that through positioning themselves as workers they were able to benefit from the

industry that CF&I brought to southern Colorado. CF&I employees sought for safer

Heydt,” July 17 1919., Charles Heydt, “Letter to EH Weitzel,” October 28, 1919 ., E.H. Weitzel, “Letter to
Charles O. Heydt,” July 5, 1919. Box 18 Folder 156. Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC.
27The Chronicle News, “Beautiful monument to Ludlow Victims Unveiled on Site of Tent Colony Today.”
Trinidad Colorado May, 30, 1918, Box 26 Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR, RAC.
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working condition and their was a dialectical relationship that Nuevo Mexicanos engaged

in to establish themselves within this community. Management came to see Nuevo

Mexicanos as members of the company community rather than foreigners. For

employees of CF&I their ethnic identity became a workers’ identity as well, thus

ethnicity and class combined into one facet of their lives. In New Mexico their labor had

been focused more on a sedentary and agrarian lifestyle. For Nuevo Mexicanos in

southern Colorado this new identity was based on external pressures from CF&I. While

the spaces to which they moved stayed consistent with their upbringing and their cultural

understandings of the land, this migration put them under the control of CF&I which

altered their perceptions of labor and ethnic identity.

Previous literature on immigrants’ ethnic identity has shown that there is a

cultural shift to an American identity which is a process due not to one specific moment

in time or one particular event. The nature of this process depends on the particular

historical moment, the individual region, and the people involved.28 Colorado has largely

been left out of Southwestern studies because it is seen as a western locale.29 Placing

southern Colorado within the context of the Southwest redirects the analysis of ethnic

identity in the coal fields of Colorado to the long history of Spanish influence in the area,

as well as the preservation of culture not based on political boundaries or governments

but on the survival of economic and cultural structures. Scholarship on Mexican

28 David Gutierrez, Walls and Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of
Ethnicity, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995.) Deutsch, 1987. George Sanchez, Becoming
Mexican American, Ethnicity, Identity, and Culture in Los Angeles, 1900-1945, (Oxford University Press:
Cambridge, 1995)
29 Deutsch, Brooks. Frank Van Nuys, Americanizing the West: Race, Immigrants, and Citizenship, 1890–
1930. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2002).
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American identity reveals that ethnic divisions vary according to time and region. For

individuals in Colorado who had migrated there or whose ancestors had migrated from

New Mexico in the Post-Mexican American War period and Pre-Mexican Revolution era,

their ethnicity was tied to the Southwest because of their Spanish heritage. Ultimately

these people were Nuevo Mexicanos whose boundaries changed from Spain to Mexico to

the United States, but their attachment was to a regional not a national identity.

“Mines, Massacres, and Memories” asks scholars to reconsider the questions of

both Mexican American identity and citizenship. Residents of the Southwest neither

instantly changed from Spaniards to Mexicans to Americans, nor was it just the behavior

of the US federal government or Progressive women that instituted this change. Rather

Nuevo Mexicanos were residents of the Southwest, Mexicans, company employees, and

then Americans. This was a process of change that took over forty years of transition.

While in the community of southern Colorado, Nuevo Mexicano identity by the end of

World War I was intricately linked to the nation, in the rest of the United States they were

still considered Mexicans because of their cultural ties to the Southwest, their surnames,

and skin color. From 1880-1916 their identity as citizens of the United States was linked

to corporate culture and not to the United States social structure. Nuevo Mexicanos

ethnic identity historically had been complicated. The transition from being under the

control of multiple political boundaries in under a hundred years did not erase their

previous cultural traditions, rather it enriched their understandings of multiple ethnicities.

For Nuevo Mexicanos employment at CF&I provided them with a constructed identity

which placed them within a multi-cultural context based on wage labor which enabled
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them to be connected to the lands of their predecessors. Their identity was linked to the

Southwest, Colorado, and CF&I.

“Mines, Massacres, and Memories” will focus on how CF&I hoped to illustrate

the differences between Mexican and company culture. This representation of

individuals living in the Southwest does not reflect how individuals saw themselves;

rather it shows how CF&I articulated ideals of culture in the Progressive era. While this

altering in ethnicity, ultimately, affected residents of southern Colorado its influence did

not originate in the Southwest, but was part of a transmittal of East Coast ideals that

migrated to the coalfields of southern Colorado through the inner workings of CF&I

through its East Coast board of directors.

Gender

While the analysis of ethnicity is deeply rooted in the geographical region and

how individuals interpret their connection to the land, the company, and then the nation,

the perspective of how individuals tie ideas about gender to their own bodies and to their

understanding of how these bodies are part of the company and the state needs further

examination. In southern Colorado, CF&I constructed ideas about the body and its

connection to the company through the publication of articles defining the appropriate

body, the establishment of the medical community both through the building of a large

hospital in Pueblo and the regular visits of nurses into the coal camps, and the

organization of social events.

In any approach to history a gendered analysis needs to bring into consideration

Joan Scott’s theory on gender in history. She explores the idea that gender is socially
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constructed to define sexual difference. Scott’s essays on gender, Gender and the Politics

of History, reveals that the construction of gender by society is imbedded in the daily

lives of individuals, even in the language that is used. 30 To further complicate this notion

of gender is Susan Butler’s Gender Trouble in which she explores the idea that gender is

not a binary in which masculinity and femininity are defined in opposition to each other.

Butler’s critique of femininity, and subsequently that of feminism, centers on scholars’

assumptions that women are grouped together under femininity, when in fact there exist

multiple definitions of the feminine gender role as a matter of performance.31 Butler’s

theoretical approach incorporates a more complicated spectrum as to social constructions

of gender. She considers these identities as more complicated than social scientists have

previously conceived.

Butler’s and Scott’s theoretical approach to gender encourages scholars to

reconsider their perspectives of gender history. To analyze the Southwestern United

States and the individual’s gendered identity in this region during the Progressive era, it

is necessary to put southern Coloradoans into a more national perspective relevant to the

time frame which this dissertation covers. The misconception of gender binaries in

Butler’s work exists for masculinity as well. The divisions into two categories does not

fully take into consideration the multiple facets of gender.32 The most influential work on

30 Joan Scott, Gender and the Politics of History, (New York : Columbia University Press, 1988.)
31 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble and the Subversion of Identity, (New York: Routledge, 1990.)
32 Other works that have added to a more concrete definition to gender and gender studies focuses on
masculinity and femininity usually in separate works. E. Anthony. Rotundo, American Manhood:
Transformations in Masculinity from the Revolution to the Modern Era. (New York: Basic Books, 1993.)
David. Gilmore, Manhood in the Making: Cultural Concepts of Masculinity. ( New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1990.) Michael Kimmel, Manhood in America: A Cultural History, (New York : Oxford
University Press, 2006.) Ana Maria Alonso. Thread of Blood: Colonialism, Revolution, and Gender on
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gender in the US Progressive Era is Gail Bederman’s Manliness and Civilization. While

her approach solely focuses on masculinity, her assessment of President Theodore

Roosevelt, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Stanley Hall, and Ida B. Wells educates readers

about the social constructions of masculinity, and how individuals were responsible for

this idea that many had accepted as a natural characteristic.33 When extrapolating this

idea of a socially constructed manhood, “Mines, Massacres, and Memories” reveals that

gender is an idea that CF&I imposes on its employees and that its employees interpreted

it to their own needs. Thus gender is not only an aspect of the upper classes, educated

people, or national leaders during the Progressive Era, rather it is an idea and a social

construct that affects all levels of society and in all regions of the United States.

In this dissertation, scholars will see how CF&I constructed masculine and

feminine gender roles through recreational opportunities. For men, CF&I saw their

masculinity tied to their physical stamina as miners, the ability to be good CF&I

employees and good citizens, and the economic contributions they made to their families.

The company viewed women as feminine if they were good mothers, supportive of their

husbands, and volunteered for community service projects. In southern Colorado, CF&I

constructed men’s and women’s gender roles within the context of company production

and culture. While women did not work in the mines, their ability to produce the next

generation of workers was a pivotal aspect of productivity; since they did not serve in the

Mexico’s Northern Frontier. (Tucson : University of Arizona Press, 1995.) Ana Castillo, Massacre of the
Dreamers: Essays on Xicanisma, (Albuquerque : University of New Mexico Press, c1994) Gloria
Anzaldua, Borderlands/La Frontera, and Bryan Traister’s article, “Academic Viagra: The Rise of
American Masculinity Studies” American Quarterly Vol. 52, No. 2 (Jun., 2000), pp. 274-304.
33 Gail Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Manliness in the United States,
(Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1990.)Matthew Basso, Across the Great Divide: Cultures of
Manhood in the U.S. West, (New York: Routledge, 2001)
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military during the war and were not part of economic production, CF&I still expected

them to contribute to the war effort. This construction was not only centered on adults

but it influenced the lives of boys and girls as well.

Labor

During the Progressive Era, reformers, who valued individuals and felt a

responsibility to uplift immigrants who were unaware of the power that they had as

laborers, battled the exploitation of cheap labor. In this quest for social and economic

equality, laborers, during the rise of corporations, faced a struggle between accepting

their employer’s demands and exercising their own right to have control over their work

environment. For individuals in southern Colorado it was no different. CF&I gave them

security, but when workers attempted to organize the coal camps became a hostile

environment. Much of this organization was from sources outside of southern Colorado

and the Southwest, specifically the Industrial Workers of the World, IWW, in the form

of labor organizers, such as Mother Harris-Jones.34 This type of organizing further

questioned where Nuevo Mexicanos fit within the region of the Southwest as CF&I

employees and within the US as socialists acting contrary to capitalist ideals.

Perhaps the most enlightening impact on the role of immigrants in the workforce,

and more importantly gender constructs is Susan Glenn’s work Daughters of the Shtetl.

While this text shows how women constructed their own identity it is focused on the East

34 Publications from the Pueblo Chieftain and Trinidad Chronicle from 1911-1913. Include references to
Mother Harris Jones in the coal camps. CF&I viewed Mother Jones as a socialist agitator that did not
understand the needs of the local communities that she was organizing. Elliot Gorn, Mother Jones: The
Most Dangerous Woman in America, (New York : Hill and Wang, 2001.)
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Coast, and does not reflect how the companies viewed these women.35 In looking at

other studies on mining in the western United States in the 19th and 20th centuries there is

a heavy focus on the masculinity of the employees and their connection to their labor.

These studies address how men and women responded to their environments and how a

culture of men and women developed or became more prominent within US

corporations.36 Yet scholars do not get a view of how the company culture helped to

define these men and women or their ethnic identity. Scholars do not get the insight into

how corporations adapted their employees to a new society and a new nation because

these texts are based more on seasonal and migratory labor an immigrant group that

formed ethnic enclaves.37

35 Susan Glenn, Daughters of the Shtetl: Life and Labor in the Immigrant Generation, (Ithaca : Cornell
University Press, 1990). This text identifies that Jewish Women from eastern Europe in the early years of
the 20th century refused to take second class status in the workforce, through their ideology and actions
later generations of laborers and women were able to secure a better income, safer working conditions, and
more control over their labor.
36 Gunther Peck’s Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant Workers in the North American West,
1880-1930, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), expounds upon the relationship between the
padrone and immigrants from Greece, Mexico, and Italy. Pecks work sheds light on how these immigrants
viewed their labor and their connection to the company. Peck shows the direct link between the company
and the padrone and how the individual laborers connection to the company was hindered by the padrone.
This work is an excellent example of understanding how immigrants viewed their connection to their
homeland while adapting into a mining community within the western United States. Peck’s approach
reveals the identity of the employees and how they viewed their labor as well as how the padrone came to
be the middle man in this arrangement between labor and management. This approach adds to the
perspective of the ever changing ethnicity of the West and the fluidity of masculinity within these mining
camps. Vicki Ruiz, Cannery Women, Cannery Lives: Mexican Women, Unionization and the California
Food Processing Industry, 1930-1950, (Albuquerque : University of New Mexico Press, c1987.) Gilbert
Gonzalez, Labor and Community: Mexican Citrus Worker Villages in a Southern California Community,
1900-1950, (Urbana : University of Illinois Press, 1994.)
37 In Matt Basso’s dissertation on miners in Montana we see the social repercussions for copper miners and
mill workers when they face the realities of World War II on the home front. Basso’s focus on masculinity
during war time highlights the multiple perceptions of masculinity that men encounter as well as their
response to the entrance of other men and women into their work environment. Matt Basso, "(not until you
see) the Whites of His I's: The Cultural Politics of White Manhood on the Montana Homefront." University
of Minnesota 2002. His article in Across the Great Divide, his focus on masculinity and the impact of men
on the home front challenges scholars to reinterpret the impact of war on ideas about masculinity. This
approach to the structure of a gendered identity reveals that this is shaped by time and location. While these
texts add to the historical literature on labor and masculinity, it is important that a gendered history include
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Scholars’ analyses of ethnic identities have viewed the West as the frontier and

the immigration of European immigrants as the major cultural power in the American

West. Migration within the area of the Southwest has been largely overlooked as well as

the impact of labor on one’s ethnicity. Gender, labor, and ethnicity have been seen as

separate spheres, or scholars have not addressed the cultural attachments that immigrants

and migrants have attached to the land. 38 A reanalysis of Colorado as the Southwest

shows how far Spanish influence extended north and how ethnic culture evolved to a new

ethnic identity with the entrance of East Coast capitalism. “Mines, Massacres, and

Memories” will show the complicated relationship between the company’s ideals about

ethnicity and gender and how these were stamped onto the social lives of the employees.

Memory

This work will also demonstrate the impact of the company on the collective

memory of the area. Scholars will get a glimpse of how the company attempted to

impact the minds of the people and the geographical landscape for decades.

The Ludlow Massacre of 1914 is an event that shaped CF&I management and

employee relations in the years following the massacre and the memory of the area. An

analysis of this event from the memories-- newspaper headlines, monuments, oral

interviews, and books--shows how the massacre became a part of the collective memory

of the area and of the nation. An analysis of memory shows that the event became part of

the local history, not as the event occurred but as unions, scholars, and coal camp

an analysis of both masculine and feminine roles. Matthew Basso, “Man-Power: Montana Copper Workers,
State Authority, and the (Re)drafting of Manhood During World War II,” in Across the Great Divide:
Cultures of Manhood in the American West (New York: Routledge, 2001), 185-210.
38 Peck, Jameson. Montoya.
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communities chose to remember it. Through an analysis of these memories, scholars

come to understand that the events of April 20, 1914 are not the most critical component

of identity formation, but rather how the event has been immortalized to shape the

community and company identity of the area around Ludlow.

Scholarship on the history of memory reveals perceptions of a location’s history

change over time and the meaning that the state attaches to that location. The event of

the Ludlow Massacre was neither remembered with the memorial’s official erection in

1918, nor is it remembered at the yearly meeting of the United Mine Workers of America

in June to commemorate the event. The location as it is represented in 2006 has lost the

original significance of the events of April 20, 1914. The sanitization of events has failed

to honor any individual, rather the UMWA, scholars, and visitors to the site have created

caricatures of the victims of Ludlow. A new look at the Ludlow Massacre Memorial will

show the multiple meanings of a monument as well as how acts of terror are seen as

legitimate places for the collective memory of the Southwest. Bloodshed and acts of

savagery stay imprinted on the American mind. At these monuments, ideals of gender

are solidified as a symbol of the ideal worker, the model of masculinity or femininity.

Ludlow honors the victims, but it fails to remember the massacre.

In looking at the memories attached to a traumatic event two major pieces of

scholarship need to be brought into the discussion, Paul Schackel’s collection of essays

Myth Memory and the Making of the American Landscape and Arthur Neal’s –National

Trauma and Collective Memory. Schackel’s collection shows the nature of created

meanings, past and present at nationally significant sites. These essays and books
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demonstrate how an event is sanitized or a group is glamorized based on the event that

transpired. Essays consider why some individuals remember events while others forget

and the impact that this has on how United States history is used to affect the mentality of

US residents after the event has occurred.39 Neal’s text delves into events that

significantly damaged the social system, such as the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.

He shows how events like this are catalysts and markers for social change and that

through understanding these national traumas scholars can come to understand more fully

modern times and regional areas.40

By putting the Ludlow massacre into the context of these theoretical models it is

obvious that Ludlow symbolizes social and cultural change. Ludlow also stands as a

pivotal point in southern Colorado labor relations even in modern times because the

impact of bloodshed on this land memorializes to other Americans how a company’s

control of employees and of a region can turn to violence.

Outline of Chapters

This dissertation will be broken into five main chapters. The first chapter “CF&I’s

Construction of a Corporate Culture in Southern Colorado, 1880-1901” will address the

formation of CF&I into a company under the direction of East Coast management, yet

centered in the West. It will look at the origins of its construction and incorporation as

well as how this company came to control the southern Colorado coal fields and

immigrants from multiple nations. “CF&I’s Construction of a Corporate Culture in

39 Paul Schackel, Myth Memory and the making of the American Landscape, (Gainesville : University Press
of Florida, 2001.)
40 Arthur Neal’s National Trauma and Collective Memory: Extraordinary Events in the American
Experience, (Armonk, N.Y. : M.E. Sharpe, 2005.)
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Southern Colorado, 1880-1901” also addresses the formation of a Nuevo Mexicano

identity and how this was juxtaposed to the Rockefeller ideas attached to ethnic identity.

The second chapter, “Explaining Ethnicity, Exploring Nature, and Constructing Culture:

CF&I’s Sociological Department’s Activities from 1901-1904,” analyzes how CF&I’s

Sociological Department established ideals, through publications, to distinguish a clear

difference between Mexican (Nuevo Mexicano) culture and company culture. “Books,

Memories, and Monuments or The Myth of Memory: The Ludlow Massacre, 1914” will

illustrate how the Ludlow massacre in April of 1914 established a distinct memory

attached to place that affected residents of this area for numerous generations. An

analysis of the location of the Ludlow Massacre Memorial demonstrates how meanings

for memorials change over time. Through an analysis of secondary texts written in the

1970s and oral interviews recorded in the 1970s, readers will come to understand how

ideas and ideals became attached to place. The final two chapters will center on the after

effects of the Ludlow massacre and how John D. Rockefeller Jr. assisted in the initiation

of a new company policy toward employee relations. Chapter four, “Plans, Bodies, and

Buildings: Effect of CF&I’s Industrial Representation Plan of 1915 on Gender Relations

in Southern Colorado Coal Mining Camps” details the impact of the Industrial

Representation Plan on ideas and constructions of the male and female body through the

establishment and structuring of CF&I sponsored field days. Chapter five, “Making

Americans in Coal Camps: CF&I’s Restructuring to Support Wilson’s Call to Arms”

illustrates the drastic changes in ideas about ethnicity and the impact of war on the minds

of residents of southern Colorado. This chapter demonstrates that CF&I employees
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rallied to the cause of the United States during World War I, despite their multiple

ethnicities and experiences. Through labor, money, domesticity, and military service

southern Coloradoans and CF&I revealed that these individuals adapted ideals of

Americanness. The conclusion, “Ethnicity, Gender, Memory, and the State,” is a final

look at CF&I’s construction of a corporate culture in southern Colorado and how

ethnicity, gender, memory and the state came to represent or were represented by CF&I.

The epilogue, “A Glimpse into the Past: A Look at the Markers CF&I Left on the

Memory of Southern Colorado” addresses how CF&I’s establishment of their company

through buildings, publications, and controlled behavior left a permanent stain on the

landscape and minds of residents of southern Colorado, as well as revealing the

permanence of Nuevo Mexicanos in this area.

The Ludlow Massacre is still remembered the first weekend in June. The United

Mine Workers keep the site clean and they continue to remember the struggle of the

miners on the morning of April 20th 1914.41 But the miners and the mines are silent. The

memory of the event and the landscape of southern Colorado remain on the minds and

hearts of all who come from this area. The experiences of individuals living in southern

Colorado from 1880 to 1919 left an undeniable mark on labor relations and the memory

of those who came from that region. The ideas and programs of CF&I constructed a

gendered, ethnic, and regional identity that made the individuals in this area, not

Mexicans, Mexican Americans, or Hispanics, but employers, soldiers, men and women,

and most importantly American citizens. Regardless of this change in citizenship status,

41 Pueblo Chieftain, “Restored Ludlow Memorial Unveiled,” June 6, 2005 Pueblo, Colorado.
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a Nuevo Mexicano identity stayed with the miners who lived in this area. Nuevo

Mexicanos of this area, signified the mixture of East Coast capitalism and the social and

environmental landscape of the Southwest.
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I. CF&I’S CONSTRUCTION OF A CORPORATE CULTURE IN SOUTHERN

COLORADO, 1880-1901

The story of the creation of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company begins with the

marriage of East Coast stock owners and northern New Mexican laborers. When

investors from the East Coast brought their wealth to the Southwest, a mixing of two

separate cultures emerged in which Nuevo Mexicanos became corporate beings rather

than residents of the Southwest. These seemingly separate entities combined their ideas

about ethnic identity and socio-economic class status to create a union that solidified land

holdings in southern Colorado and resulted in the creation of an environment in which

both East Coast capitalism, based on economic wealth, and Nuevo Mexicano heritage,

focused on the land and on kinship groups, structured the hybrid social, political, and

economic structures for which southern Colorado is known.

One half of this “marriage” was composed of CF&I stock holders from the

eastern United States. CF&I’s stock owners constituted a separate culture and identity

from their employees and they encouraged their employees to accept this cultural model.

Stock owners, such as the Rockefellers, hoped to uplift CF&I workers and make them

into “upstanding” members of society. Stockholders wanted productive employees in

order to build a company that did not face worker strikes that could lead to a decrease in

productivity and a subsequent decrease in profits. The goal was not to make them equal.42

In order to fully understand this situation, scholars must examine the identity of

the stock owners, in particular, the Rockefellers and the identity that they created as a

42 Clyne, 1999.
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family based in the East Coast and heavily involved in the rise of capitalistic corporate

identity throughout the United States. Their lives were heavily steeped in corporate

culture and leadership and are an ideal example of this mentality at the turn of the 20th

century. The Rockefeller family legacy rested in the dominance of John D. Rockefeller

Sr. and the success that he achieved through his monopolizing of the oil market in the late

19th and early 20th centuries. He continued by further expanding into the fuel market with

his investment in CF&I in the early 1900s. However, the development of this eastern and

corporate identity began much earlier in his previous twenty years of business

negotiations and his establishment of marketing networks. As a major developer and

investor in several corporations, as well as a member of numerous boards of directors,

Rockefeller established himself as the premier business man of his time. With this status

he was both able to negotiate friendships and to establish himself along the eastern

seaboard as a man to be reckoned with.43

While Rockefeller maintained his business affairs in the East and established a

monopoly over fuel, American governmental leaders attempted to end his control over

the market and corporate affairs. Periodicals and senators demonized Rockefeller

claiming that he was the leader of the nation rather than the individuals who had actually

been elected. At the turn of the century, many people questioned whether or not the US

government was an institution governed by the voice of the people or the money and

influence of individuals like Rockefeller, Sr. In an attempt to squash this control the

news media and governmental leaders, such as Theodore Roosevelt, vilified large

43 Ron. Chernow, Titan: The Life of John D. Rockefeller, Sr. (New York: Vintage Books, 1999.)
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corporations in an effort to end the power of the trusts over the US economy and in turn

politics.44

While Rockefeller and other “Robber Barons” faced criticism from the federal

government, their philanthropic efforts categorized them as benevolent men.

Philanthropy or beneficent behavior towards the lower classes was expected of the rich.

Much of this idea was based on “Steel Baron” Andrew Carnegie’s theories from his book

The Gospel of Wealth published in 1889. Carnegie outlined ideas about how to best serve

and benefit the lower classes. He elaborated on the social responsibilities of the upper

classes and encouraged philanthropy for capitalist decision makers in the nation.

Carnegie represented the mindset of the time in regards to how corporations or wealthy

Americans treated laborers or how the owners of corporations expected their peers to

behave towards laborers and minority groups.45

For upper class easterners social relationships were intricately tied to business

associations and friendships affected pocket books. In the socially constructed world of

the elites of the East Coast social, political, and business relationships were intertwined

into daily life through their religious beliefs and social organizations. Part of the

Progressive ideals of the age was the concept that the upper classes, Whites, and

Protestants were more advanced than others within their society.46 Therefore, it was

these groups’ responsibility to uplift others. Evidence of this concept in Rockefeller-

44 Ibid.
45 Andrew Carnegie, The Gospel of Wealth: Essays and other Writings ( New York : Penguin
Books, 2006.)
46 Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century,
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996.)
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owned companies can be seen in the Southwestern United States with their investment in

the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.47

Coal mining in southern Colorado began with the introduction of the Colorado

Coal and Iron Company, CC&I, in 1879. General William Jackson Palmer, owner of the

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, wanted to expand the railroad industry eventually all

the way to South America. Southern Colorado seemed ideal because of its wealth of

bituminous coal that could be used right out of the ground or could be processed into

coke. Palmer built a steel mill and formed CC&I in Pueblo, Colorado in 1879. CC&I

through the 1880s saw little economic stability. The market was still in flux, and the

demand for steel products fluctuated.

The 1890s saw an upswing in steel production and the combination of numerous

coal companies in southern Colorado.48 The incorporation of CF&I began in November

of 1892 with the consolidation of the Colorado Coal Company and the Colorado Fuel

Company and the incorporation of the Grand River Coal and Coke Company. The size of

the newly-founded company was relatively small. CF&I had property across southern

Colorado in Pueblo, Walsenburg, Crested Butte and Rouse with most of the land in

Walsenburg and Rouse.49 Walsenburg and Trinidad were the two main population

centers in this area, which made them the central point of labor relations and economic

47 Although Rockefeller Sr. was not the founder of the company it was his financial support of the company
and of his son’s, John Davison Rockefeller Jr., interests and involvement in the company which linked
Rockefeller Sr. to CF&I and to southern Colorado after 1903. Before the Rockefeller’s investment in
CF&I was the building up of the mining camps and the steel mill as Pueblo that came to represent the
mineral wealth of this area.
48 Rick Clyne, Coal People: Life in Southern Colorado’s Company Towns, 1890-1930 (Denver: Colorado
Historical Society 1999. ) p. 1-14
49 Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, First Annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.
November 1, 1892- June 30, 1893. ( Denver: Colorado, August 1893) BHS. p. 15 -68.
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growth.50 At the time, John Osgood controlled the Colorado Fuel Company and took it

upon himself to expand CF&I. Osgood’s CF&I maintained 70,000 acres of coal land

with half in the southern coal mines of Colorado. Osgood expanded the steel mill at

Pueblo, but by the end of 1899 he realized that he had overextended the company. By

1903 the company was on the verge of bankruptcy when the Rockefeller family and

several of their corporate friends took over its control.51

Although this company’s holdings were predominantly in southern Colorado, the

board of director membership, CF&I strikes and the economic decline during panics or

depressions showed the influence of East Coast capitalism on company events.

Individuals from the East Coast and specifically from New York City made up more than

half of the board of directors.52

Migrants to southern Colorado in search of labor in the late 1800’s came from all

areas of the world. As they settled in communities like Walsenburg and Trinidad, they

found a population that might have appeared to them as foreigners, since they did not

have the same physical or cultural characteristics of the management that employed

50 Clyne. In the first years of this newly established corporation there are few public records which report
the events of this company. Annual Reports reflect the best information about company practices. With the
listings of the names of those stock holders who served on the board of directors and the changes in
economic wealth, this information shows the economic backbone of CF&I1893- Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company, First Annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. November 1, 1892- June 30,
1893. ( Denver: Colorado, August 1893) BHS. p. 15 -68. BHS President- J.C. Osgood., Henry Wolcott,
First Vice president. Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, 2nd Annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron
Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1894. ( Denver: Colorado, August 1894)
51 Clyne, 6-8 
52 Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, The Tenth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the
Year Ending June 30, 1902 ( Denver: Colorado, August 1902.) Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, The
Seventh annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1899. (Denver,
Colorado August, 1899) p. 20.
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them.53 Migration from northern New Mexico continued throughout the century. Many

Nuevo Mexicanos found themselves settling in this area, as it was similar to their living

conditions in New Mexico, but it brought them greater economic wealth.54

The Nuevo Mexicano experience in southern Colorado is difficult to analyze since

there are few written records that exist of these pre-dominantly uneducated, Spanish-

speaking individuals. Census records from the 1870s to the 1880s show a large number

of Nuevo Mexicanos living in southern Colorado, especially when compared with the rest

of the population.

Table 1.1 US Census, Nuevo Mexicanos born in New Mexico living in Southern Colorado.55

The large numbers of individuals immigrating in the 1870s and 1880s mostly

came from New Mexico. The census records after the 1880s show a dramatic decline in

percentages of Nuevo Mexicanos living in the area, but it is obvious by the similarity in

total numbers of New Mexicans that many of these individuals stayed in the area and

raised their children. The census records would not have revealed those of a Nuevo

Mexicano identity raised in the United States since the census records locations of birth.

53 Many of the residents of the region had come north from New Mexico in the 1850s and established
communities in which the plaza and the church were the geographical and cultural center of the
communities.
54 Clyne, 1999. Deutsch, 1987.
55 Us Census from 1870-1920. Ancestry.com for search data

census 1870 1880 1900 1910 1920
Las Animas County 4276 8909 21844 33648 38992
From New Mexico 3335 4014 3636 3696 3788
percentage from NM 78% 45% 16% 11% ~10%
Huerfano County 2250 4124 7934 13375 16894
From New Mexico 1438 1569 1054 919 1089

percentage from NM 64% 38% 13% 7% 6%
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These records reveal that there was a large decline in the percentages of Nuevo

Mexicanos by the 1910s and it is apparent that by the 1920s, the influence of Nuevo

Mexicanos had dwindled. Although their children were born in Colorado, they still

would have kept a Nuevo Mexicano heritage in that they continued to speak Spanish,

practice Catholicism, and felt attached to a Spanish colonial heritage. Thus the early

settlers of Colorado laid a foundation based on their beliefs. The population from the

1870’ and 1880’s reveals that there was a heavy concentration of Nuevo Mexicanos in

this area that would have actively shaped the ethnicity of those living in the region.

In order to come to understand the mindset of the Nuevo Mexicanos we will look

at the experiences of three Nuevo Mexicano men, Aladino Lopez, Alfred Montoya, and

Donaciano Montoya. All of these individuals were born and raised in southern Colorado

but one or both of their parents or grandparents migrated from New Mexico.56 Each of

these men was employed in the coal fields of southern Colorado and felt an attachment to

the area even after their employment ended. For Aladino Lopez he felt connected to this

area as his home, “I want to stay in my own home. If I die here, I’m going to die here…

Here they all know you. You can make friends and get along pretty good, that’s why I

like it.”57 While they are all descendents of Nuevo Mexicanos and all of them resided for

the majority of their lives in southern Colorado they interpreted their ethnic heritage in

different ways than other Coloradoans did. They saw themselves as having a heritage

56 Marriage Book of the Holy trinity Church Col 1., Trinidad Colorado, 1866. Aladino Lopez, “Oral
Inteview with Aladino Lopez by Gary L. Shumway.” OH 582. May 2, 1971, CSUF, p.10. Alfred
Montoya, “Interview Between Alfred Montoya and Gary L. Shumway,” OH 543, May 2, 1971. Colorado
Coal Mining Project, Center for Oral and Public History, California State University at Fullerton (CSUF),
p.1.
57 Lopez. P. 28
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tied to New Mexico. Within their stories lies the root of a Nuevo Mexicano identity in

southern Colorado, their employment. Each of them was attached to their labor, the

social or political events of the area, and they all represented a heritage tied to the

Southwestern United States and not to Mexico.58

Aladino Lopez’s experiences were heavily tied to Aguilar, Colorado, as this was

the location of his birth and also of his death. Aladino Lopez was born on June 12, 1895.

He went to school until the 4th grade, quit and went to work at the mines, then into

military service at the age of 18. Lopez claimed that he saw no reason to leave this area,

as it suited him, and he felt that more urban areas, such as Denver, were too congested

and impersonal.59 When he returned from Europe, he went back to the mines and lived in

Aguilar until his death.60 Although Lopez did leave this area for a few years when he

served in the US military during World War I, the majority of his life was centered on

this location and his employment as a miner.

For Lopez, his experiences in the coal fields were linked to his lack of education,

familial tradition, and ethnic culture. As a child, Lopez recalled attending school for part

of the year and then quitting for a while and then returning the next year. He expressed

that attending school on a seasonal basis was a cultural element of the Nuevo Mexicanos,

“I think the folks in those days, maybe they didn’t care. The Spanish people I guess they

never did care much…my folks never went to school.” 61 This quote demonstrates that

Lopez did not view his lack of education as anything to worry about. He claimed that

58 Lopez. p. 6
59 Ibid.
60 Social Security Death Index. Lopez p. 6
61 Lopez, 6
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this was just a part of his background as a Spaniard; although his parents were from

southern Colorado and northern New Mexico.62 For Lopez his experiences in Colorado

were connected to his familial upbringing specifically through his families involvement

in the mines and their connection to southern Colorado. While Lopez saw himself as a

Spaniard his identity was more tied to place than nationality, thus he was a Nuevo

Mexicano by ethnicity and region.

Further on in his interview, Lopez also explained that the reason for his lack of

education was that he participated in mining like his male family members, “My father

was a miner…All of his life. All of my uncles, they had all been miners. 63 For Lopez his

status within his family distinguished his ethnicity and in many ways mining became a

cultural aspect of his heritage in that it was a tradition that was passed on from generation

to generation. His attachment to the coal fields was linked to his membership within his

family unit and to his masculinity. It was traditional within his kinship group for the men

to work in the mines. For Lopez his status as a miner represented his place within his

family and in his local community.

While Lopez work in the mines was attached to his family, his oral interview

indicates that he identified as an American. When asked about his ethnic identity, it is

obvious that Lopez did not identify as a Mexican. When he was further pressed on his

ethnic identity he claimed that he was an American that had earned his heritage or his

identity based on his military service and on his family’s attachment to the land and its

62 Ibid.
63 Ibid.
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willingness to defend the land. 64 Thus his identity centered on his family’s roots in New

Mexico and Colorado, but also on his perceptions of what an American citizen was,

L: we were all Americans.
S: You considered yourself an American?
L: Absolutely! I’m an American just like any nationality. Italians, Latins,
Greeks, Japs, it don’t make any difference. I’m just as good an American

as they are, maybe better.65

Lopez’s understanding of ethnic identity, albeit when questioned in the 1970s, was based

on the incorporation of multiple ethnic groups into the Southwest. It is interesting to note

that he does not mention any northern European ethnic groups, but rather groups that

were not considered to be fully Americans at the turn of the twentieth century.66

Lopez connected one’s status as an American to military service. Lopez had

proved himself during his military service, and he continued to articulate ideas about

citizenship attached to his ancestry. If a non-white American experienced discrimination

Lopez saw this as that individual’s own fault and in order to remedy the situation they

were responsible for fighting their own battles and proving themselves;

S: Wouldn’t you call this discrimination?
L: Yes. You know who I blame?
S: Who?
L: My own people, sure, they don’t fight for their rights.
[L] That’s why I blame them. They won’t fight. They just let them come
out here. We have always been here. My folks they were from this
country before any nationality, or people come to this country.67

64 Lopez, 1-5 
65 Ibid.22
66 Matthew Jacobsen, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the Alchemy of Race,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998.) For Jacobsen he argues that European immigrants were not
considered to be white based on their regional areas they immigrated from, while individuals like Lopez see
themselves as Americans regardless of location. For Lopez identity was centered on a Southwestern area in
which he saw loyalty to the nation as fighting to gain US control over the region. For Jacobsen immigrants
did not have this option by virtue of the fact that once they arrived in the US they were automatically
foreigners. Lopez saw the region as part of the US and not an annexation or treaty lands.
67 Lopez, p 22.
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Lopez’ history in the United States was attached to a legacy of fighting for one’s

rights and for one’s land.

For Lopez his quest for equality was based on an ancestry who claimed status as

Americans rather than Indians or Mexicans.

S: You mean the Indians?
L: The Indians, my father, his father and grandparents fought for this
country before any nationality come over to this country…My
father’s father, fought the Indians, and he was buried in Taos, before
any nationality was here.68

Lopez saw himself as an American that had fought against individuals in the Southwest.

He did not see the regional differences nor did he see the US as a colonizing nation. His

participation in the military and that of his father and grandfather showed their loyalty to

the US and not to the region or the ethnicity that they were members of. Their ethnic

identity was interpreted on a national rather than a regional level.

Lopez’s attachment to the United States and to New Mexico was established by

his fighting in World War I and his ancestors fighting the Native Americans to establish

the United States as a dominant nation and themselves as representatives of this new

governing power. For Lopez, citizenship rights in the United States were established by

physical force showing that one was loyal to the United States through their actions rather

than through their birth. His ability to trace a family lineage and attachment to the land

demonstrates that Lopez’s identity was part of his family’s status as military agents of the

United States. Lopez saw Taos, New Mexico as part of the United States and his

connection to that area as tied to his ancestry located in this regional area.

68 Ibid.
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Lopez tied his memory and ethnic identity to the recollections that his ancestors

proved themselves in southern Colorado. They were Americans because of their

willingness to fight for the US. Lopez recalled his youth as a student that entered the coal

mines at a young age. This affected his educational status and continued to relegate his

life to one of manual labor. For Lopez his attachment to mining and to southern

Colorado extended beyond the lives of his parents and his own upbringing. Lopez saw a

direct connection to his status in the 1970s and his early life in southern Colorado. For

Aladino Lopez his ethnic identity was tied to the Southwest and to coal. Coal mining

was more than economic wealth, it was a connection to his relatives and to his ancestors.

Lopez’s life in southern Colorado and experiences as a coal miner present an aspect of

Nuevo Mexicano and Southwestern identity that historians and scholars of the Southwest

fail to recognize.69 Many individuals are seen as culturally connected to the land through

their farming, ranching, or sheepherding, but for southern Colorado, coal represented an

aspect of ethnic identity.

Alfred Montoya’s experiences mining in southern Colorado were similar to

Aladino Lopez’s. His interview was performed in English and he was sure to clarify that

his name was “not Alfredo, Alfred.”70 Born on September 30, 1903 in Aguilar, his roots

in the land extended back to 1868, when his grandfather began homesteading there.71 A.

Montoya’s experience in the mines were similar to Lopez’s in that he too left school at a

69 Montoya, 2006. Deutsch 1987, Clyne 197. Montoya sees these individuals as hispanos connected to the
land and CF&I are reframing this perspective. Deutsch shows how mining impacted the population but
does not look at the identity of Nuevo Mexicano men as connected to the mine in regards to their gender
roles, ethnic identity, and socio-economic status as reflect of the role of a miner. While Clyne looks at the
identity and lives of miners he does not address them as tied to an ethnic heritage.
70 Montoya, 1
71 Ibid., 18 &22
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young age to work in the mines. For Lopez and A. Montoya this was not seen as a mark

of their economic standing, but rather part of the culture of growing up in this area. Coal

mining came to define their cultural identity.

When Alfred Montoya discussed Mexicans in his interview, he did not identify

with them as part of his ethnicity, but he did see them as associated with a similar

experience in southern Colorado.

And the Mexican would be in the phonograph town, because everyone
owned a phonograph, you know how they are…They used to bring a lot of
Mexican boys, and they would establish there, see, they raised their
families over here, and they’s just the same as us. And they’re nice
people, I tell you they’re nice people…the ones that came from Old
Mexico. They would fight amongst themselves, you know.72

While there was little association in regards to ethnicity, Lopez did address that

there was a difference between individuals from Old Mexico and those from southern

Colorado. Individuals from Mexico appreciated music and fought each other, yet Lopez

considered them to be “nice people” regardless of their violence towards their own

ethnic group. A. Montoya did not see himself as part of this society that immigrated to

Colorado from Old Mexico. Like Lopez, his attachment was to the land and to the

heritage of his ancestors who were not Mexican, but “just the same as us.”73 This

construction of perceiving Mexican immigrants separate from Mexican Americans or

Nuevo Mexicanos was an idea that permeated the Southwest. David Gutierrez in his work

Walls and Mirrors explores the facet that Mexican Nationals and Mexican Americans

were more critical of each other’s ethnic identity than American corporations were when

72 Ibid., 22, 25-26
73 Ibid.
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they grouped Mexicans into one category.74 A. Montoya recognized that his cultural

roots were similar to the Mexicans, but even still, he referred to them as “they” and those

of his own ethnicity as “us.”75 A. Montoya’s, like Lopez’s, connection to the land was

based on his ancestors’ settlement in the 1880s and to his experiences as a miner. These

men came to understand their identity as reaching beyond language and culture into

regional location, labor, and attachment to the United States.

The final individual to look at in regards to Nuevo Mexicano identity is

Donaciano Montoya. D. Montoya was the son of Domingo Montoya and Cesaria

Villapando, his parents were married in the Holy Trinity Church located in Trinidad,

Colorado, but their first language was Spanish and they were born in New Mexico. 76

Eventually the Montoyas settled in the small mining community of Engleville.77 For D.

Montoya, despite his presence in southern Colorado, he continued his connection to New

Mexico by being interested in the politics of that area and to the cultural celebrations of

the Southwest. The Montoyas continued to practice Catholicism and speak Spanish in

their home. 78 This is evidenced in an oral interview taken in 1975.79 He speaks about

Mexican Independence on September 16th and refers to it as Spanish Independence.

It was on the 16th day of September that he [Barela]use to celebrate the
independence of old Mexico and all the Spanish people use to go down
there and listen to his [Barela’s] stories. Of course people would talk
about the independence of Mexico.… Every year for 7 years he use to

74David Gutierrez, Walls and Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of
Ethnicity. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995.)
75 Ibid.
76 Marriage Book of the Holy trinity, Church, Trinidad Coloradoo., 1866. Vol 1
77 The Chronicle News, “Obituaries,” Trinidad, Colorado Saturday Feb 4, 1928.
78 Albert Montoya, “Journal” Copy in Author’s Possession.
79Donaciano Montoya, “Interview” April 22. 1975, OH202 (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1975)
Stephen Hart Library, Colorado State Historical Society Archives
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celebrate the 16th day of September and I use to go down there and I was
only a little boy and I was going to school so somebody told me that… I
couldn’t talk very good spanglish, but I was going to school a Spanish
school…. and we heard the stories of the old Spanish people about the
independence of Mexico. The Spanish people in those days…. 80

This quote shows that D. Montoya saw a direct connection with Mexican Independence.

Although he and others in southern Colorado celebrated Mexican Independence with

Mexico, D. Montoya did not label himself as a Mexican.

D. Montoya continued his connection to New Mexico by being interested in New

Mexico state politics. While he did not clearly identify as a Nuevo Mexicano, his desire to

keep a heritage separate from Mexico but a Spanish based New Mexican background

clearly identifies that he was an individual whose ethnic identity was Nuevo Mexicano.

While D. Montoya’s political interest rested in New Mexico his participation in

the market economy was in southern Colorado. D. Montoya’s connection to mining, like

Lopez and A. Montoya, started in his youth, “I started to work in the coal mines…when I

was only fourteen years old. I started working in 1896 in the coal mines and I started to

work with my father and my half brother.”81 D. Montoya’s attachment to his labor was

also tied to his family and in many ways was part of his heritage, he was a descendent of

Nuevo Mexicanos by birth and a coal miner by profession. His lineage questioned his

perception of ethnic identity.

Aladino Lopez, Alfred Montoya, and Donaciano Montoya spoke English fluently,

but they felt a special connection to their families’ Nuevo Mexicano heritage that can be

80 Ibid.
81Ibid.
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seen either though mentioning the places of their origin or though being involved in the

politics of New Mexico. The experiences of these men further show that their identity

rested as much in their attachment to their labor and their military service as in their

ethnic identity. Their labor was more than just about economic wealth, but represented a

connection to the land, the heritage of their families, and their status as men. Lopez, A.

Montoya, and D. Montoya represent the experiences of a generation of Nuevo Mexicanos

born in southern Colorado who saw themselves as Americans of Spanish-speaking

descent, with ancestors from New Mexico, and living in southern Colorado and working

in the coal mines of this area. Ethnically they were Nuevo Mexicanos throughout their

lives, but in the interviews from the 1970s they saw themselves as American citizens.

With the Rockefellers’ investment in CF&I in 1903, East Coast investors began

to interact with a “frontier” culture and a people whose settlement in the Southwest

preceded the corporate and political structure of the East Coast. With this development

CF&I hoped rather than to expand or enrich the culture of the Southwest, to alter the

identity of these individuals. The goals was to make them employees rather than residents

of the Southwest, Nuevo Mexicanos, or Mexicans. Ultimately, their employees would

become contributing members of the Eastern economy.82 The marriage of East Coast

capitalists with Nuevo Mexicanos presented an ideal environment in which Easterners

were able to enhance their monetary wealth and Nuevo Mexicanos were given permanent

employment and had the ability of establishing new social networks. Unfortunately with

this marriage, though Nuevo Mexicanos’ previously established relationships and ideas

82 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant 1901, PPL.
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about labor were altered to a status in which they lost aspects of their Nuevo Mexicano

culture. The new social networks were constructed though their socio-economic status

rather than their previous relationships which were intricately tied to their ethnic identity

and cultural traditions.

In Gunther Peck’s work on migrant workers in the mining communities of the

West, Reinventing Free Labor, he established the idea immigrant men in the Western

United States kept an attachment to their ethnic identity through the letters they sent to

and received from their family as well as the constant obligation to return to their

homelands with money. For these men, their manhood was intricately tied to their

homeland as well.83 Nuevo Mexicanos’ manhood was tied to being from the Southwest

but it was also connected to the idea that these men accepted themselves as part of the

structure of a corporate society. Through their labor, the political process or military

service, ideas of manhood were tied to their identity. These ideas were not separated into

what made them men, but what made them good family members, good employees and

good citizens. Their connection to coal allowed them a space to be able to enact the

ethnic identity of a Nuevo Mexicano, the work of a coal miner, and citizenship in the US

that brought diversity to a CF&I controlled by East Coast interests. In order to become

Americans, Nuevo Mexicanos transitioned from a regional to a company culture.

Through the control of property, publications, and the market economy East Coast

investors dominated this marriage between corporate holdings and Nuevo Mexicanos.

However, the Nuevo Mexicanos were able to exercise their agency, for although they

83 Peck
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stayed within the confines of company standards they saw their identity as truly their

own. CF&I maintained a space for these Nuevo Mexicanos to continue their ethnic

culture and paid them wages to feel that they were productive and participating members

of the market economy. In the long run, though, this marriage was fundamentally

unequal since Colorado Fuel and Iron’s choice to continue to mine coal and produce steel

was based on profitability and not the concerns of the workers. East Coast investors in

the end were loyal to their associates, pocket books, and home regions. While CF&I

employees were loyal to their families and their geographic region. The marriage may

have been a success for how long it lasted, but it was a marriage of convenience for

Eastern Whites.

While the union of these two entities officially occurred in 1889, it was the

introduction of John D. Rockefeller’s money in 1903 which marked a financial growth in

the company. In 1903 the chairman of the board of directors of CF&I, John Osgood,

sought assistance from the office of the Messrs. Rockefeller in hopes that the company

would not end up in the hands of a corporation that attempted to reorganize its structure.84

Unfortunately, within the month of his seeking for assistance from the Rockefellers,

Osgood was removed as chairman of the board and from the board itself. This removal

signaled a change in leadership of the company and emphasized the new found power of

the Rockefellers,

Three Rockefeller representatives were elected to the board. They are
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., F.T. Gates and E. Premlee Prentice. The latter is
a son-in-law of John D. Rockefeller, and Mr. Gates is one of the oil

84 John Osgood, “Letter from John Osgood, Chairman of the Board of Directors for CF&I, to George P.
Butler June 2, 1903.” Box 21 Folder 188 “Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC
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owner’s closest business associates. J.H. McClement was elected
chairman of the Board of Directors, succeeding Mr. Osgood…it is said
that Mr. McClement will represent the Rockefeller-Gould interests… such
resignation was proper, in view of the fact that large interests in the stock
and securities of the company had been acquired by those who should
have a greater responsibility from this time in directing the policy and
managing the finances of the company; that he was in full accord of such
interests.85

This change in leadership showed how Eastern corporations handled business

relationships at the turn of the twentieth century: they were kept within the family and

they were connected to individuals who proved their loyalty to corporate owners. This

change in leadership meant that CF&I was controlled by the wealthiest and most

powerful men of the time. Beyond just having influence on the board, the Rockefellers

and specifically John D. Rockefeller Jr., came to control the board of directors, as LM

Bowers, the president of the company, wrote numerous letters asking him who else

should be appointed to the board.86

Much of the original leadership of the company retained its influence in 1903, but

changes occurred in the board of directors in 1908 with the movement of LM Bowers to

85 “John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Elected a Director of the Company.” Box 17 Folder 145 Business Interests
CF&I CO. OMR,RAC.
86 The first instance of John D. Rockefeller’s involvement in CF&I is in The eleventh annual Report of The
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. Rockefeller Jr. is listed as a member of the board for only two years 1903 and
1904. His name disappears from the board of directors until 1909 and remains on the list through the
1910s. L.M. Bowers “Telegram to John D. Rockefeller, Jr.” October 17, 1903. John D. Rockefeller JR.
“Telegram to LM Bowers” Oct 18, 1903 Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC
The Eleventh Annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. for the year ending 1903, (Denver,
Colorado August, 1903.) The twelfth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year
Ending June 30, 1904. (Denver, Colorado August, 1904) Folder 18. The Thirteenth Annual Report of The
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1905. (Denver, Colorado August, 1905.) The
seventeenth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1909.
(Denver, Colorado August, 1909.) 1910 Folder 19 The eighteenth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and
Iron Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1910. (Denver, Colorado August, 1910) Folder 20The ninteenth
annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1911. (Denver, Colorado
August, 1911.) The twentieth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending June
30, 1912. (Denver, Colorado August, 1912) . BHS
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Colorado. While in Colorado, Bowers served under the direction of FT Gates, one of

John D. Rockefeller Jr.’s associates on the East Coast.87 This entrance of Bowers in the

area represented a change from Rockefeller-Gould interests to solely Rockefeller

interests. Bowers came to Colorado to handle Rockefeller interests. Part of Bowers’ new

found responsibilities were to evaluate the Rockefeller position on the board and within

the company. In 1908, Bowers reported to the Rockefellers the failure of Jesse Welborn,

president of CF&I. According to Bowers, Wellborn did not effectively handle

management of the company. He was subservient to the railroad interests in CF&I,

specifically the Gould interests. Bowers saw this through Welborn’s failure to collect on

debts that other railroad companies owed.

My object in writing you on this subject is not for the purpose of asking
your help, but to show you how completely they have Mr. Welborn cowed
and how they ride over him in everything that comes up. They have
always made him a servant and he scarcely dares to take up matters with
them as he does outsiders, and never demands what is fair and just: He is
willing to shirk and hints that I better take it up with you, which I refuse
to do. The collection department writes and wires but they pay no
attention to them…They [The] way the Gould Railroad Officials ride
over him is enough to make one boil over with wrath. So much for this
particular thing… I have weighed Mr. Welborn with great care and have a
high opinion of him and regard him as an exceptional man in some
respects: I have been slow to mark his less valuable properties and I think
I have never named any in my letters to you. He has a strong hold with the
railroad officials and they think well of him.88

For the Rockefeller interests in southern Colorado, CF&I was not only about

having good relationships with their creditors and debtors, but also being able to make

money and to be willing to enforce the collection of accounts. Under the Gould-

87 FT Gates, “Letter to Bowers” December 11,1907, Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I
CO.,OMR,RAC.
88 LM. Bowers, “Letter to FTGates,” May 12, 1908 Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 21 Folder 187
OMR,RAC.
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Rockefeller interests this was not happening, so in the opinion of the Rockefeller interests

changes were necessary.89

With the realization that CF&I needed restructuring in order to better represent

the interests of the Rockefeller family, as the strength of the Rockefeller interests in

CF&I was represented by the amount of money that they had invested. F.T. Gates wrote

I reminded Mr. Rockefeller further that we had turned over the control of
this company to Mr. Gould Voluntarily; that he had always held it by our
sufferance; that as a matter of fact he himself had far greater financial
interest in the company than either Mr. Gould or Mr. Gould and his
friends combined; that the credit of the company is very largely due to Mr.
Rockefeller’s known connection with it and that in any case of contest,
should such rise, there can be no question as to where the proxies would
go.90

Thus the union with CF&I was based on the power that the Rockefeller’s were able to

yield based on their financial contributions in the Southwestern US.91

The best method of showing the strength of Rockefeller influence was the

restructuring of the board of directors like had been done in 1903 to give John D.

Rockefeller, Jr. more influence in his investments. While the Rockefellers decided how

to change the company, it was Bowers who was their messenger.

89 FJ Hearne as president and addresses CF&I as a company with Gould-Rockefeller having a controlling
interest. As far as real power of the Gould or Rockefeller interests the first indication in company reports of
this power is from the 1908 annual report in which George J. Gould is listed as the Chairman of the Board.
Gould’s name disappears from the list of individuals on the Board of directors in the 1915 annual report.
Colorado Fuel and Iron, The Fourteenth Annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year
Ending June 30, 1906. (Denver, Colorado 1906.) Colorado Fuel and Iron, The sixteenth annual Report of
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending June 30, 1908. (Denver, Colorado1908.) Colorado
Fuel and Iron, The Twenty-Third Annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the Year Ending
June 30, 1915. (Denver, Colorado 1915.) BHS
90 F.T. Gates “Letter to LM Bowers” September 28, 1908” Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I CO.
OMR,RAC.
91 F.T. Gates “Letter to LM Bowers” March 3, 1908 F.T. Gates “Letter to LM Bowers,” January 20, 1908 .
LM Bowers “Letter to FT Gates,” Feb 28, 1908 Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I CO.
OMR,RAC.
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L.M. Bowers of this city has been elected Vice President of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Company, revealing the fact that the Rockefeller interests
are to take an active part in the management of the corporation. Mr.
Bowers is one of Mr. Rockefeller’s chief lieutenants. It is announced that
the Rockefeller holdings have been increased until now they are at least
second to the Gould’s though it is understood that George Gould retains a
controlling interest.”92

Bowers approach was to replace members of the board with individuals who had been

approved by the Rockefellers or who the Rockefellers would approve of.93 “If you would

drop out a few of the railroad men from the board at the next election and put in our

friends, it would give us a lift that I am certain will be the making of success.”94 The

change in interests in the board resulted in a change in business operations in which the

Rockefellers saw a profit and a stability in the company. It also left Bowers in Colorado

indefinitely in order to handle the arrangements of the Rockefellers, this detached

handling of their investments was part of the eastern culture that the Rockefellers brought

to southern Colorado.95

The marriage of the Rockefeller family with residents of southern Colorado began

in 1903, but it was a union which had a complicated beginning. Before the Rockefellers

invested in CF&I there were a variety of companies and a variety of immigrant group in

southern Colorado. The Nuevo Mexicano society that existed in southern Colorado had

roots there from as early as the 1850s, but the cultural roots of these individuals rested in

92 FT Gates, “Letter to John D. Rockefeller Jr.” May 3, 1907 Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I
CO. OMR, RAC
93 LM Bowers “Letter to FT Gates,” August 1, 1908, Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I CO.
OMR, RAC, LM Bowers “Letter to FT Gates,” August 14, 1908.” Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests
CF&I CO. OMR, RAC and F.T. Gates “Telegram to LM Bowers” June 1, 1908 Box 21 Folder 187
Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC.
94 LM Bowers “Letter to FT Gates,” July 16, 1908. Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I CO.
OMR,RAC
95 F.T. Gates “Letter to LM Bowers” January 7, 1908, Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests CF&I CO.
OMR,RAC.
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a longer Spanish heritage. Nuevo Mexicanos accepted their roots as part of a Spanish

society that was similar to Mexican culture, but they came to see themselves as

Americans in the twentieth century. As the Rockefeller family became more invested in

CF&I they organized a board of directors and management that was directly accountable

to John D. Rockefeller, Sr. or John D. Rockefeller, Jr. They also bought smaller

companies in order to form a conglomeration of coal companies in southern Colorado

owned by CF&I.96 While the Rockefeller’s left the daily concerns of CF&I in the hand

of its Denver-Based management, letters reveal that the Rockefellers still maintained

control of the operations of the company. The Rockefeller family found that their

investment in southern Colorado was not only about assisting CF&I in its financial crisis

but coming to understand and develop a multi-cultural workforce.

96 Clyne, 1997.
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II. EXPLAINING ETHNICITY, EXPLORING NATURE, AND CONSTRUCTING

CULTURE: CF&I’S SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT’S ACTIVITIES, 1901-1904

As CF&I expanded at the beginning of the twentieth century, management turned

toward reporting company accomplishments in periodical format. These periodicals

revealed the success of the union between CF&I and Nuevo Mexicanos. CF&I

distributed publications to board members, investors, management, and employees.

CF&I management realized that in order to work with its newly established workforce

and its large geographical area there needed to be a means of communication with

employees. This means of communication would extend outside of southern Colorado to

the East Coast, where Camp and Plant, the new CF&I publication would keep stock

owners informed of the success of their investments in southern Colorado. In 1901 the

Sociological Department, under R.W. Corwin, officially began a policy of educating

employees throughout all of its regions about CF&I’s corporate policies. 97 CF&I’s

publications reported on the progress of the union of the East Coast and the Southwest

and reported on the individuals occupying both sides of this new union.

This department established social relations in the camps through their publication

Camp and Plant. They also promoted educational programs to increase physical health

through the improvement of hospitals and the educating of camp employees and their

families. The program to improve physical health involved publishing regular articles

detailing aspects of the human body, as well as visits from health educators to the coal

camps to explain to CF&I residents how best to care for their grooming and physical

97 Colorado Fuel and Iron. Camp and Plant., December 14, 1901. Vol 1 #1. p. 1 Pueblo Public Library
(PPL)
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health. The company’s program to improve the oral hygiene of its employees exhibited

the ideals of the Sociological Department in how best to educate the employees of CF&I.

The Sociological Department published articles about regularly brushing one’s teeth and

the best method for how to do this. They also sent nurses to coal camps to instruct the

children about maintaining dental health.98 This new approach to employee relations the

Sociological Department hoped would create a framework for CF&I employees to look to

the company for health advice as well as providing the company with healthy employees

in the future. It established a power structure in which CF&I took a paternalistic role

informing its residents and their children of their physical bodies.

This constructed perception of life in the camps included a social hierarchy based

on ethnicity. Regionally, southern Colorado is in the American Southwest, and is

historically linked to Spanish, Mexican, Mexican-American, New Mexican, and Native

American history, but with the boom in the steel and coal mining industry in the late

nineteenth century, new ethnicities that had previously not existed in the region entered

this already complicated political and ethnic framework. Migrants from Southern and

Eastern Europe restructured the long established social network within the US Southwest

which had been divided along two dominant racial lines for centuries. With the influx of

immigrants, including these new peoples, translating Camp and Plant into multiple

languages became a necessity for residents of the area, the incoming immigrants, and

CF&I investors.

98 Ibid.
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With the first publications, the periodical reflected Gould-Rockefeller interests.

Regardless of who was the majority stock holder at the time, it is apparent that CF&I

reflected an Eastern ideal, a company controlled by the interests of the stock owners, of

employee/employer relations.99 The first volume of Camp and Plant lists the reasons for

its publication.

To bring the various coal and iron camps and works closer together and to
promote the work of the Sociological Department…We wish every one in
the camps and plants to feel that this is his paper and that its success
depends in no small degree upon his help….Apart from the general news
of each of the camps and of clubs and schools, a certain part of every issue
will be devoted to short article[s] or stories in German, Spanish, and
Italian. Features of special interest to women and children will be
introduced later….The first two numbers of “Camp and Plant” are sent to
many of the company’s employees free of charge.100

This notice showed the taxonomy of the camps. Residents of the camps resided

in a family structure in which CF&I considered everyone who lived at its camps

to be connected to the company, but it also saw men as the center of the company

and as defenders of women. This is evidenced by the focus on “his paper,” “his

help,” and that “features of special interest to women and children” would be

introduced at a later date. 101 CF&I management placed men at the center of their

publication and reinforced traditional gender ideals.102

99 The Gould family was heavily involved in the Railroad when the Rockefeller family began taking
interest in CF&I stock. The Goulds saw CF&I as more profitable for its ability to be able to produce steel
because this increased their control of the US market in regards to steel production and use. This
investment in steel resulted in the subsequent economic downturn at CF&I because of the large amount of
capital needed to begin steel production, and the Gould’s did not see an immediate profit. L.M. Bowers,
“Telegram to JDR, JR.” Oct 17, 1903, John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Telegram to LM Bowers” Oct 18, 1903,
Box 17 Folder 145 Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC
100 Ibid.
101 Ibid.
102 Kimmel, Bederman, Gilmore.
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The company believed that the best methods of emphasizing their ideas of

masculinity were through associations with other workmen and educating boys at an

early age about how they should care for their bodies. In regards to masculine space,

two locations served as a means for men to gather, recreation halls and gymnasiums.

Recreation halls provided a homo-social space for men to be able to congregate. It also

offered an alternative to the saloon which challenged miners and steel workers

productivity:

The saloon has often been called the ‘poor man’s club,’ and it is this social
feature, no doubt that accounts for much of its attractiveness. Recognizing
this desire for social life on the part of the men of the Department has
attempted partly to satisfy it by opening recreation halls where men may
congregate to read, chat, smoke, and play games. Mention has already
been made, under the head of Reading Rooms, of the smoking and game
rooms run in connection with the Minnequa Reading Room.103

These areas of recreation represented the CF&I model by which their employees should

live accordingly. These locations were places in which men could educate themselves

through reading and interacting with other men. At the time CF&I saw its employees,

specifically Nuevo Mexicano men, as too focused on the saloon.104 CF&I sponsored

recreation halls that created a space in which Nuevo Mexicanos and workers of all

ethnicities could engage in an East Coast based idealized working class culture

generated by the elites and middle-class social reformers that CF&I management saw as

103 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Sociological Work of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company: Detailed
Description of What has been Accomplished in the last year by the Sociological Department.” Camp and
Plant., August 30, 1902. Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Recreation Halls” Camp and Plant., December 14,
1901. p. 216 Vol 1 #1. p. 1 (PPL)
104 Colorado Fuel and Iron, .The Nature and Scope of the Department’s Work,”, August 23, 1902. Camp
and Plant p. 185
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more refined than the Southwestern and less-civilized activities that the men had become

accustomed to. 105

In addition to recreation halls, CF&I emphasized the use of gymnasiums as a

place for men to engage in physical activities.

It may seem strange that among hard working miners such an institution as
a gymnasium should ever be thought of. In several camps, however,
gymnasia have been fitted up with such apparatus as punching bags, chest
weights, rings trapezes, and for a time have been enthusiastically
attended.106

These locations emphasized a company established standard of a healthy man, was part

of a larger middle class standard for the working class which emphasized strong healthy

workers. While workers did use these locations, it was only a matter of time until

employees altered these locales to be based on their own definitions of manhood.

The restructuring of the gymnasium by the employees showed that they were not

complacent in how their bodies or ideals of masculinity were to be defined. It also

emphasized that for them, their masculinity should be exhibited and performed not just

maintained for physical health.

The men are seldom content, however, with such exercises as would best
strengthen their undeveloped parts, but use the ‘gym’ as a place of
exhibition of feats of skill and strength. In one camp the men were
especially desirous of providing for and managing their own gymnasium
independently of the Department. This independence of action, in
accordance with our central principle of helping them to help themselves,
we were glad to encourage. A room was well fitted up and exercises
vigorously pursued, with a view to preparing for exhibitions of strength
and dexterity in an athletic environment. 107

105 Deutsch, 95
106 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Sociological Work of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company: Detailed
Description of What has been Accomplished in the last year by the Sociological Department” and
“Gymnasia” Camp and Plant, August 30, 1902. p. 217, PPL.
107 Ibid.
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CF&I complied with the desires of their employees but management was discouraged

when these men, once they had exhibited their physical strength, stopped using the

gymnasium. When the men had fully abandoned it, the gym was turned over to the

children.108 For men in southern Colorado masculinity was a performance for other men,

and not about how the company wanted them to develop their bodies.109 When the

company tried to impose a standard of masculinity the workers adapted it to their own

understandings and ultimately used company spaces, such as gymnasiums, for their own

purposes of entertainment and not the company’s goal of creating a healthier work force.

While CF&I facilities were only used temporarily by men it was this transference

of ideas from men to boys which furthered the work of CF&I in constructing masculinity.

With the formation of domestic sciences classes CF&I further developed their notions of

men’s and women’s gender roles through the education of boys,

The elsewhere unusual sight of seeing a troop of boys come bounding out
of the school room or off the streets where they had spent the day,
hurrying to the kitchen, where they immediately began scrubbing their
hands and faces and making themselves presentable for the culinary
department was not unusual in Starkville. This constituted the first half of
the lesson. They then set to work to prepare the dish of the day, which
was at once served in proper manner by the host.110

This cleansing of their bodies in preparation for meals at school was done to establish a

precedent for boy’s behavior when they returned to their homes and when they prepared

their own meals. These programs not only hoped to assist the families with their

108 Ibid.
109 Traister, Gilmore.
110 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Sociological Work of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company: Detailed
Description of What has been Accomplished in the last year by the Sociological Department” and “Boy
Pupils” Camp and Plant, August 30, 1902. p. 206, PPL.
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transition to a company culture, rather it was a means of establishing behavior for women

which would in turn assist men. In a continuation, this report stated:

Good Cooking Prevents Drunkenness. We believe this work in Domestic
Science to be practical and important. To a hungry man, a home’s
attractiveness begins at the table. But let him come home to a supper of
tasteless, ill-cooked, indigestible food, served without any attempt at
making it inviting, or the table attractive, and is there any wonder that he
seeks the saloon for stimulants? Is it strange that a tired man feels the
need of ‘bracing’ when the food he has eaten is hard to digest, and once
digested, does not afford for proper nutrition?111

Domestic science classes for boys were a means of instilling them with the virtues of

home and teaching them how their mothers and future wives should cook only the food

that would give them the best nutrition.112 CF&I established spaces and constructed

standards of what was an appropriate company man and a company woman even though

the women were not part of the workforce. Rather than educating men and women about

these standards they educated the children so that they would recognize and perform their

proper gender roles from an early age. By educating boys about how women should

behave, the company encouraged them to enforce this behavior in their own homes.

CF&I used men, women, and children to establish masculine and feminine gender roles

within the private spheres of the coal camps.

While CF&I focused on men it was not because they saw them as the ideal

member of the family or the perfect worker. They saw them as having flaws. This is

why they wanted to educate them. However, the company believed that these flaws

were overcome due to their willingness to assist other men,

111 Ibid, “Good Cooking Prevents Drunkenness” p. 207
112 Sanchez
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the shortcomings of our men we would not attempt to extenuate; but, with
all their defects, they have a large element of good in them, and no class
will be found more generous and big hearted more ready to help a brother
than they.113

The workers’ masculinity was seen in the perspective of other men and not how they

were viewed by women. 114

CF&I’s appeal not only reached out to men as employees of the company, but

also to their multiple ethnicities. CF&I, also, published the notice, “The Nature and

Scope of the Department’s Work,” in three languages, German, Spanish and Italian. The

notice and its translations emphasized CF&I’s approach to company relations: the

company consciously made an effort to focus on their workers’ ethnicities, genders, and

their involvement within the coal camps.115 This is evidenced not only by the

translations, but also in the wording, “short articles or stories in German, Spanish, and

Italian.”116 This approach was a method for understanding each ethnicity and of

transmitting the cultural beliefs of ethnic groups into a neutral setting and establishing a

common history that appealed to employees from that nation because the article was

focused on them and on their language. Due to the fact that employees had little access

to publications, Camp and Plant became the official record of the history of these peoples

regardless of their individual experiences. It also provided a space where employees’

ethnicity and gender was respected, encouraged, and monitored. Through CF&I’s

113 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “The Nature and Scope of the Department’s Work. Saturday August 23, 1902.
P. 186
114 Gilmore, Traister
115 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Sociological Work of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company: Detailed
Description of What has been Accomplished in the last year by the Sociological Department.” “ Apertura
Del Buovo ospitale Del C.F.&I. Co.”” August 30, 1902. p. 224
116 Ibid.
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publication of articles into foreign languages, the Sociological Department established

the official history of each ethnic group and explained the cultural roots of the miners.

CF&I created a common history for these ethnic groups by excluding the regional

variations of their homelands. Rather than taking into account the regional differences of

Spanish, Italian, and Greek speakers, the print culture bound them together based on their

language rather than their individual cultural traditions.117 From 1901-1904, CF&I’s

Sociological Department felt intricately involved with, and in control of, employee

culture since they provided entertainment and structure for employees while they dictated

a new health code.

The contents of Camp and Plant documented the living conditions of residents of

southern Colorado. Articles explored the social and cultural environment of the southern

Colorado coal camps and the steel mill, recorded the events of each camp, such as births,

visits, injuries, and deaths. It also included articles which defined the structure of the

human body by explaining how to treat illness and educating employees and their

families by using photographs and drawings of the human body. Camp and Plant

contained information regarding the physical health of CF&I employees and their

families. It portrayed images of the steel plant and mines, and focused on the

environment of the camp, including animal and plant life. Camp and Plant set up

CF&I’s structure for interpreting employee/employer relations in southern Colorado,

established how employees should perceive their natural surroundings and encouraged

117 Peck looks at the regional variations of immigrants and reveals that based on their location within their
homeland, their ethnic identity varied. Peck’s Gunther Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones and Immigrant
Workers in the North American West, 1880-1930,.(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, c2000),
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laborers to change their physical environments in ways that would make them more

successful citizens of CF&I.

In the first year of publication Camp and Plant reviewed the existing mining

communities. Each of these reviews discussed the history of the camp and its social

relations. These articles served as introductions to their representative volume, and the

Sociological Department translated them into three other languages besides English. 118

It is interesting to note that while the Sociological Department felt it necessary to make

the history of the camp readable for CF&I employees, they reported the weekly activities

of the camps only in English. If a volume of Camp and Plant did not include the history

of a specific camp, the Sociological Department published it completely in English.119

This demonstrates that CF&I willingly educated individuals about other camps but was

not inclined to inform foreign-speaking employees of the same information that they

shared with company management and directors. The use of English as the primary

language of Camp and Plant established the standard among the coal camps of CF&I that

English ought to be the primary language. It revealed that knowledge of the formation of

other camps and of the peoples in these camps was important for employees, or more

specifically that a collective history of the camps was central to employee identity and

citizenship within the industrial complex of Colorado Fuel and Iron. The Sociological

Department designed their publications to educate employees, but it is obvious, through

the language and material presented in the periodicals that those individuals reading

118 Colorado Fuel and Iron. Camp and Plant., December 14, 1901- June 14, 1902. PPL. Information on the
Medical Department in the February 1, 1902 number 8 was translated into Spanish, Italian, and Greek.
“Engines for the New Mills at Minnequa Works”June 7, 1902. Number 26, was not translated, and an
article about the George Junior Republic in the June 14, 1902 issue was not translated.
119 Ibid.
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Camp and Plant would not only be employees, but company management and

stockholders as well. By including the history of each camp, like CF&I had done with

establishing a common history of each linguistic group, the Sociological Department

established a history for camp employees and informed employees of how residents of

southern Colorado remained connected physically to CF&I properties and how each of

these mines and communities were connected to each other and to CF&I’s investors on

the East Coast. This connection showed how each employee of CF&I was linked to other

employees regardless of the camp in which they were located. Thus Camp and Plant

eliminated the geographical differences and cultural attributes of these camps and a

community was established regardless of distance and cultural or ethnic background.120

Camp and Plant created a common history for each of its residents and for the numerous

ethnicities.

The contents of these updates on each camp gave a brief history about how

mining began in that respective camp, how social life had evolved, what social activities

the camp participated in, and how the company felt it was progressing on an economic

and social level in comparison to other mines. For instance one update from Engle mine

read:

Nestling at the very feet of lofty Fisher’s Peak and overlooking Trinidad,
the pretty little metropolis of southern Colorado is camp Engle. The
second oldest camp in the southern group, and yet the first in point of
profit to the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company…Other nearby camps have
called attention to the fact that lace curtains and pianos are the proud
possession of many of their

120 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, (New
York: Verso, 2006.)
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residents…Here the miner never is idle for want of employment. The
mine is worked six days every week… Compared with some of the more
recent camps and mountain villages, such as Redstone. Engle presents a
sorry picture in regard to shade trees and beauty of architecture, but in
regard to picturesqueness of natural surroundings it stands unrivaled…For
months the movement to organize a library and reading room had lain
dormant, but for [four] or five weeks ago it was revised and as a
consequence Engle will soon enjoy the advantages of such an
institution.121

Profiles like those of Engle, later known as Engleville, appealed to readers because the

information contained in each publication focused on the positive aspects of the company

and did not elaborate on any work or social related crisis.122 Rather, life in the camps

appeared to be productive because “the mine is worked in six days a week” and beautiful

because of the natural surroundings. 123 For those reading Camp and Plant, whether

employees, management, or stock holders, the company’s constructed perspective of life

in the camps reflected the goals of the Sociological Department. Communities were

connected to CF&I, there was an attachment to the landscape and CF&I provided a space

for education and free of idleness.

The need to educate CF&I employees and management reflected the numerous

ethnic divisions in southern Colorado and CF&I. Camp and Plant reflected those

divisions in its portrayal of regional ethnic identities and where these individuals lived

within southern Colorado and CF&I land holdings. The 1903 issues of Camp and Plant

included Italian and Slavic sections. Articles included such titles as “The Austrian Slavs

121 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Camp Engle or Engleville: One of the Oldest Coal Camps Near Trinidad.”
Camp and Plant May 31, 1902. p. 457-465. PPL and BHS.
122 Colorado Fuel and Iron. Camp and Plant 1901-1904. PPL and BHS.
123 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Camp Engle or Engleville: One of the Oldest Coal Camps Near Trinidad.”
Camp and Plant May 31, 1902. p. 457-465. PPL and BHS.
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in Pueblo.”124 In an article about Tercio, Colorado, published in Italian and “Slavonik,”

it stated that, “the population is made up of Italians, Mexicans, Americans, in the order

of numbers as named.”125 These types of articles acknowledged the expanding

conceptions of ethnicity in southern Colorado, as well as representing the idea that

Mexicans and Americans were no longer the majority of individuals in the coal camps.

These types of articles acknowledged the complexities of having all of these

individuals of multiple ethnicities in one location. The Sociological Department openly

expressed its concerns for the camps and the difficulty in reaching all of its employees

due to population size, geographical landscape, thirty-two different nationalities, and

twenty-seven languages. 126 Of the problems that CF&I faced, communication was the

most difficult barrier to break due to the multiple languages being spoken within the coal

camps.

In addition to problems with communication, social relations between ethnic

groups became a concern. An article, “The Nature and Scope of the Department’s Work”

in the August 1902 issue of Camp and Plant, stated that:

Mexicans will associate with Mexicans, Italians with Italians, English-
Speaking with English-Speaking, but usually any attempt at admixture of
races comes to grief… Not infrequently has it developed into a really
warlike situation, shown on several occasions on the Hospital lawn by

124 Colorado Fuel and Iron. The Austrian Slavs in Pueblo” p. 622-623, Camp and Plant,,“February 18,
1903. BHS
125 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Tercio, Colorado: The Most recent of CF&I Camps.” Camp and Plant, p. 133,
August 13, 1902. BHS.
126 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “The Limeston Quarried at Lime.” p, 2, July 12, 1902. “Cristoforo Colombo p.
45- 48. July 19, 1902, “Cristoforo Colombo” p. 69- 72, July 26, 1902, “Cristoforo Colombo” Saturday,
July 5, 1902. German and Italian Articles of “the Limeston Quarried at Lime.” P. 3-5 “Cristoforo
Colombo” Camp and Plant, p, 21, July 12, 1902. Lawrence Lewis was the editor, not R.W. Corwin.
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convalescent patients hurling at each other canes and crutches and other
instruments of war.127

This example demonstrates that CF&I attempted to understand the needs of each

of the ethnic groups and the potential for conflict between the groups. This hostility

towards the intermixing of individuals from different cultural backgrounds extended

beyond the hospital and into the coal camps, with separate areas set aside by employees

to designate ethnic and cultural backgrounds. In this article and throughout issues of

Camp and Plant there was no discussion of the solution to the ethnic conflict, rather the

approach to solving this tension appeared to be educating camp employees and

management about the ethnic and cultural influences that structured the cultural traditions

and lifestyles of their entire population.

In order to understand more fully the approach that CF&I’s Sociological

Department took towards race relations, I examine one specific ethnic group, Nuevo

Mexicanos. I chose this group because their migratory experience did not transcend

continents, and the geography of northern New Mexico is similar to that of southern

Colorado, thus ethnicity for Nuevo Mexicanos was tied less to their geographic identity.

With the other ethnic groups, scholars could argue that in order to control the multi-

cultural environment of southern Colorado CF&I attempted to construct an American

identity. However, the main barrier between Easterners who owned and managed the

company and Nuevo Mexicano employees was not nationality but language and a

difference in regional culture. With a longer history of settlement in southern Colorado

127 Colroado Fuel and Iron, “The Nature and Scope of the Department’s Work.” Camp and Plant, August
23, 1902. p. 185, BHS
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than Greeks, Italians, or Easterners, the ethnic identity of Nuevo Mexicanos should have

been easier for company owners and management to understand. Instead, CF&I

portrayed Nuevo Mexicanos in opposition to or in contrast to company culture. Thus

CF&I’s concern and attempt to reconstruct culture through the Sociological Department

demostrated that management saw a difference between the culture of the East Coast and

the culture of the Southwest. This difference in mentality impacted how CF&I viewed

individuals who were Americans of a separate background than the management and

ownership whose ancestors and lifestyle originated in the eastern United States.

Ethnicity at the turn of the century had regional divisions.128 Nuevo Mexicanos saw

themselves as residents of southern Colorado, coal camp employees, and individuals

connected to their familial networks. In 1900 in Colorado, CF&I saw them as Mexicans

who needed to be “good employees.”

Camp and Plant publications from 1901-1904 created the image that Nuevo

Mexicanos, or Mexicans as the East Coast based ownership and management saw them,

in southern Colorado were docile employees, dirty criminals, or religious extremists.

These ideas about Nuevo Mexicanos revealed the variety of collective or essentialist

perceptions. These articles did not show individuals who characterized all of these

attributes, but rather based on their ethnicity management believed it was possible for a

Nuevo Mexicano to express any of these traits.

CF&I’s attitude towards its Nuevo Mexicano employees expressed a desire to

evaluate or change the morality and living conditions of these individuals. For instance,

128 Linda Gordon, The Arizona Orphan Abduction, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999.)
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the article “The Nature and Scope of the Department’s Work,” in the August 23, 1902

issue of Camp and Plant stated that these Mexicans or Nuevo Mexicanos were

“remarkably peaceable and law abiding, their greatest shortcoming undoubtedly being

drunkenness.”129 In a Camp and Plant article from 1903 titled “Mexicans and their

Customs: Who these People Are and How they Live,” the company expounded on its

perspective that Nuevo Mexicanos differed from Spaniards and that their culture

remained tied to a foreign non-European world. This supposed world rested not in the

“practical” thought of Western Christianity, but in the fatalism of the Moors. This

perception came despite the fact that Nuevo Mexicanos had been US citizens for over

fifty years. Furthermore, any connection to the Moors was through a Spanish (i.e.

European) heritage and was over four hundred years before CF&I entered the Southwest.

Also this discounted any indigenous culture. 130 The subtitles and divisions of the article

reveal that the company’s perspectives about these inhabitants of southern Colorado

vacillated between seeing them as respectable individuals with a rich cultural heritage

that accommodated family values and as inferiors tainted by superstition:

Difference Between Spanish and Mexican…Mexican Fatalism and
Indirect Heritage of the Moors…Mexicans Patriarchal Mode of Living
Traceable to the Moors… The Mexicans a Home Lover…Mexican Music
and Dances… Mexican Hospitality… Peculiarities of Mexican Fare…
Primitive Standards of Living… High Morality Among Mexicans.131

129 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “The Nature and Scope of the Department’s Work,“ Camp and Plant August
23, 1902. p. 186 BHS
130Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Mexicans and their Customs: Who these People Are and How they Live”
Camp and Plant September 19, 1903. p. 221-224. BHS
131Ibid.
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These subheadings explore the idea that Spanish was the language of the Mexican people,

but that the individuals working in the coal camps were not Spaniards.132 From the

perspective of CF&I, despite their language and religion, nothing connected the Nuevo

Mexicanos of the Southwest to the Spaniards of Europe. But their heritage as a mestizo

population was characterized by home, music, dancing, living conditions and morality.

This simplification and categorization of Nuevo Mexicano culture removed these

individuals from American culture and established them as foreigners to the Southwest,

the West, and the United States. Their roots rested in Spanish and Mexican soil and their

religious beliefs were non-Protestant or pagan.

Camp and Plant defined the religious beliefs of the Nuevo Mexicanos as outside

of the cultural norm of East Coast investors. In the same article, CF&I referred to the

Spanish speaking inhabitants of southern Colorado as the “Mexican population of New

Mexico and Southern Colorado.”133 This assertion that there existed a fundamental

difference between the Nuevo Mexicanos and the Spaniards, and that these negative traits

were tied to a racial group that for centuries had been considered impure and non-

Christian, also reflected the belief from CF&I management that Nuevo Mexicanos’

religion, Catholicism and “penitente” worship, remained foreign and pagan to Protestant

132 They were not directly tied to Spain, which would have made them European. Rather, they were a
mixed people. The reality that some roots of Nuevo Mexicano culture and heritage rested in Europe and
Christianity by their connection to Spain, through the Spanish conquest, remained ignored. Rather, CF&I
merged Nuevo Mexicanos as both Native Americans and the Moors, who had invaded Spain
133 Ibid. Subtitle of portion of the article “Difference Between Spanish and Mexican.” “It has often been
asked: ‘What is the difference between the Mexican and the Spanish language?’ There is absolutely no
difference except in the pronunciation of a few letters and the provincialisms of the original settlers. “
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Christianity. 134 For CF&I, Nuevo Mexicanos were a mixture of ethnicity, culture, and

religion which was difficult to define and which challenged their definition of Christian

and American. Not all US citizens were like East Coast management, but CF&I wanted a

working population that they understood and that furthered their capitalistic ideals, the

best method of regulating this was to create a common culture and history for their

employees.

Camp and Plant’s argument that the belief system of Nuevo Mexicanos centered

on their racial identity became a focus for the rest of this article.

Go where you will in the Southwestern United States and the Mexicans
never live apart, but always in villages or plazas…As before stated the
Mexican is a fatalist and this has made the word manana (to-morrow) a
household word. They live in the present, and they believe that God will
take care of the future. For this reason we call them shiftless. 135

The connection that Nuevo Mexicanos made with members of their own ethnic group

appeared to be a negative aspect of their culture, at least in the perspective of CF&I. The

belief that God would take care of their future and that these individuals were “shiftless”

exhibited CF&I’s new approach that Nuevo Mexicanos’ religious and spiritual beliefs

were abnormal and part of an “other” culture. CF&I created an “us”” versus “them”

mentality with such quotes as “for this reason “we” call “them” shiftless.” 136 This type

of language cast a shadow on Nuevo Mexicano behavior and established this ethnicity as

134 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Los Penitentes: History of the Order, and a Description of the Way in Which
Its members, During the Lenten Season Atone for their Misdeeds,” Camp and Plant May 23, 1903, p. 46,
BHS. Penitente’s are of the order of St. Francis, and are consider to be genizaro slaves that when realized
from bondage turned to this secret brotherhood to bring them out of darkness, form social and economic
death, to light, social and economic acceptance. Marta Weigl, Brothers of Light Brothers of Blood: The
Penitentes of the Southwest, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1976).
135 Ibid.
136 Ibid.
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foreign to “we” or Camp and Plant editors which represented CF&I management, stock

holders and Anglo Easterners in general.

Underneath this image that Nuevo Mexicanos remained below CF&I management

or “American” culture, because of their “nature,” rested the explanation that the CF&I

Sociological Department believed the home environment of Nuevo Mexicanos as their

cultural center,

The Mexican loves his home and is not a wanderer, and home ties are
stronger than any other sentiment…The Mexican is hospitality
itself…Living among the Mexicans is what we may call primitive, the
adobe oven serving for our modern stoves and ranges. 137

The home of Nuevo Mexicanos was primitive. The introduction of the contrast

between modern stoves and the adobe oven revealed that Nuevo Mexicano culture

was less productive and had fewer technological advances than that of CF&I.

In the following quote, Camp and Plant introduced the concept that Nuevo

Mexicano women’s understanding of technology was primitive, “a Mexican woman

might lift all the lids from a modern stove and build a fire in the oven.” 138 Camp and

Plant emphasized that Nuevo Mexicano women remained uneducated about using

modern conveniences and attempted to adapt them from the more primitive style of

cooking over an open flame to cooking on a stove. The Sociological Department

articulated that CF&I and American culture might be able to assist these women in

ending their backwardness and that their connection to home made them uneducated

137 Ibid.
138 Ibid.
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about other regions. Their connection to family limited their social progress and these

components of Nuevo Mexicano culture enabled them to remain “primitive” in status.

At the same time that the Sociological Department critiqued the behavior and

work habits of Nuevo Mexicano women, they were also determined to establish that there

were still levels of sophistication and civilization within Mexican urban environments.

In this article has been described peculiarities in the life of the average
Mexican, but if we go further south we shall find an aristocratic class,
whose life is more elegant and conforms to the worldly position they may
hold. It must be remembered that life in Southern Colorado and New
Mexico is a continual struggle for water to raise crops, and that rains are
infrequent. This fact has prevented the accumulation of wealth or the
establishment of great enterprises. 139

Thus, the article asserted that Nuevo Mexicanos “primitive” or lower class status was tied

to a region that was semi-arid and produced little more than subsistence agriculture. They

were not Mexican in the same context of Mexicans in Mexico, rather their status was tied

to the Southwest, Spain and Mexico’s northern frontier, which had a limited water

supply. Due to economics and geography these individuals would be unable to uplift

themselves to the same status as their aristocratic Mexican counterparts if they detached

themselves for the patriarchal system of Mexico and Spain.

CF&I knew that Nuevo Mexicanos’ potential rested in the assistance of a capitalist

nation and in the hands of the upper classes. CF&I saw an opportunity to uplift Nuevo

Mexicanos,

It must also be remembered that a Northern people is more energetic than
a Southern race, and that the masterminds who have established the great
enterprises on the former American desert were not fatalist and have not

139 Ibid.
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worn the shackles of the patriarchal system, but have felt, as a heritage
from their Teutonic ancestors, that they were individual thinking beings.140

The masterminds, East Coast capitalists, who established the great enterprise on the

former American desert could uplift Nuevo Mexicanos as well. The language of the

article, “Mexicans and their Customs: Who These People are and How They Live, ”

revealed the complicated way CF&I’s Sociological Department viewed Nuevo

Mexicanos. The use of the term “fatalist” and its specification that these individuals lived

in the south, implied that Nuevo Mexicanos remained bound by their culture. The image

of the woman converting a modern stove to be able to cook on an open flame validated

CF&I’s belief that these individuals were a backward people unaware of the technologies

that American culture provided to improve their lives. It remained clear that CF&I

viewed the ethnic identity of these individuals and their lifestyle as tied to their

geographical area: “It must be remembered that life in Southern Colorado and New

Mexico is a continual struggle for water to raise crops, and that rains are infrequent.”141

CF&I saw these individuals as connected to the land yet they recognized the hardship.

The illustrations in the previous quote and the use of words that imply dirt, “adobe,”

“crops,” desert” further demonstrated that CF&I equated these people as part of a rural

environment.142 According to the company that connection was three-fold, their labor in

raising crops, their status as a “Southern” race defined by geography, and their level of

civilization remained tied to nature or agriculture rather than the industrialization of the

140 Ibid.
141 Ibid.
142 Ibid.
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East. Through articles in Camp and Plant, editors showed their beliefs that Nuevo

Mexicanos were their inferiors

As CF&I grouped Nuevo Mexicanos into a separate category from Whites, they

established the idea that American society was superior. By equating, through

publications, Nuevo Mexicanos with those who were “more energetic, not fatalist and

[who] have not worn the shackles of the patriarchal system… [those who knew]that they

were individual thinking beings,” then American society regardless of ethnicity excelled

above that of any nation. 143 By being superior to those in Mexico, CF&I corporate

culture held more value and their associations with their ethnically-mixed workers were

superior, and gave employees greater benefits than the Mexican government or Mexican

corporations provided. The image that CF&I created through their publications

established a standard in which CF&I employees should not behave as Mexicans, and

that their level of responsibility and respect rose with their connection to “their Teutonic

ancestors.”144 Thus a connection to the paternalism of CF&I gave them an opportunity to

free themselves from the shackles of patriarchy.

In other articles, CF&I further illustrated the uncivilized status of Mexicans.

Camp and Plant’s article, “Mexico or Mexican Town,” accentuated CF&I’s perspective

of Nuevo Mexicanos and their low socio-economic and cultural status within the United

States. 145 This five page documentation of one of the areas of Pueblo, Colorado that

CF&I called an “ethnic enclave” traced the history of this settlement from the 1870s,

143 Ibid.
144 Ibid.
145 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant, “Mexico or Mexican Town,” p. 245-250, September 26,
1903. BHS
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when Whites and “Mexicans” settled there. After a few years, Whites left the area. By

1891 white owners of the land attempted to eject the settlers, who at this time appeared to

be only Mexicans. 146 In 1901, owners attempted to rid themselves of the land and the

“Mexican problem” by building new structures and attempting to sell the land;

shacks, adobes, and shanties are being replaced by more pretentious frame
structures and, before long, the dirt, squalor and picturesqueness of
‘Mexico’ will have been entirely replaced by the greater cleanliness and
comfort, through commonplaceness, of a settlement of prosperous
workmen. 147

This article implied that the inhabitants of this area were filthy. By observing the housing

conditions and the link to Mexican culture, CF&I demonstrated that these individuals

lived in such conditions as part of their heritage. Again there existed the correlation

between Nuevo Mexicanos and dirt, while Whites remained connected to “frame

structures” or permanent buildings further removed from soil and the natural

environment. 148 The replacement of these individuals with prosperous and clean

workmen--CF&I employees-- established the idea that CF&I men were of a different

level than Mexicans. Employment at CF&I made residents of southern Colorado a

structured people.

This emphasis on improving sanitary conditions was an extension of the

Progressive movement of the late 19th and early 20th century. Progressives emphasized

and coordinated the sanitation of cities and educating minorities as how to best

146 Ibid
147 Ibid
148 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Image of a “Mexican Adobe and ‘Bake Oven’ Segundo” Camp and Plant,
Saturday August 33,1903. p. 197 BHS
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understand “American” culture.149 This attempt to uplift others was apparent in the

Western United States.150 These approaches revealed that the Progressive attempt to

clean up their protégés and their environments constructed their protégés original culture

and created a group of individuals that White society did not accept as equals. At the

same time, the immigrants or minorities societies of origins saw them as no longer part of

the original culture. Similarly, CF&I workmen fit into CF&I camps, but not necessarily

in their original ethnic enclaves. A contrast between the culture of CF&I and Nuevo

Mexicanos became apparent in coal camps throughout southern Colorado.

The Sociological Department emphasized that a White and Eastern concept of

cleanliness and housing was a more suitable standard of living than the traditional

Southwestern culture of the Nuevo Mexicanos. In publications from CF&I it was clearly

evident that a distinction between Nuevo Mexicanos’ use of building tools and CF&I

building standards existed. Camp and Plant included images of two company towns, one

in “Weston, Colorado, Built by Mexicans and by Early White Settlers and not by the

company.” 151 While this image explained that White settlers helped in the building, it

later pointed out the Mexican church and Mexican plaza. The bottom image portrayed a

Mexican-built house in Las Animas County. These images provided a direct comparison

149 Louise Michelle Newman, White Women’s Rights: The Racial Origins of Feminism in the United
States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999.)
150 Susan Craddock’s City of Plagues: addressed the social ramifications on Chinese immigrants when
white municipal authorities restructured Chinatown. The assertion that the Chinese were unclean led to a
drastic decline in economic growth and security in an enclave that the Chinese attempted to stabilize since
their entrance into the United States as early as the Gold Rush. Susan Craddock, City of Plagues: Disease,
Poverty, and Deviance in San Francisco, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 2000.) In
Tsianina Lomawaima’s work, They Called it Prairie Light: The Story of Chilocco Indian School she
analyzed the impact of progressive White women on Native American boarding schools and Native
American children in the American West. Tsianina Lomawaima’s, They Called it Prairie Light: The Story
of Chilocco Indian School ( Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 1995). Sanchez.
151 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant ,Wednesday February 18, 1903 P. 156-157, BHS
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between what Nuevo Mexicanos built for themselves and what the company built for

them with the company contrasting an adobe as a rundown poorly structured building and

a company house which Camp and Plant revealed as made of wood and well constructed.

Figure 2.1, Images from Camp and Plant, “Mexican Houses vs. Company Houses,” 152

These images showed the adobes in which Nuevo Mexicanos lived and the existence of

an outdoor, earthen oven, a Nuevo Mexicano baking device called an horno. The

primitive housing in the background, the horno, and the image of unsupervised children

provided a contrast to the order and superior materials represented by the company. In

other issues the contrast between Mexican adobes and company houses was illustrated

with the predominance of mud or the ground as a building material. This substance used

for building exhibited characteristics of an uncivilized and impoverished people.153

152 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Mexican Houses vs. Company Houses,” Camp and Plant April 25, 1903, p.
376-377, BHS.
153 Ibid.
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Figure 2.2, “A Typical Adobe.” 154

This image shows an adobe house with a group of individuals standing outside. An

horno to the right of the home revealed that Nuevo Mexicanos living conditions rested on

aspects of domesticity and of home.

Figure 2.3, “Typical Mexican Adobe.” 155

154 ibid
155 Ibid.
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This woman holding her child revealed CF&I’s perspective that women were not laborers

in the mines or the steel mills, they were the caregivers of the children.

Figure 2.4, “Oven, Chili Grinder, and Children.” 156

This image of two small children sitting next to the horno reveal that for small girls that

their cultural heritage was heavily linked with domestic responsibilities. Images like

these portrayed the idea that Nuevo Mexicanos’ standard of living was below that of what

CF&I was trying to instill and construct in southern Colorado. The images focus on the

domestic side of the Nuevo Mexicano experience with the emphasis on women, children,

and cooking.

Despite their perspective that these residents of southern Colorado remained

uncivilized when compared with the Anglo company culture, CF&I management also

considered Nuevo Mexicanos to be essentially moral people. In a September 1903 Camp

156 Ibid.
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and Plant, the article “Mexico or Mexican Town” demonstrated what CF&I perceived as

the moral divisions between Nuevo Mexicanos and criminals:

The clannishness of these people, however- their unwillingness either to
be interfered with or to interfere with, or to inquire into the doings of
others not of their own race- made ‘Mexico’ an ideal place for rogues.
Gradually criminals of the lowest sort began to make their headquarters
there, thus gaining for this district and its inhabitants an evil reputation,
which the comparatively peaceful and moral Mexicans did not deserve.157

The article included the opinion that “rogues” remained a distinct group from the

Mexican inhabitants of this town. 158 Company management represented Nuevo

Mexicanos in Colorado as highly moralistic. This analysis of Nuevo Mexicanos

emphasized that “the comparatively peaceful and moral Mexicans did not deserve” to be

associated with the criminal element that had infiltrated their community. 159 Despite

their supposed lack of civilization and attachment to filth and squalor, management

acknowledged the morality and zeal of Nuevo Mexicanos.

An article published six months earlier also focused on Mexicans who held

extreme religious beliefs.160 It informed readers that a group of religious extremists in

southern Colorado and northern New Mexico, called penitents, continued “the old

customs and speech of the early Spanish conquerors.” 161 The Franciscan order, which

infiltrated New Mexico and Colorado 350 years earlier with the arrival of the Spaniards,

performed similar acts during the Lenten season, the act of flagellation and the rituals,

157 Ibid.. 245-250.
158 Ibid.
159 Ibid.
160 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Los Penitentes: History of the Order, and a Description of the Way in Which
Its members, During the Lenten Season Atone for their Misdeeds,” Camp and Plant, May 23, 1903, p. 46,
BHS.
161 Ibid.
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prayers, and fasting.162 However, this article did not just report the penitentes’ practices

neutrally it was also meant to judge them by giving an ethnocentric history of religious

worship in the Southwest designed to further place Nuevo Mexicanos in a category which

CF&I stock owners saw them as a foreign and an inferior group. The article continues by

stating, “the men are the only ones who undertake this severe course of treatment, but the

women at home are as fervent in prayer and fasting as are the men.”163 The terms

“severe” and “fervent” implied that the penitentes’s means of religious worship rested

outside of the social norm of southern Colorado residents, employees, and CF&I

investors and management. However, CF&I’s interest may have gone beyond curiosity

at what they saw was an exotic behavior for the East Coast company and they felt

obligated to care for their employees. With the ritual behavior of the penitentes,

specifically flagellation, the Sociological Department might have been concerned for the

health of their employees as well as whether or not these acts were moral. They

perceived morality as connected to caring for one’s physical body and the community

that one lived in. The Sociological Department’s approach to penitentes went beyond

just ideology, but emphasized the effects of these ideas on the physical body.

Camp and Plant’ s perspective that Nuevo Mexicanos behavior was inferior and

overzealous justified their publications focus on maintaining one’s physical health, either

162 Ibid. The author or this is El Cinico. Because of the article having this author, it comes across to the
reader that the CF&I views the customs of the Penitentes as those of individuals that may be backwards or
non-conformist with Protestant ideals. Weigle.
163 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “A Carnival Procession at El Moro, Colorado,” Camp and Plant, May 23,
1903, p.46, BHS. This collection contains an image of Italians at a carnival procession, in the middle of the
article detailing the beliefs of these penitent Mexicans. The grouping of all ethnic groups in one category
is apparent throughout Camp and Plant, although there does appear to be more of a focus on the Slavik and
Italian languages as some publications contain translations of company news.
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through educating readers about the physical body or explaining to them how best to care

for it. Evidence of this existed in the articles on dental hygiene and other medical

information.164 The dissemination of medical knowledge became an attempt to educate

individuals within the company about the physical body and CF&I’s belief about what

was physically appropriate both in how to understand the body and how to best care for

it. At the same time Camp and Plant in its numerous articles attempted to show the

correlation between its employees, the company, and the environment surrounding it.

These standards were set for the entire camp, either based on the standard for one’s

physical body or the physical environment of the company owned towns. Through

literature on the medical department, articles about the human body and hygiene, and the

entrance of nurses into coal camps, CF&I educated miners and their families about

appropriate standards of conduct and health. A construction or ideal of what made up the

best body became a standard in the coal camps.165

Progressive ideals of the body focused on the positive aspects of Caucasians and

of men. It was important for the ideal human being to match up to the social implications

attached to their sex. In this construction of bodies, Progressives left little room for

individuals whom they felt were morally unfit and whose physical attributes might

become detrimental to the successful advancement of the White race.166 In some

instances, such as among Native American communities in New Mexico, Progressives

embraced the Native American culture and attempted to spread the ideals of a “Red

164 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Hospital Bureau of Information: Emergency treatment VII,” Camp and Plant,
September 6, 1902, p. 242-245, BHS.
165Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant. 1 July 1903- Jan 1904. BHS
166 Bederman,
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Atlantis,” a utopian land made up of Native Americans lost to the world, to

governmental leadership and to consumers in the East. 167 However that was rare

because these communities were facing cultural and economic destruction.

As Progressive ideas, through CF&I ownership and management, CF&I

attempted to educate the coal miners and their families in southern Colorado about the

ideal natural environment. The June 18, 1902 issue of Camp and Plant titled, “School

Garden Number” introduced the idea of public school gardens.168 The article clearly

stated that this idea related back to the Russian Czar’s idea of gardening, which created

ideals of nature in Russia.169 This emphasis on gardening focused on school-aged

children. It defined the ideals of how the camps should look and the amount of labor that

should be put into them. Gardens were meant to establish the contrast with the adobes

that Nuevo Mexicanos built in the community, and the structure of the plaza as the central

focus of the Nuevo Mexicano community. The plaza was a location to congregate and the

garden was the means of producing a crop. The control of the natural environment

created a productive space to harvest food as well as to teach young boys to conform to

an international and national standard of agriculture. Gardens were different than farms

in that individuals could work in the mines and look to their gardens as spaces of leisure

that were economically beneficial to them.

167 Lomawaima, Craddock, Nayan Shah, Contagious Divides: Epidemics and Race in San Francisco’s
China Town. (University of California Press; Berkeley. 2001.) George Sanchez, Becoming Mexican
American, Ethnicity, Identity, and Culture in Los Angeles, 1900-1945. (Oxford University Press:
Cambridge. 1995.) and Margaret Jacobs, Engendered Encounters: Feminism and Pueblo Cultures 1879-
1934, (University of Nebraska Press: Lincoln. 1999.)
168 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant June 28, 1902. Volume 1, #29. PPL.
169 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant. September 20, 1902. p. 273. BHS
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Figure 2.5, “Two Boy Gardeners.” 170

This image shows young boys in CF&I camps as part of the new gardening movement.

The image below shows boys in Ohio, also participating in gardening. The location of

these images in a Camp and Plant article showed employees and stock owners that the

education of young boys in CF&I camps was part of a national pattern of education.

Figure 2.6, “Boys’ Gardens”171

170 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant June 28, 1902. Volume 1, #29. PPL.
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CF&I adopted the Russian ideal of gardening in an attempt to beautify the camps and to

establish a standard of conformity. Yet, the foreign ideal of the Mexican plaza remained

an uncivilized concept and established a location for Nuevo Mexicanos to congregate.172

This adoption of a Russian ideal revealed that CF&I was not pushing for a US or

American controlled environment, but a company sponsored system of conformity.

The establishment of these gardens was one example of CF&I’s push towards

emphasizing the standards of the company in coal towns. In later publications, there

continued to be an emphasis on taming the natural environment of the camp. In the

February 25, 1903 issue of Camp and Plant, a 12- page article entitled, “Suggestions for

Beautifying Home and Camp,” included numerous images of nature, people, the

company, and the railroad.173 Some of the images of nature focused on the animals that

the company used to mine the coal. In at least two issues of Camp and Plant from April

1903 to February 1904 two articles dealt with the importance of the mine burro and how

employees should treat it. In other issues CF&I portrayed other images of animals within

the camps.174 Thus it remained important for employees to maintain all aspects of

company life, especially if they improved the productivity of the mines. The connection

between the natural environment of the camp and the physical health of both the workers

and the animals within the mines illustrated that CF&I’s concern for employees and their

171 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Camp and Plant June 28, 1902. Volume 1, #29. PPL.
172 Deutsch. No Separate Refuge
173 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Suggestions for Beautifying Home and Camp” Camp and Plant, February 25,
1903. p. 171-183,
174 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “The Burro” Camp and Plant, p. 318-327, April 11 1903. “Some Animals
Camp and Plant has Known .” Camp and Plant, February 13, 1904 ” p. 108-109. Camp and Plant “Goats
in Colorado Fuel and Iron Company Camps,” p. 465, May 23, 1903. BHS.
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physical health remained intricately linked to their productivity and that CF&I culture

rested not just on a standardized citizenry, but on a controlled environment.175

CF&I’s introduction of the Sociological Department established a standard for

how people of differing ethnicities could be introduced to the coal camps. When

compared with White society it became invalid because socially accepted norms rested

on the perspective of East Coast investors. CF&I emphasized that the physical bodies of

these migrant groups were inadequate when compared with the ideal White body.

Finally, the emphasis on nature further stimulated the idea that “white” standards of

culture were more conducive to the environment. A March 1903 speech by Dr. Corwin,

head of the Sociological Department, illustrated the ideal role for women by emphasizing

the connection between raising children and controlling nature,

The mother who cannot properly nurture her child, either from poverty or
stress of social duties, does an injustice to civilization. The tree that is
planted in poor soil becomes a dwarf and brings forth imperfect fruit.
Nature makes no exception. Vegetable and animal life are influenced by
the same unchangeable laws. If you would do most for your child begin
while its cells are plastic and can be easily moulded.176

CF&I regulated employee behavior by controlling the environmental surroundings in

which these employees worked and lived. For the Sociological Department the ideals of

child rearing were based on a natural model that they equated with agriculture. The

Sociological Department’s approach to understanding the ethnic perspective in the

workforce was comparable to a scientific study of the physical body and of the

environment surrounding the camp. The link to these two may not be clearly apparent,

175 Mark Fiege, Irrigated Eden: The Making of an Environmental Landscape in the American West.
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, c1999.)
176 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Industrial training of children,” Camp and Plant March 7, 1903, p. 220, BHS.
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but when seen from the perspective of CF&I, company culture was superior to that of

Nuevo Mexicano traditions.

With Camp and Plant disseminating ideas about the construction of homes,

religious beliefs, and gardening these Nuevo Mexicanos became the children of CF&I

management in much the same way that CF&I attempted to dictate how they should raise

their children. These Nuevo Mexicanos needed to be nurtured “from poverty and stress”

as not to do a social injustice to the greater White community. 177 By establishing

standards by which ethnic workers could understand their environment and their bodies,

they in turn could understand their place within the camps of CF&I’s mining production

at the turn of the twentieth century.

177Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Mexicans and their Customs: Who these People Are and How they Live,”
Camp and Plant September 19, 1903, p. 221-224. Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Industrial training of
children,” Camp and Plant, March 7, 1903, p. 220, BHS.
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III. BOOKS, MEMORIES, AND MONUMENTS OR THE MYTH OF MEMORY:

THE LUDLOW MASSACRE, 1914

As CF&I constructed the environmental landscape and the ideological beliefs of

the Rockefeller’s newly purchased company, this influx of capital brought an

international workforce and socialistic ideals to southern Colorado. Immigrants from

Eastern Europe brought in a variety of ideas in regards to labor and worker solidarity.

These were seconded and often shaped to fit within the context of unions, UMWA and

the IWW, in the area.178 National organizers for the IWW such as Mother Jones visited

the coal camps of southern Colorado to encourage laborers to bargain for higher wages,

safer conditions, and fewer hours.179 This climate of change illustrated that CF&I’s

attempts to document their workers’ struggles and to educate their workforce about

appropriate behavior of company employees was challenged and critiqued by national

socialist movements.

These conflicting views, CF&I’s construction of an idealized workforce and

socialistic encouragement of striking, came to ahead in April of 1914, with the entrance

of Colorado National Guard troops into the tent colonies of Ludlow Colorado. Strikers in

this area had gathered after CF&I evicted them from company owned homes. CF&I

management and the Colorado state government feared an armed uprising by these

miners and in early April of 1914 the Colorado National Guard arrived in southern

Colorado to squelch the growing rebellion. The arrival of troops aggravated the miners

178 Barron Beshoar, From Out of the Depths, (Denver: Golden Bell Press, 1970).1-17Rick Clyne
179 Beshoar, 31-42.
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and on April 20, 1914 the bodies of miners, miners’ families, and the Colorado National

Guard lay scattered throughout the charred remnants of Ludlow, Colorado’s tent camp.180

For strikers this was part of a much larger fight for safer working conditions and

higher wages. In the aftermath of the conflict, the Colorado state government, CF&I, the

UMWA, and the federal government attempted to come to a public consensus about the

specifics of how these individuals came to their deaths. Because of the scarcity of

sources and questions about their legitimacy, the details of the massacre continue to be

debated among historians, professional and amateur, as well as scholars in the 21st

century. This debate contained in oral histories from individuals in the local area, the

monument at Ludlow, and in books and articles ensures that the story of the Ludlow

Massacre resonates throughout the history of southern Colorado.

In order to analyze the memory of the massacre, events that occurred and

repercussions in the community must be collectively examined. Strikers established a

tent colony at Ludlow, Colorado in the winter of 1913 and spring of 1914 when the

mining company evicted them from their company-owned homes. Strikers responded by

building a tent colony on CF&I owned land. CF&I’s policy toward strikers included the

idea that failing to work for the company resulted in the elimination of company financial

assistance and housing facilities. Since CF&I did not consider the strikers to be

employees, they considered the establishment of a tent colony on CF&I property illegal

and believed that they had a legitimate right to assert their authority by removing these

180 “Ludlow: Being the Special Report of the Board of Officers Appointed by the Governor of Colorado to
Investigate and Determine the Facts with Reference to the Armed Conflict Between the Colorado National
Guard and Certain Persons Engaged in the Coal Mining Strike at Ludlow, Colorado April 20, 1914.”
Williamson Haffner Press: Denver, Colorado. Box 26 Business Interests CF&I Co. Office of the Messrs
Rockefeller, (OMR)Rockefeller Family Archives (RAC)
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strikers from company property. CF&I, in order to maintain peace throughout its coal

camps and to maintain a standard of conformity, decided to evict these strikers from

company property. This policy of eviction was not only targeted at strikers, but would

have affected all of the CF&I camps of southern Colorado. Since these miners and their

families had few resources for employment and there was little housing available both

inside and outside of CF&I controlled areas, strikers remained under the physical and

economic control of CF&I. These strikers found themselves unable to move to a new

location because there was little alternative employment or housing besides what CF&I

offered. There was a feeling among miners throughout southern Colorado that these

strikers did not represent the majority opinion of the miners of CF&I. Other CF&I

employees and UMWA organizers and members considered these strikers at Ludlow as

union radicals. Non-striking CF&I employees viewed their striking counterparts as

mavericks who threatened the framework of labor relations.181 The collective workforce

of CF&I did not support the strikers’ actions at Ludlow.

On the morning of April 20, 1914, the Colorado state government, in connection

with CF&I, enforced the removal of these strikers from their established tent colony. At

this point, the specifics of what occurred that morning and who was to blame for the

violence that ensued from this relatively peaceful conflict remain a matter of speculation

and debate. Troops and coal company guards engaged with strikers in an effort to remove

the inhabitants of this colony and their living spaces. At some point, the troops fired

shots, strikers responded, violence ensued, and the colony went up in flames.

181 George McGovern, The Great Coalfield War, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1972.)
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Newspaper reports and eyewitness accounts recalled a machine gun being used on the

miners. At the end of the day, twenty one individuals lay dead. Of these the majority

were residents of the tent camp with only a few military casualties in the skirmish. More

important than the number of the slain was who died, particularly women and children.182

In the aftermath of the fighting and the fire, it was discovered that families sought rooms

underneath the tents as protection from the flames and the bullets, but in these places of

protection they became victims of smoke inhalation and suffocated to death.

Addressing and analyzing the events at Ludlow goes beyond determining the

legitimacy of the company’s actions or the cause for which the miners fought. In

actuality the specifics and motivations of the Massacre can never be known. With the

passage of time, the destruction of documents, and the change in historical memory, the

events of April 21, 1914 have been altered based on the perception of those who viewed

it and those who constructed and continue to shape the memory of the events that

Ludlow, Colorado is remembered for. On the morning of April 21, 1914, CF&I-

supported law enforcement may have known and possibly hoped that the day would end

with the destruction of the tent-city. The miners may have feared for their safety, and the

women possibly believed that they would be exempt from this violence between two

groups of men, but no one on that day could have understood the far reaching effects of

strikers and the military on the lives of women and children, and on the memory of the

land.

182 The Chronicle News, “21 is Death Toll of Ludlow Battle and Colony Fire,” Trinidad, Colorado, April
23, 1914, Pueblo Public Library,(PPL), Pueblo, Colorado.
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In southern Colorado, the Ludlow Massacre remains the most debated event in the

area’s history. The massacre itself lasted a few short hours, but the after effects

continued and still continue to live on in the memories of the people who were involved,

in the company that was directly affected, and the area that became scarred by the blood

of the slain. Many scholars argue that this was the final battle in a coal field war that had

raged for years. Others see Ludlow as the pivotal moment in southern Colorado labor

relations, and finally, it is seen as the turning point by which CF&I management and

stock owners became more involved with employee relations and started to engage

directly with the employees. With the numerous books and articles written on the topic,

scholars should turn to new sources for research. 183 Numerous books and articles refer to

the Ludlow Massacre and show its relevance to the history of US labor relations. The

Ludlow Massacre revealed to labor organizations throughout the United States that

companies were willing to kill their own employees. Every June the UMWA gathers at

the Ludlow Massacre Memorial to remember the lives of those slain and uses this

opportunity push for greater rights for union workers. Besides historians, other scholars

have turned to Ludlow in an attempt to address the questions that still remain concerning

the specifics of this event.

183 George McGovern’s The Great Coalfield War is the first to be addressed is the perspective that the
massacre at Ludlow was a minor battle in the Great Coalfield War, but significant for the impact that it had
on the East Coast and company ownership. McGovern attempts to relate the Ludlow massacre as a part of
the ongoing struggle between union officials and company management. David Wolfe, Industrializing the
Rockies: Growth, Competition and Turmoil in the Coalfields of Colorado and Wyoming, 1868-1914,
(Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2003.) Scott Martelle, Blood Passion: The Ludlow Massacre and
Class War in the American West, (New Jersey: Rutgers, 2007). Howard Gitelman, Legacy of the Ludlow
Massacre: A Chapter in American Industrial Relations (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press
1988.) Zeese Papanicholas, Buried Unsung: Louis Tikas and the Ludlow Massacre, (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1982.)
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Randall McGuire, an archaeologist from the State University of New York

currently working on the Ludlow Project, has published a series of his findings in the

November/December 2004 issue of Archaeology: A Publication of the Archaeology

Institute of America. McGuire prefaced his work by yet another interpretation of this

event and seemed to focus on those that died in the cellars under the tents:

At Ludlow, we have exposed tent platforms, latrines, a trash dump, and
the cellars that families huddled in during the attack. The remains of the
cellars tell the story of the attack in terms more vivid than any found in
historical documents. We found fire-damaged family possessions sitting
on the floor: a rusted bedstead, metal basins, a row of canning jars melted
in place, and a porcelain doll's head deformed by the heat of the fire. To
reach them we dug through a level of burned wood and charred canvas
from the burned tents. On top was a layer of charcoal, rusted metal, and
burned possessions that the miners used to fill the cellars after the
massacre. 184

For archaeologists, the fact that this site is still intact enables them to study the artifacts

related to the massacre, and they continue to uncover items that reveal the violence and

the importance of this event to individuals throughout the United States. These tangible

items relate not just to the memory of the massacre, but to the daily live of those living in

the tents. These items provide the context that the individuals killed at Ludlow were

more than just the victims in a coal war. These items allow the documentation and the

interpretation of the event which is important to scholars and students of the history of

labor relations and southern Colorado, but they also help create a new memory attached

to the massacre at Ludlow, one that is separated from the massacre in 1914 by time and

shaded by perspective.

184 Randall McGuire Date “Letter From Ludlow: Colorado Coalfield Massacre,”
http://www.archaeology.org/0411/abstracts/letter.html, Archaeology: A publication of the Archaeology
Institute of America Volume 57 Number 6, November/December 2004, Accessed August 15, 2006.
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In addressing the Ludlow massacre as an event that has permanently been charred

into the memory of southern Colorado residents, scholars must address the importance of

physical artifacts attached to this event. In Elizabeth Grace Hale’s work Making

Whiteness, she argues that lynchings lived on beyond the actual event through the

artifacts that were collected, including the remains of those lynched, the tools of the

lynching, and the photographs that were taken. A culture of Whiteness was able to be

constructed based on the items attached to lynchings or the memory of their

occurrence.185 Thomas Benjamin in his work La Revolucion showed the importance of

monuments to the construction of national identity and the Mexican revolution in 20th

century Mexico.186 This perspective alters how historians think about violence and how

the state constructs national memory in order to motivate its citizens. Not all identities,

however, are tied to the nation. Walter Mignolo in his work Local Histories/ Global

Designs argues that scholars must reevaluate political boundaries and realize that the

people living in these areas have an identity not tied to the nation. Rather, their identity is

tied to the region.187 Thus, in an attempt to understand the meaning of an event it is

essential to understand the memory of that event and how it was created, recreated, and

presented to individuals after the event as well as to understand how the event alters the

identities of those in that region.

185 Elizabeth Grace Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890-1940 (New
York : Pantheon Books, 1998.)
186 Thomas Benjamin, La Revolucion: Mexico’s Great Revolution as Memory, Myth and History
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000.)
187 Mignolo.
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The creation of the historical memory right surrounding the Ludlow Massacre

began with newspaper articles. While local newspaper headlines quickly blamed the

devastation that occurred at this location on the strikers, at the same time they mourned

the loss of the strikers’ families. This division in blame centered on two locations. First,

the fire was the strikers fault, but the death of the women and children was not blamed on

them. Second, it appeared that an unknown menace had killed these victims. A

newspaper article from The Chronicle News the day after the massacre reported the

following:

From all reports it appears that the same branch that carried on the guerilla
warfare against mine guards in October, and which made the sending of
the state troops necessary, started out yesterday to make a general ‘clean-
up’ of the militia and deputies. Instead they were cleaned themselves and
the horrible tragedy was the result. The terrible feature is that the lives of
innocent children were taken. Poor little children they were out there in
their tents with their fathers and loved by those fathers as treasures upon
which no man can place a value The women and children are the innocent
victims of the industrial war and the hearts of every person goes out for
them and to them.188

This report fails to mention the names of those involved or the organizations responsible.

As this report revealed, the “same branch that carried on the guerilla warfare,” or the

strikers incited the violence.189 Further on in this quote the same groups children were

mentioned as “loved by those fathers as treasures upon which no man can place a value.”

190 In one instance the newspaper labeled the striking men as guerillas and within the

same article as loving fathers. The article presents them in generic terms and fails to list

the names of those killed; rather, they are a part of a family unit and presented in relation

188 The Chronicle News, “Women and Children Perish When Fire Sweeps Ludlow Tents.” April 21, 1914.
189 Ibid.
190 Ibid.
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to each other and not as individual entities. The innocent victims in the industrial war

were the women and children. Without their deaths, this might have been seen as simply

another skirmish between strikers and corporate management. Yet with their deaths, the

newspapers raised the concern among the coal camp communities of who really was to

blame for this violence. The contents of these articles vary from blaming the UMWA for

this insurrection to focusing on the lives of the innocent victims. In this article and others

like it such words as “innocent” and “treasures” and the emphasis on families through the

use of the word “fathers” expounded on the great loss of the day. 191 Yet, The Chronicle

News neither outright blamed the fathers for being involved in the uprising, nor did it

blame CF&I personnel for the deaths. Based on the articles, the incident at Ludlow was

not about the skirmish and violence that ensued, but rather what was lost. It is the loss

that the community remembered, not the actual violence or conflict.

The word “massacre” instills into the minds of individuals a thoughtless slaughter.

Merriam Webster’s Online Dictionary states the following as definitions for massacre:

1 : the act or an instance of killing a number of usually helpless or
unresisting human beings under circumstances of atrocity or cruelty 2 : a
cruel or wanton murder 3 : a wholesale slaughter of animals 4 : an act of
complete destruction.192

Thus the use of the term massacre to detail the events at Ludlow establish the dead as

“helpless or unresisting” and the Colorado National guard as committing acts of “atrocity

or cruelty.” 193 With the burning of the tents, the conflict at Ludlow became a massacre

191 Ibid.
192Merriam Webster Online Dictionary, http://www.m-w.com/dictionary/massacre. Date accessed February
2, 2007
193Ibid.
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since this community faced “complete destruction.” 194 The language attached to the

events at Ludlow in 1914 place it within the history of the US and of southern Colorado

as an event unparalleled to others in the region.

The words that are used to describe the events at Ludlow memorialize it and

make it part of history. This group of individuals, women and children, that the

newspapers and union immortalized were not killed by gunshots, but rather suffocated.

Their deaths were not the direct result of the Colorado state government but were a

consequence of the strikers who had chosen to strike and to stay on company lands and

the women who sought safety under the tents.195 In a similar instance in US history on

the East Coast, when a fire killed women, it was referred to not as a massacre, but as a

fire, the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire. The deaths of these women were an accident, the

company did not intend to harm these women to their deaths. As in the case of Ludlow

the state government had no intention of killing the women and children. In both

instances it was a fire that brought the end of these women’s lives. The term “massacre,”

a word that the newspapers attached to the event, makes the Ludlow Massacre a

memorable event, regardless of what occurred there. The graphic connotation of the

word, not the event itself, caused the Ludlow Massacre to become a permanent scar in the

minds of residents of southern Colorado and on the land. It is obvious by these excerpts

from The Chronicle News that the children were “innocent” in this massacre. The deaths

of women and children made the events at Ludlow more than just a skirmish or a

194Ibid.
195 The Chronicle News, “Women and Children Perish When Fire Sweeps Ludlow Tents,” April 21, 1914,
PPL.
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struggle, but instead a massacre. In labor relations the deaths of men are largely ignored

or understated, but when the lives of women are taken it is remembered as a tragedy. In

this instance when children are killed it is regarded as a massacre.

Besides the newspaper stories or editorials detailing what occurred at Ludlow, the

headlines told the story in short spurts. For days the fear of another attack on miners

haunted the minds of residents of southern Colorado, and the newspaper headlines in the

days following the attacks fueled their fears of similar deaths throughout the region.

Reports of the conflict and the resulting skirmishes between miners and law enforcement

riddled the headlines.196 Headlines from April 21, 1914, the day after the massacre,

included the following: “Women and Children Perish When Fire Sweeps Ludlow Tents,”

“20 dead, 4 Wounded in Ludlow Battle,” and “The Battle-The Victims-And Those

Responsible.”197 While the headlines from the day after the massacre focus on those who

died, the subsequent days’ headlines show the after effects of the destruction. “Empire

Camp Swept by Fire—Thirty Entombed in Mine,” “3 Guards Killed in Battle with

Strikers at Delugua,” “2 Strikers killed at Royal by Refugees of Mine,” “Horrible Toll of

Death and Destruction Result of Strikers’ Outrages of 24 hours,” splattered across The

Chronicle News on April 23, 1914.198 The deaths at Ludlow marked the starting point for

the spread of violence throughout CF&I coal camps. While these new skirmishes

highlighted how the events continued to spread throughout the coal mining communities

of southern Colorado, the focus of the conflict stayed on the deaths of the victims. With

196 Ibid. April 21, 1914- April 26, 1914.
197 Ibid. April 21, 1914.
198 Ibid. April 23, 1914.
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this news in print, the newspapers themselves became tangible symbols of the devastation

that occurred when strikers and management conflicted. These symbols noted the

spreading of the violence and the permanence of the massacre. While the blood of these

victims stained the ground at Ludlow the newspapers informed the community of the

event. The collective memory attached to the Ludlow Massacre was made possible

through newspapers, second hand accounts with editorials that disseminated information

and at the same time constructed the community memory of the event.

It is interesting to note that the newspaper wrote and printed these articles in

conjunction with events of the Mexican Revolution. April 21, 1914 headlines not dealing

with the massacre included “U.S. Admiral Ordered to Seize Arms and Ammunition for

Huerta.”199 On April 23, 1914, headlines for the Massacre littered the top of the page, but

in the middle on the right hand side ran the headline “Warring Factions in Mexico May

Unite to Oppose United States.” 200 On April 24, 1914, two headlines from the revolution

in Mexico ran along the headlines about the Ludlow Massacre, “Wilson and Cabinet

Complete Plan of Mar Operations in Mexico—Armed Forces Rushing to Scene,” and

“Infuriated Mob in Mexico Tramples Stars and Stripes Under Foot and Threaten

Americans with Death.” 201 On April 25, 1914, running nearly side by side, were the

headlines “Union Officials Plead for Truce to Restore Peace in Strike Zone, ” and

“Uprising in Mexico Against Americans Stirs the War Department to Action.” 202

199 Ibid, April 21, 1914.
200 Ibid, April 23, 1914.
201 Ibid, April 24, 1914.
202 Ibid, April 25, 1914.
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Figure 3.1, The front page of The Chronicle News April 25, 1912203

The incorporation of these events in Mexico and the devastation at Ludlow into one

newspaper in a remote area of southern Colorado, reveal a glum look into the lives of

local residents. On a local, state, national, and international level there appeared to be

little stability and a constant threat of an armed mob prepared to upset their daily lives.

The fear of an uprising existed on a local and international level. The Chronicle News

recorded the Ludlow Massacre and distributed this information to the residents of

southern Colorado and attached it to a national discourse focused on uprisings.

In addition to newspapers, scholars have preserved the memory of those who

were involved in the massacre or those that lived in southern Colorado during or after the

massacre. In 1971 Dr. Gary L. Shumway collected an assortment of oral interviews from

individuals who grew up in or worked in southern Colorado coal mining communities.

This collection of interviews titled the “Colorado Coal Mining Project” are currently

housed at The Center for Oral and Public History at California State University in

Fullerton, California. This assortment includes the stories of individuals from a variety

203 Ibid, April 25, 1914.
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of ethnic backgrounds: Spanish, Mexican, Nuevo Mexicano, Italian, and Greek. The

stories contain the perspective of men and women who discuss the variety of experiences

of individuals living in southern Colorado in the early 20th century. While it is obvious

that the histories are related to coal mining it is interesting to note that of these twenty-

three collected interviews, twelve of the interviews include a direct reference in the

summary to the Ludlow Massacre or the strikes occurring at the time.

Of these twelve interviews, those with Nuevo Mexicanos will be addressed. The

purpose for this is two fold: since Nuevo Mexicanos were from the Southwest, but were

not the majority of striking peoples, it is important to show first, how they came to

identify Ludlow as part of their community narrative, and second, that the history of this

region had become central to their ethnic and regional identity. With the construction of

ethnic identity among CF&I employees from 1901-1917, it should be noted that even in

the 1970s these individuals kept their language and their connection to the land. Among

those interviewed there was an ethnic identity which remained split between Nuevo

Mexicano and American. This is evidenced in many of the oral interviews being

recorded in Spanish and the distinction that many of the interviewees made between

being Americans, Mexicans, or Spaniards.

In an oral interview with Alfred Montoya, A. Montoya clarified his status as an

American both by what he was called and through the language of this interview and the

background to his family as discussed in Chapter 1.204 A. Montoya is an excellent

204 Alfred Montoya, “Interview Between Alfred Montoya and Gary L. Shumway,” OH 543, May 2, 1971.
Colorado Coal Mining Project, Center for Oral and Public History, Califonia State University at Fullerton
(CSUF), p.1.
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example of the creation of an American identity for an individual whose regional identity

had been based in northern New Mexico. The transition from being the descendant of

homesteaders in 1868 to being seen as an American in 1971 not only reflected the change

in identity status over a hundred years, but that A. Montoya saw himself as an American

long before his 1971 interview.

A. Montoya’s perspective also revealed that for Nuevo Mexicanos, the Ludlow

Massacre was central to their collective history, based both on their regional identity and

their connection to their labor. In this interview, Montoya reminisced over the numerous

family members that had lived in the area and how difficult life had been for them. In

this moment of reflection, he mentioned to the interviewer the Ludlow Massacre.

Without being prompted by the interviewer, who made no direct or obvious reference to

the Ludlow Massacre or to violence in the mines, his recollection showed his memory of

this event and the collective history of southern Colorado.

Yeah, it was tough in those days, boys, I tell you, we used to march on this
Ludlow Day; you ever been there, to that monument…But we used to
walk there, we used to walk from the coal camp all the way on this road
Ludlow Day, on this day, in April, I think it was the first of April. And
the mine wouldn’t work that day, see, so we had a celebration. We used to
walk, all the members, all the miners, we’d be walking…We were walking
two , two in two, and this man in the middle would take the names of all
of them. If you didn’t march…you pay a five dollar fine…I think I would
have marched anyway. Cause we used to like it, you know, we were
young, in those days, we didn’t care.”205

In A. Montoya’s recollection of the Ludlow Days all of the members of the union

participated. If they did not feel inclined to march, there was monetary pressure from the

union. While this collective effort to commemorate the day of the massacre may have

205 Ibid, 19.
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appeared to be voluntary and internally motivated, Montoya’s oral history showed the

pressure from within the union to commemorate the event. It also indicated that while it

might not have meant much to him, the union forced him and his fellow workers to

remember it.

A. Montoya recalled the monument and realized that Ludlow was a special day,

but more importantly that the union emphasized and enforced its memory. The union did

not let its miners forget what had happened at Ludlow. In this instance the union served

as an agency similar to the state that constructed the memory of the event. For the union,

memorializing Ludlow gave them a cause to continue to organize around throughout the

1910s and even into modern day. This creation of a memory to the massacre of coal

miners and their families validated the union in its approach to organizing miners in

connection with achieving greater representation and earning safer working conditions.

The fact that the interviewee, not the interviewer, brought up the Ludlow

Massacre reflects that for A. Montoya “Ludlow Days” became an important event in the

history of southern Colorado and of his life. There was a continual need to recognize the

Massacre as a memorial to others. A. Montoya’s recollection of Ludlow did not need to

be prompted or sparked; it had become part of his perception of southern Colorado and of

his own history.

In other interviews performed by Shumway, he prompted interviewers about the

events at Ludlow. In an interview with Aladino Lopez, on May 22, 1971 Shumway

asked.

S: Do you remember the Ludlow strike? You were a young fellow at that
time.
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L: I was young at that time, yes, about 1913.
S: 1913 and 1914, do you remember that time?
L: I was young then. We had some here too. They struke here at the
mine.
S: Your Father wasn’t working in the mines?
L: No, at that time no, he wasn’t working. He was a union man then.
S: What was the real conflict? What was the problem between the union
and the coal companies?
L: Oh, on account of the wages. You didn’t make much in the
mines at that time.206

This question and answer exchange between S. Shumway, and L. Lopez, revealed that

not only did Shumway ask a question about the Ludlow strike, but Lopez remembered

1913 as the beginning of the strike. While Lopez did not immediately remember the

details of the strike, Shumway’s pressing of the question demonstrated that as an

interviewer, the question was on his mind and he hoped to spark the memories of others.

While Shumway did not inform Lopez about the strike, Shumway’s persistence on the

issue and probing into further details, even though there was little information to gain,

illustrates that in the minds of scholars in the 1970s, the massacre continued to be an

event or any recollection of which remained valuable to posterity.

In other interviews performed by Shumway as part of the “Colorado Coal Mining

Project” he brought up the strike of 1913/1914, emphasizing its importance to the history

of southern Colorado. Shumway’s interview questions, his knowledge of the Ludlow

Massacre revealed in the interviews, and focusing on the dates and the strike situation in

the months before it, showed his concern for this event and his belief that the Ludlow

Massacre was the most important event in southern Colorado history. In an oral

206 Aladino Lopez, “Oral Inteview with Aladino Lopez by Gary L. Shumway.” OH 582. May 2, 1971,
CSUF, p.10.
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interview with Fernando Vigil, Shumway asked about Vigil’s knowledge of and

experience with the strike.

S: You were here during this strike that they had in
V: Yes, we were already living here in 1914, and I had to go to the post
office to send the mail to the other side. I arrived on my horse after noon
….In the morning I was going, like hammering. I thought that my uncle
Isidoro here, he was the grandfather of this girl over here. I had to be
working on carpentry all morning and then I met a man who was also
going to the post office and I asked him, “What is that?” I asked him,
“What is that hammering?” “Well, they’re already fighting,” he told me.
“The strikers are fighting with the militia.” They fought all day. I didn’t
know what the hammering was.207

Vigil’s recollections of the strike of 1914 and the events at Ludlow did not go into much

further detail than this quotation, but in subsequent questions Shumway continued to ask

for specifics of the incident. He inquired about the machine gun, which had been

heralded throughout many reports, but Vigil did not recall this. He answered “There was

no machine gun.” 208 He recalled that there were rifles. He also remembered the death of

his first cousin’s two children who died in the cellars of the tent camp.209 These few

specifics of Vigil’s experience at Ludlow were part of the story that he continued to tell at

the prompting of Shumway about the dangerous conditions in the mines at Ludlow. He

recollected that at the time, 1913 and 1914, the company was not concerned with the

safety of the miners. In all, only three pages of his twenty-seven page interview mention

or give specifics of the Ludlow massacre, but in Vigil’s memory it was something that he

easily brought to his remembrance. The prompting that he received from Shumway did

not mention the dates of the strike, nor the location of it. Shumway simply asked if he

207 Fernando Vigil, “Interview between Fernando F. Vigil and Gary L. Shumway” OH 531, May 1, 1971,
CSUF, p. 11.
208 Ibid, 11.
209 Ibid, 12.
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recalled the strike, and Vigil filled in the rest of the information. This remembrance of

these events, which had occurred fifty-seven years previously, at even the mention of a

strike showed that in the minds of residents of southern Colorado the events at Ludlow

Colorado in April of 1914 were part of their collective memory. Regardless of how many

years had passed since Ludlow, or if the interviewees or their family were present at the

massacre, some memories of the event remained a part of their collective consciousness.

Vigil knew exactly what strike Shumway inquired about and how this strike impacted his

own life and the lives of members of his community.

The final oral interview of concern from the “Colorado Coal Mining Project” to

be discussed occurred on May 11, 1971 between Vicente Cobo and Gary Shumway. For

much of the interview Cobo discussed his work in the mines and life in southern

Colorado. Near the close of the interview the conversation turned to pensions, social

security and other precautions or programs for strikers when they were unable to return to

the mines.

S: Before you came there were lots of fights here, right? Between, how
do you say, strikes…?
C: Oh yes, miner strikes, when I came, there were still plenty, every three,
four months there was one.
S: Oh? You participated in the strikes.
C: Yes, yes.
S: Yes? And there was a lot of emotion in the strikes… or…
C: Well, in some, yes, in others no. Well, the worst one while I was here,
was in 1913, when they killed all those people there in that fight? The
union fight. Then they burned all those fields that were there.210

210 Vicente Cobo, “Interview between Vicente Cobo. and Gary L. Shumway” OH 683, May 11, 1971,
CSUF, p. 35.
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Again in this instance we see that Shumway asked questions that might emit a variety of

responses. However, the obvious choice for the interviewee when it came to emotions

involved in strikes, was to remember the strike of 1913 and the Ludlow Massacre, in

spite of the fact that he did not participate in them. Cobo’s attachment to this event, as

part of his experience as a miner, reveals that the conflict at Ludlow affected the lives of

miners in southern Colorado in their approach to labor negotiations and to strikes.

Gary Shumway’s interviews, as part of the “Colorado Coal Mining Project”,

elicited a number of responses from the participants. They discussed their home and

work lives. If interviewers prompted their memories about the Ludlow Massacre either

through direct questions or through ideas that were connected to the massacre, these

interviewees willingly shared their emotions, feelings, and experiences about the

massacre. Most importantly for residents of southern Colorado, their memories remained

attached to this event even fifty-seven years after it occurred.

The memory of the Ludlow Massacre remains unbound by time. It is in a fluid

state depending on who has shaped the story of the event. In 2006 the monument

underwent a major change, when panels were erected to detail the history of the strike

and of the massacre. On Interstate 25 in southern Colorado there is a sign for Ludlow,

which simply states, “LUDLOW MASSACRE MONUMENT.” If you take the exit you

will drive for about a mile. On the right hand side of the road heading to a small canyon

there is a fence encircling a statue and a small pavilion. As you park in the unpaved lot,

you might be detracted from entering because of the high fence around the perimeter and

the appearance that the gate is locked, but the monument for the Ludlow Massacre is
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accessible to all visitors. Under the pavilion there are picnic tables and a small stage, at

the back of the pavilion closer to the road is a permanent exhibit of images telling the

background of the Ludlow Massacre Memorial. Near the statue is a box with a collection

of photographs telling the history of Ludlow, and a sign-in guest book for visitors, and

flyers. Of most importance are three locations at the memorial. First is the plaque in

which the names of the slain miners, women, and children are remembered. This image

shows what the actual plaque looks like. 211

Figure 3.2, Victims’ Plaque at Ludlow.

211 Don Montoya, “Ludlow Pictures,” April 23, 2007.
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This stone and metal remembrance placed the names of the “victims” in an arranged

order. It was not the names of the women and children who were first mentioned, but the

names of the strikers who were killed with their families first, and then the names of the

women and children. Attached to each name was the age of the victim. This inclusion

shows to the viewer that the majority of those killed were children, the youngest being

Elvira Valdez at three months old. The memorial focuses on the children as secondary

since they are not listed first. Louis Tikas, James Tyler, John Batrolotti and Charlie

Costa are the first four names mentioned. Fedelina Costa and her son and daughter

Onafrio and Charlie are mentioned next, not because they come next in order of deaths or

of importance, but they were part of Charlie Costas’ family. In the order of remembrance

this monument reflected that families were killed. It is not the names of the children that

are listed first, but the names of the strikers. With Louis Tikas listed first, it is obvious

even in modern day that the UMWA saw his death as the most important death at

Ludlow. This monument and its emphasis on the miners attach a new meaning to those

individuals that were killed at Ludlow. In a newspaper article published immediately

following the massacre it was the women and children who were the most important

victims of this event, but in this memorial it appears that it is the miners and the labor

leaders that were the greatest loss.212 Without the deaths of the women and children, the

Ludlow Massacre would not have been remembered in quite the same way. It was their

deaths that made this a gruesome crime. With this monument, however, the events of the

massacre have been altered to memorialize the members and leaders of the union rather

212 The Chronicle News, “21 is Death Toll of Ludlow Battle and Colony Fire” April 23, 1914, PPL.
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than their families. The names of the victims are remembered with the miner’s names

first and their families second. This illustrates that the monument, while focused on the

massacre, does not reflect what made Ludlow a massacre, the death of innocent women

and children.

Visitors to Ludlow today will now find panels documenting the struggle at

Ludlow.

Figure 3.3, Panels at Ludlow.213

Figure 3.4, Two Panels at Ludlow.214

213 Images taken by Author December 2006. Images in author’s possession.
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Each of these panels contain a brief history or description of events which contributed to

the memory of Ludlow. The panel’s titles are in the following order:

Ludlow- Before the Massacre, Monument, Legacy, History Revealed,
Rediscovering Ludlow, Testimonies and Memories, UMWA- The United
Mine, Tent Life, Company Towns, Celebration and Sorrow, Timeline of
Events, and The Story. 215

The final panel lists the names of contributors to the preservation of this area. 216 Within

these panels the story of Ludlow is told from the anthropological perspective, specifically

under the heading, “rediscovering Ludlow.” This also represents an ongoing

anthropological project which has focused archaeologists’ and anthropologists’ efforts to

reanalyze the Ludlow Massacre. The rediscovery of this area or a reanalysis of the event

has left an addition to this site which has changed the historical meaning. The memorial

to those who died at Ludlow was a memorial to miners, women, and children, but the

addition of the panels and the new archaeological approach has made this location a

memorial to the event itself and the circumstances surrounding the strike of 1913-1914.

The Ludlow Massacre originally honored the dead, but the site today is a location where

the UMWA organizes a gathering every June and is now used to inform visitors of the

historical significance of this site.217

With the reanalysis of the Ludlow Massacre, there are new faces and names added

to the monument which had been excluded at its erection in 1918. “Testimonies and

Memories” refers to the individuals who were impacted by the Ludlow Massacre from

214 Ibid.
215 Ludlow Massacre Memorial. UMWA
216 Ibid.
217The Pueblo Chieftain “ Restored Ludlow Memorial unveiled” Pueblo, Colorado, June 6, 2005.
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the perspective of the miners, union organizers and the company. 218 The final panel,

“Testimonies and Massacres,” reads “for 10 years Rockefeller has been a director of

CF&I Co., vested with what is virtually the power of life and death over 12,000 men and

their families.” 219 This quote from labor leader John Lawson mentions the responsibility

of Rockefeller, an addition to the memorial which implicates Rockefeller as being

accountable for the actions of the Colorado militia on April 20, 1914. Also on the panel

is a quote from John D. Rockefeller Sr.:

I believe that a prime consideration in the carrying on of an industry
should be the well-being of the men and women engaged in it and the
soundest industrial policy which has constantly in mind the welfare of the
employees as well as the making of profits and which, when the necessity
arises, subordinate profits to welfare. 220

This quote, like the previous one from Lawson, puts Rockefeller’s actions and ideology

into question. This collection of panels documenting the history of the tragedy at

Ludlow, while giving a perspective which includes the history of the event, the multiple

sides to it, and the aftermath of this tragedy, have added new meaning to the site and

changed the original reason for the memorial. The memorial itself was built to honor

those who had been killed, and it focused on the names of the individuals. The panels

address the historical significance of the site and of the event. They, like the memorial

built in 1918, have shaped the site to have meaning separate from the original event.

218 Ludlow Massacre Memorial. UMWA
219 Ibid.
220 Ibid.
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The second site of importance at Ludlow is the statue erected by the UMWA.221

Figure 3.5, Ludlow Massacre Memorial, 2007

As seen from the above photo, the UMWA erected a monument which remembered the

events at Ludlow. The stone monument shows the man separated from his family. The

woman originally held two children, but because of vandalism the monument was

221 Don Montoya, “Ludlow Pictures,” April 23, 2007.
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restructured and now she holds one child. In this image we see that the man stands not as

a fighter, miner, or striker, nor prepared for labor. The memorial is dedicated to him as a

man, while the woman is remembered as a mother attached to her child. The inscription

on the stone reads “In memory of the men, women and children who lost their lives in

freedom’s cause at Ludlow Colorado April 20, 1914. Erected by the United Mine

Workers of America.” 222 It is obvious from the woman holding the child she is

memorialized as a mother, rather than a woman. The child is immortalized as a helpless

being holding on to its mother. With this image of the massacre, the UMWA blames the

company for their deaths. The memorial remembers the types of individuals who passed

away, as men, mothers, and children.

At the foot of the statue is a large metal door in the ground. At first glance one is

unsure if it is exactly a door, because it seems an unlikely place to have a door.

Figure 3.6, Ludlow Massacre Memorial, Door.223

222 Ibid.
223 Images taken by author December 2006. Images in author’s possession.
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Curiosity drives the viewer to wonder what is exactly beneath this door. It is difficult to

lift, and when one has fully raised it, it is obvious that it is indeed a door. Upon lifting

the door a hole with steps leading into the ground is revealed.

Figure 3.7, Ludlow Massacre Memorial, Tent Cellar, Death Trap.224

One cannot hold the door and descend into the ground or else there is darkness and little

access to oxygen. The door slams to the ground with a thunderous noise as visitors

realize that they cannot keep the door open. As the descent begins the visitor wonders

where the stairs lead. At the bottom of these stairs, there is a small room. It may be at

this moment, when the visitor realizes that this is not a room at all, rather a death trap. It

was in this type of location that the women and children of the Ludlow massacre died

from suffocation. In an attempt to hide themselves from the gunfire and the burning

tents, they still faced the same fate as the men. The visitor’s presence in the room brings

them to the realization of where the innocent victims, the women and children, of the

Ludlow Massacre died.

224 Ibid.
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The memorial at Ludlow with the combination of the plaque listing the names of

the dead, the statues of the men, women, and children, and the recreation of the site of the

deaths of the women and children instills into the minds of the visitors the loss of lives at

Ludlow and how the innocent died. It does not tell the actual specifics of the event, but

rather records the loss that was incurred. These aspects of the memorial to the dead fail

to remember the troops killed in the conflict, the reasons behind the strike, or that the

killed were illegally squatting on this land. Rather, certain deaths are recalled, but not all.

The events leading to the massacre or the changes that the company implemented in the

aftermath of this event are lost. The violence associated with the strike became ingrained

into the local memory.

The location as it stood in the beginning of 2006 was originally dedicated on

Memorial Day of 1918. It is the dedication of the memorial that the UMWA remembers

the first week in June every year, not the massacre itself. During the ceremonies on May

30, 1918, UMWA president Frank J. Hayes, wrote and recited at dedication a poem that

was subsequently published in The Chronicle News in Trinidad, Colorado. 225 The poem

documents the struggle at Ludlow and emphasizes the geographical landscape of

southern Colorado, the role that those that died played in their families and the

community, and the reason behind their deaths.

How can words of grief portray,
Deep the thots, we cannot say
Deep the love that weeps today,
Here on Ludlow field.

225 The Chronicle News “Beautiful monument to Ludlow Victims Unveiled on Site of Tent Colony Today”
Trinidad, Colorado, May, 30, 1918, Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 26, OMR,RAC.
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Ah, we know them everyone.
Father, Mother, Daughter, Son,
Ere their course of life was run,
Here on Ludlow Field,
Here a tented city rose,
White as yonder mountain snows,
Tents of free men, rows and rows,
Here on Ludlow Field.
Free at last from greed and wrong.
Time to think and time for song,
Oh, the day was never long;
Here on Ludlow Field.
But alas! There came a day,
Greed demanded: “Stalk your prey.
Fire the tents and shoot to slay!”
Here on Ludlow Field.
In the embers grey and red,
Here we found them where they bled,
Here we found them stark and dead.
Here on Ludlow Field.
Come we now with solemn tread,
Come we now to mourn our dead,
Come we now with bowed head,
Here on Ludlow Field.
Oh! The mem’ry of it all.
Oh! The blackness of the pall!
And the souls beyond recall.
Here on Ludlow field.
Here today we dedicate.
Here today we consecrate.
A monument to their estate.
Here on Ludlow Field.
Lo! The goal of Justice nears,
And we vision thru our tears.
Freedom’s martyred volunteers,
Here on Ludlow Field.226

The poem is not remembered at the memorial today, but the imagery in 1918 dedicated

and consecrated the monument as a hallowed area to the martyred, and hoped for justice

for those who had been wronged. The poem itself both through recitation and publication

226 Ibid.
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in the newspaper became a vehicle for those who had not been present on April 10, 1914

to still feel associated with the event, and although they were not present at Ludlow at the

dedication they remained part of it, since they had access to news of the event, and they

had the opportunity to visit the monument after its dedication and throughout their lives.

The memory associated with the formation of Ludlow before 1914 is largely

forgotten, but the events of April 20, 1914 remain in the minds of residents of this

regional area. The memory attached to Ludlow is violent and traumatic. While the

massacre at Ludlow, Colorado occurred in 1914, its memory has continued to live on

through publications, recollections, and monuments. What is known about the massacre

and what is located in history books, from US survey texts to whole monographs written

on this event, websites detailing it, and the actual location continues to tell the story of

murder. The UMWA recalled it as a “remembrance of the brave and innocent souls who

died for freedom and human dignity.”227

It is necessary to look at the event, not immediately after it transpired, but from a

longer period to evaluate if the memory of the event stayed true to the events that

transpired and how it has become historically remembered. Beyond the transmission of

the Ludlow Massacre into the minds of individuals of Southern Colorado, it also

extended into the lives of other Americans, through the publication of stories based on

the massacre. By looking at Barron B. Beshoar’s work From Out of the Depths, which

did not become part of the collective memory of the Southwest or the nation until 1942

227 www.umwa.org/history/ludlow.shtml date accessed. August 8 2006, and
http://www.holtlaborlibrary.org/ludlow.html date accessed. August 8 2006. Holt Labor Library, Labor
studies and Radical History, San Francisco. California.
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when it was published, scholars can construct the images, individuals, and the

circumstances of this event that become part of the memory of the event during World

War II, rather than the historical moments of this incident. Beshoar approached the

massacre as the death of men, women and children who were killed by paid gunmen.

This perspective is most obvious from the cover of the 1980 publication in which a man

is shown falling to his death in a kneeling position as if he has been shot. The cover

contains the following quote: “It was on the field of Ludlow where the blood of strikers,

their wives and children, was shed by a subsidized soldiery.” 228 This introduction to the

text shows an obvious bias that Ludlow was indeed a massacre of men, women, and

children, and more importantly, that the individuals to blame were an organized militia

paid off by CF&I. The use of the term “subsidized” implies a direct connection to CF&I

since there was no other entity in the region that was capable of paying soldiers. The idea

that these soldiers were in the Rockefellers’ pocketbook demonized John Davison

Rockefeller and John Davison Rockefeller Jr., without even mentioning their names.

They were the ones with the money behind CF&I, thus they were culpable for the deaths

at Ludlow.

In the foreword to the text, Beshoar presents his argument. In this portion of the

text it is obvious that he sides with the victims of the massacre, and that he saw the

miners as the victims of the strike. With the use of such words as “crafty,” “absentee

landlordism,” “unbusiness like,” and “immoral,” he sets up the structure of this fight and

his text as one in which the immoral and corrupt Rockefellers attacked the helpless

228 Barron Beshoar, From Out of the Depths, (Denver: Colorado Labor Historical Committee, 1942) p. x.
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poor.229 Beshoar’s obvious bias against CF&I and the Colorado state government

continues throughout the text. The author viewed this event as a massacre. It is apparent

that Beshoar’s work is not a labor history, but the chronicling of the brutal death of men,

women and children seeking a better life. It also presents to its readers a slanted

recollection of the events of Ludlow so that the strikers are seen as victims rather than

warriors in a battle over labor relations.

This perspective altered or rather constructed Beshoar’s approach to the event.

He painted the dead individuals as innocent bystanders and the arms bearers as murders.

He made a clear distinction that those who fired the shots were tools of the company and

of the government.230 The dead were the innocent, no matter what they protested to get

there or how they died. Whether they were shot, burned, or suffocated appears to be of

little concern to Beshoar. Because of this perspective, Beshoar’s focus on the events of

the massacre and the organizing of the union as an attempt to seek for greater rights can

be seen by readers as those desires that any man would seek. Beshoar’s bias in favor of

the strikers at Ludlow may have had some grounding in his upbringing by his father who

was a UMWA physician in Trinidad, Colorado and Las Animas County. 231 He showed

a clear distinction between CF&I and the local governments in the following comment,

“the Huerfano County Courthouse was considered by many as little more than a branch

office of the CF&I Co, though citizens who held such opinions seldom voiced them little

229 Ibid.
230 Ibid., 1-15.
231 Ibid.,xii.
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more than a whisper.”232 Beshoar’s bias and use of language produces a product in which

southern Colorado mine workers are innocent victims in the quest for greater rights.

Barron Beshoar’s approach to telling the story of labor leader John Lawson’s

involvement in the Ludlow Massacre educated and continues to educate individuals about

the Ludlow massacre from the perspective of those who were killed and attempted to

show the horrors that CF&I and regional and local governments imposed on their

citizens. The continued publication and accessibility to Beshoar’s work reveals that the

event of almost 60 years earlier is still at the forefront of southern Colorado history as

well as labor history and that Beshoar’s approach to the massacre is the perspective that it

was and is being recalled in the minds of the American people. Perhaps Beshoar’s

approach to and content regarding the massacre are accurate, but the memory that was

created based on his work showed one side of the Ludlow Massacre and constructed a

memory in which these strikers and their families are not portrayed as provokers of the

attack.

By looking at the Ludlow massacre in a new light scholars come to see how the

memory of an event becomes part of the identity and collective thought of that region.

Ludlow, Colorado became a massacre and a memorial to the strikers who were willing to

protest for higher wages, safer working conditions, and their masculinity. Ludlow was

more than just a battle, a massacre, or a fight. It was about keeping one’s pride and

asserting one’s power in one’s own land. The strikes of 1913 in southern Colorado might

have been assisted by national figures such as Mother Harris Jones and Eugene Debs and

232 Ibid.,. 7.
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fought against by such men as Rockefeller, but the strikes focused on assuring men that

they were appreciated for their labor and respected within their own homes.

The events of Ludlow appear to be clear. UMWA Strikers were killed in an

attack by National Guard troops. More importantly in this battle, two women and eleven

children died, not as a consequence of gunshot wounds, but of suffocation caused by the

burning of the tent colony. Regardless of how the women and children died, they were

seen as casualties caused by the attack and their memories have been preserved along

with those of the men.

The Ludlow Massacre of 1914 is the most important event in the history of

southeastern Colorado. The deaths of men, women, and children that occurred in a small

western town on the frontiers of the new American West became fodder for national

media overnight. This area was also the Southwest, an area where the events of the

Mexican Revolution brought the fear of an uprising sweeping the nation. The massacre

stimulated visits from Eastern corporate leaders, such as John D. Rockefeller Jr. as well

as the introduction of new policies in labor relations. Records have been destroyed or

few were taken. There is discrepancy as to how many people were involved, who started

the shooting, and why at this particular moment there were individuals in these camps.

Strikers blamed the company, and the company blamed a small handful of men who were

going against the wishes of company employees. It is not the actual moment at Ludlow

that is of concern. This history continues to be debated today from scholarly articles to

the events commemorating the massacre and the building of the memorial. It is the

memory of this event and the memorial associated with this location that are of
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importance. Scholars and labor activists have immortalized Ludlow through their

publications, pictures, and the creation of a monument to the strikers and their families.

The massacre has become an event that the individuals who died at Ludlow may not even

recognize. Unfortunately, the events themselves are slowly being forgotten and replaced

with how they ought to be remembered, rather than what they actually meant to those

who died and who their deaths impacted. Ludlow was a group of strikers protesting for

safer working conditions; the women and children in this area were not murdered by

troops. Rather, they were the casualties of an ongoing war in the coalfields of southern

Colorado and of the Southwest. It was not the intention of CF&I to kill these workers,

although the living conditions that the company relegated them to ultimately ended their

lives. Careful research reveals that the perception of the Ludlow Massacre was molded

by those who told the story, those who wrote about it, and by organizations that

constructed the memorials. The actual events form only the skeleton on which the

newspapers, interviewers and union have placed the clothing of their choice.
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IV. PLANS, BODIES, AND BUILDINGS: EFFECT OF CF&I’S INDUSTRIAL

REPRESENTATION PLAN OF 1915 ON GENDER RELATIONS IN SOUTHERN

COLORADO COAL MINING CAMPS

After the Ludlow Massacre of 1914, national public opinion towards Colorado

Fuel and Iron, the state of Colorado, and the Rockefeller family centered on the idea that

these capitalistic entities were unconcerned with the living or working conditions of their

employees. The media coverage and published images of the massacre established an

idea that the company and the state of Colorado ignored the plight of the laboring masses.

National attitudes of corporations and corporate investors toward CF&I’s actions

reflected the concern that industrial workers socialistic ideals and individuals advocating

socialist ideals, such as Mother Harris Jones, threatened the productivity and growth of

the corporate economy. In order to combat this new belief emerging along the eastern

seaboard and in company towns throughout the West, Colorado Fuel and Iron established

a new plan for employee representation within their coal mines and steel mills of

Colorado and Wyoming . In 1915, John D. Rockefeller Jr. traveled to southern Colorado

to survey the physical and psychological damage of the Ludlow Massacre and to present

CF&I’s new plan.

The new plan for industrial representation called upon employee and company

representatives to meet regularly to address the numerous needs of employees both in the

workplace and within their respective communities. The publication and distribution of

CF&I’s Industrial Bulletin enabled employees to have insight into company news and

reports. Rockefeller’s visit represented the company’s public image that its stockholders
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tried to express to CF&I employees and the nation’s media. This appeal centered on the

reality that employees were central to the company and that their participation and voice

in company activities would be welcomed and respected, as long as it was within the

framework of the company mandated hierarchy.233 Beyond these speeches and letters to

company employees, CF&I arranged the construction of numerous buildings for the

national Young Men’s Christian Association, YMCA, and the establishment of YMCA

publications as a means of meeting the social and recreational needs of CF&I

employees.234 By an ostensibly neutral third party instead of CF&I, the YMCA brought

the physical health and abilities of employees and their families to the forefront of the

company, through the publication of the Industrial Bulletin, field days, and other YMCA

sponsored events.

The Industrial Bulletin and the YMCA established a foundational point through

which CF&I altered and interpreted Nuevo Mexicanos ideas of their bodies. Through

print material and social organizations, CF&I designed material that created a company

culture which replaced the dominant ethnic culture and identity of Nuevo Mexicanos in

southern Colorado. With the implementation of the YMCA, Rockefeller established

organizations that advocated East Coast ideas about the body.

233As the years passed employees realized that not all of their concerns, housing, sanitation, and injuries,
were considered by the employer,
234 There is a debate as to whether or Not Rockefeller Jr. asked the YMCA to come to southern Colorado or
did the YMCA suggest it. Source- YMCA archives. Information came out of a discussion with the BHS
archivist
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After the Ludlow massacre of 1914, the Colorado Fuel and Iron company

reevaluated its approach to employee relations. 235 Rather than focusing on the

company’s ideas about labor, company officials began to evaluate and introduce the

concept of employee/ employer participation. With the chaos of the massacre, the

instability of the aftermath, and the introduction of an employee involvement plan, it is

obvious that in previous years CF&I’s managerial style was not focused on the social or

economic needs of the employee. Rockefeller Jr. sought to change this pre-conceived

concept. Rockefeller Jr.’s appeal to employees came across in speeches and in print. As

he toured the southern Colorado coal camps and the Pueblo Colorado Steel Works, he

surveyed the damage that the strike of 1913/1914 and the massacre of 1914 had on

employee morale. Rockefeller Jr. spoke out about the need for support from all areas of

the company, through an analogy.236 Rockefeller Jr. emphasized that each of the legs of

a “Square Table” were required for it to stand successfully and serve the purposes and

desires of all who participated in company relations. His speech emphasized the

contributions of stockholders, directors, officers, and employees to the overall success of

the company. 237 The repetition and imagery of this analogy gave a tangible picture to

employees of how Rockefeller Jr. perceived employee relations. Rockefeller and CF&I

no longer focused on the multiple ethnicities of southern Colorado, rather the focus

centered on a corporate employee consciousness. He stated that each group contributed

235 This is evidenced in the 1915 publications of the Industrial Bulletin, the company speeches and the
format of the Industrial Representation Plan.
236 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Industrial Bulletin, Volume 1, 1915-1916 P 11-17 volumes 1-9 series ID #
7.2.1.1.2 Box ID # 7.2-1. BHS
237 Ibid. 11-17 copy of speech given in Pueblo. Emphasis is on square table and receiving support from all
areas of the company
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in their own unique way, either through monetary investment, bureaucratic organization,

or productive labor. This idealized version of equality among all participants in the

company and its affairs actually favored the bureaucratic structure and investors.

In reality the company was represented by only two, unequal legs. The inequality

resulted not from what each group contributed, but which group received a larger

monetary benefit, a higher standard of living, and greater representation.238 The longer

and stronger leg was bureaucratic and distant from the production aspect of the company.

Stock holders, directors, and officers reported to each other and all benefited more

profitably than the employees. The shorter, weaker leg symbolized the employees

located in southern Colorado. The lack of monetary influence and political clout that

these employees held was evidenced by the fact that the company instituted the employee

representation plan.239 This plan emerged as a response to the striking of the 1913s and

1914s and, most importantly, to the Ludlow Massacre. The employees did have

representation before the plan, but this grassroots representation remained

unacknowledged and disrespected by the company. While employees recognized it as a

method to achieve greater respect and equality in the workplace, in the eyes of CF&I

management and ownership unionizing was an unacceptable form of bargaining.

238 While I would like to argue that the employees through organization and protest might have greater
political clout, their attempt to organize had been economically and physically devastating
239 Although, one might argue that this power relationship exhibits that employees yielded more power
because the company was willing to bend to their wishes or desires. (Foucault) I think it was about the
realization that employees lives were valuable to the American ideals of appropriate treatment of laborers
and the fear that labor unions had a reason to unionize. After the Ludlow massacre, the socialist believe
that Capitalistic entrepreneurs were unconcerned with their laborers threatened corporate profits, and
legislation could change to be in favor of employees. With the state looking into this matter, it forced
CF&I bureaucrats to reconsider their thinking.
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This prospect introduced an interesting power dynamic in which employees were

the ones who influenced how CF&I responded to the needs, wants, and desires of

company employees. Since the company responded to the employees and the hearings

conducted by the state government, CF&I gave representation to the employees. This

established a much more structured and dialectical relationship.

Rockefeller’s visit to southern Colorado included a speech in October of 1915. He

appealed to employees not as a millionaire, but as a common stockholder who had never

received any return for his investment in the company. He claimed that he was no

exception and that all common stock holders received little or no monetary compensation

for their risky investment.

For fourteen years the common stockholder has seen your wages paid to
you workers; has seen your salaries paid to you officers, has seen the
directors draw their fees, and has not had one cent of return for the money
that he has put into this company in order that you men might work and
get your wages and salaries. How many men in this room ever heard that
fact stated before? Is there a man among you? Well, there are mighty few
among the workers who have heard it. What have you been told, what has
been heralded from the Atlantic to the Pacific, is that those Rockefeller
men in New York, the biggest scoundrels that ever lived have taken
millions of dollars of this company on account of their stock ownership,
have oppressed you men, have cheated you out of your wages and ‘done’
you in every way they could…The common stockholders have put
$34,000,000 into this company in order to make it go, so that you men will
get your wages, you officers have your salaries, and the directors get their
fees, while not one cent has ever come back to them in these fourteen
years.240

Rather than placing himself within an East Coast corporate context, Rockefeller

Jr. tried to identify with the working men of CF&I. This appeal to the employees

240 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Address of John D. Rockefeller” Industrial Bulletin October 1915. Vol. 1 . #1
p. 11-17, BHS
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ingratiated Rockefeller to many of the men as they had also invested in the

company. However, it also reflected a sense of failure and lack of appreciation

on the side of the employee, that southern Colorado miners refused to

acknowledge or appreciate the investors that made their jobs possible.

After his appeal to the employees as a “common stockholder” concerned with the

success of the company and willingness to sacrifice monetary wealth for the benefit of

the employees, Rockefeller introduced his Plan of Representation in four parts. The first

area, he addressed the representation of employees, with one representative for every one

hundred and fifty wage earners; regardless of the number of employees in the camp there

would always be at least two representatives per camp.241 The employees would have

access to ballot boxes for electing representatives; there would be an annual meeting of

employees, district conference and joint committees and joint meetings. The second area

of concern, was the geographical area that each employee representative would cover.

Rockefeller proposed the division of Colorado Fuel and Iron into five districts, divided

according to county lines or types of mines. Rockefeller’s third idea for change suggested

a method for the prevention and adjustment of industrial disputes. He articulated to the

employees that they should observe laws and regulations. He proposed that there would

be no discrimination based on membership within a union and that all rules and wages

would be posted. The employees would be able to purchase goods from wherever they

pleased and CF&I would investigate grievances.242 The fourth and final area that

241 Ibid.
242 Ibid. Trinidad would consist of all of the mines and coke ovens in Las Animas County, Walsenburg’s
divisions would be all of the mines in mines in Huerfano County), Canon (all mines in Fremont County.
western, all mines and coal ovens in the western slope, and sunrise districts, all iron mines in Wyoming
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Rockefeller proposed to CF&I employees was social and industrial betterment. A

company representative, the President’s executive assistant, would supervise the practices

of advisory boards, hospitals and doctors, and the employees’ representatives. 243 Most

importantly the company produced a method of communication between the

management, its employees and the public. This periodical would be published under the

direction of the president’s assistant:244

This periodical shall be used as a means of co-ordinating, harmonizing and
furthering the social and industrial betterment work, and of informing
employees of the personnel and proceedings of conferences, boards and
committees in which they are interested. It shall record events pertaining
to social and industrial activities, and be a medium for making
announcements with reference to the same, and for diffusing information
of mutual interest to the company and its employees.245

Rockefeller established his proposal of employee representation, division into districts,

the end of industrial disputes, and the program that would improve the society and

industry of the camps as a policy that would center on the needs of the employees. In

reality, the company governed each of the aspects of this plan. The company suggested

the plan, approved the number of representatives, the types of representation, the district

or regional area each employee would be divided into. Any industrial disputes or ideas

for social or industrial change would all have to be approved by the company. This plan

for employee representation focused on the needs of the company and not the needs of

employees.

243 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Plan of Representation,” Industrial Bulletin October 1915 P. 18-25,. Vol. 1.
BHS the presidents executive assistant and the chief Medical officer will select a doctor which must be
agreed upon by all four parties
244 Ibid.
245 Ibid.
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Through the process of approving this industrial plan, company and employee

representatives met between October, 1915 and January, 1918 to discuss a consensus for

Rockefeller Jr’s proposed plan. This three year time frame allowed the company to

institute the changes Rockefeller Jr. implemented, it also represented the years that

Rockefeller Jr. was absent from southern Colorado. In addition to the aforementioned

categories, owners approved initiatives that would continue to improve the coal mining

for employees, such as the establishment of an eight hour work day and semi-monthly

payment of wages. They established policies and methods for improving employees’

living conditions; fencing of employees’ homes and garbage removal, the establishment

of bath houses and social centers, and a set charge for housing, electricity and water and,

most importantly, the cost of coal. 246 This contribution and concern for employees

altered the environment of the southern Colorado coal camps, because the stock holders

and company directors realized that in order to please their employees they had to

guarantee that they would represent their interests beyond the workplace. Management

began to extend their ideas for improving the lives of their laborers from just the work

place to the community as well. CF&I’s belief in the contribution of rural employees to

the national success of a company affected the class and gender status of the workers.

CF&I’s attempts to define or articulate ideals of masculinity were a characteristic

of the United States at the turn of the 20th century. 247 The method of articulating

manhood in southern Colorado men particularly among Nuevo Mexicanos, was no

246 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Memorandum of agreement,” Industrial Bulletin October 1915. Vol. 1 . #1” p.
26. BHS Craddock.
247 Bederman. Gary Gerstle, American Crucible: Race and Nation in the Twentieth Century.
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001.)
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different than the rest of the nation. On a national level, Theodore Roosevelt reinvented

or established himself as masculine through his western adventures, military service,

clothing, and physical appearance.248 This epitome of manhood emerged as the

dominant ideal, a man of physical strength and adventure. This attempt to exert

masculinity was a direct response to women’s quest for greater participation in the public

sphere.

In the 1910s the Ludlow Massacre emerged as a contested area of men’s power.

The men went on strike for safer working conditions.249 The massacre resulted in the

company removing or restructuring the status and power of native and immigrant men.

When threatened or attacked, men could not protect themselves or their families. 250

Whether through acknowledged or unacknowledged yielding of working men’s

masculinity to White corporate leaders, Whites in turn emasculated themselves by firing

on women and children. 251

This removal of honor or masculinity, due to the Ludlow Massacre, for both

groups of men, established southern Colorado as a clean slate for reinstating conceptions

of masculine roles and who constructed them. The uprising of strikers and the response

by the government and the company stripped of their masculinity and some aspects of

their culture, so they became ready to adapt to the new culture and begin to focus on

keeping peace within southern Colorado. Much of this idea stemmed from Rockefeller

248 Ibid, Basso, 2001.
249 McGovern.
250 This idea of emasculation is attached to multiple ideas of masculinity, David Gilmore, Ana Marie
Alonzo, and Antonia Castaneda.
251 Durwood Ball, “Cool to the End: Public Hangings and Western Manhood,” in Across the Great Divide:
Cultures of Manhood in the American West, (New York : Routledge, 2001.) idea that killing women or the
weaker sex legally was seen as an unmanly act by European Americans p. 97
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Jr.’s introduction of the Industrial Representation Plan, which set the framework for the

company’s labor relations in the 1910s. The miners realized that their protests ended in

punishments and the White corporations realized that their actions emasculated

themselves, since the federal government questioned investors’ behavior. 252 Company

policy began to change in such a manner that both groups could articulate and develop

ideas about masculinity. For the miners or employees of CF&I they became more active

participants in their unions and in the company. The October 1915 issue of the Industrial

Bulletin emphasized the need for cooperation with employees and from employees in

making both the periodical and the company more profitable:

The co-operation of all employees is earnestly desired in making this
Industrial Bulletin of value to all connected with the Company….The
Company shall publish…a periodical which shall be a means of
communication between the management, the employees, and the public,
concerning the policies and activities of the company. This periodical
shall be used as a means of co-ordinating [sic], harmonizing and furthering
the special and industrial betterment, and of informing employees of the
personnel and proceedings of conferences, boards, and committees, in
which they are interested. It shall record events pertaining to social and
industrial activities, and be a medium for making announcements with
reference to the same, and for diffusing information of mutual interest to
the Company and its employees….with like support on the part of every
employee, harmony and good will between the Company and its
employees will be promoted and the successful operation of the
Company’s business in an enlightened and profitable manner assured.253

This publication in 1915, asked for the assistance of employees as well as management

and outlined the responsibilities of each. Support would come not only from the

company, but from the employee. The letter and spirit of the plan would be considered

252 Industrial Relations, US Reports and Pamphlets. Box 20 Folders 155-156 General Program, and Policy,
1910-1979. OMR,RAC
253 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin, Volume 1, 1915-1916 Pg. 1 Volume 1, Number 1 October
1915. BHS
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and the plan would be a contribution from all entities of the company. The ultimate goal

was not harmony and goodwill, but the promotion and operation of company business

with the goals of employee satisfaction and profit. The overall ideal centered on the

workers continuing to make money for the company and the best method for the

company to guarantee this was to limit the number of strikes and work stoppages.

This establishment of a new approach to employee relations by CF&I also began

an era of the structuring of gender roles. These new ideals of gender were hierarchical

and hegemonic and came from the top of the bureaucratic ladder, John D. Rockefeller Jr.

in a letter to company employees published in three languages, English, Spanish, and

Italian, Rockefeller Jr. stated;

success, rightly defined, is a goal which can be reached by every man,
woman and child who so desires, as the simple little definition which I
am about to give you proves: SUCCESS CONSISTS IN DOING THE
COMMON THINGS OF LIFE UNCOMMONLY WELL. This simply
means that whether you are driving a mule in a mine or digging coal, or
running an engine, whether you are working in the steel plant, keeping
books in the office, or tending store- whatever your task, and however
humble it may be, if you do it to the best of your ability you will be
thereby fitting yourself for the next duty which may be more important
and responsible, and thus, step by step, you will be climbing the one sure
road to success. Will not every member of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company join me this year in an earnest effort to achieve success in his
sphere of life. 254

While this letter may be an approach to public relations, its translation into three

languages revealed that Rockefeller and local management wanted to influence

employees’ ideas about their labor and its importance to the company.255 While

254 Ibid “Report of Rockefeller’s meeting with CF& I in September of 1915,” BHS p. 4
255Ibid 6 letter is followed by 3 letters the first printed in Italian? The second in Russian and the third in
Spanish
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Rockefeller’s plea was not an invitation to employees to attempt to climb the socio-

economic ladder, it was an appeal to improve men’s labor efficiency.256 According to

Rockefeller Jr. in order to achieve success an employee must master his trade. At the

beginning of this document, Rockefeller Jr. appealed to a broader audience by including

women and children, but as his letter continues it was apparent through his language and

his listing of company positions that he was more concerned with his laborers, men, and

their production than he was with their families or kinship groups. The focus of CF&I

was production not the social betterment of the coal camps.

This letter emphasized that the company shared with their employees’

conceptions of what appropriate employee attitudes should be. Rockefeller’s presence in

this location after the mine strike validated the idea that a need to restructure the

company and, more importantly, company relations with employees existed. The

October 31, 1916 issue of the Industrial Bulletin reported the success of the Industrial

Representation Plan, by revealing that the interests of both the employees and the

companies had been satisfied. The Industrial Bulletin stated, “every grievance thus

reported has been fearlessly investigated and an adjustment made that was accepted as

fair by the employees’ representatives, and in most if not all cases by employees

affected.”257 Company publications to their employees revealed a concern for the daily

labor conditions of the men. It further stated, “No man has suffered because of having

made known his grievance or the grievance of a fellow employee.”258 This new plan

256 Ibid.
257 Colorado Fuel and Iron. Industrial Bulletin October 31, 1916. Volume II Number I, p. 3 BHS
258 Ibid.
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emphasized an attempt to establish peaceful and open relations between employees and

their employer. The Industrial Representation Plan established a mode by which both

company owners and employees agreed they would coordinate and communicate with

each other. CF&I management and ownership hoped to apply all of these ideas of this

plan to each camp.

The Industrial Bulletin, the means of establishing communication between the

company, employees, and the public, became a mouthpiece for the company to articulate

ideas about gender to its employees, their families, and their communities. These

company sponsored publications and activities encouraged displays of femininity and

masculinity through the behavior and abilities of the physical body by describing

appropriate behavior for women, men, girls, and boys.

The beginnings of the publication of the Industrial Bulletin revealed a close

relationship between CF&I management and the YMCA. This was evidenced in the

numerous articles emphasizing the YMCA and the inclusion of its membership dues and

an encouragement to join the YMCA.259 These publications with their heavy backing

from the YMCA, either through advertisements or the editorial board of the YMCA,

further established the YMCA as a pivotal player in the development of physical bodies,

employee morale, and national ideas about citizenship.260 Competition and athletic

experiences tested and tried the body as a means for the company to set a standard of how

259 CF& I publications begin with Camp and Plant, which became the Industrial bulletin and then the Steel
Works Y.
260 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “YMCA Extends Its Activities.”Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, 1915-1916 p. 4
Volume 1 number 6, April 26, 1916. BHS p. 12 Walsen had a separate association for its “negro
employees. p18
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they perceived the ideal body, yet they did this with YMCA support.261 At the same

time, public interaction and prizes for being the ideal man or woman held a symbolic

meaning for its participants.262 Competitions and the prizes established a pattern by

which women were valued for their reproduction, and men’s knowledge of their labor

and strength signified a standard for masculinity. In southern Colorado this model of

manhood became more concrete with the involvement of the YMCA. This idea of

masculinity, but more importantly of Christian masculinity, became a regular component

of a company that had sponsored a publication that impacted community and family life.

The YMCA established itself in southern Colorado and in the lives of mine

workers through its organization, publications, buildings, and ideology. In 1915 the

YMCA established a Mining Department in the state of Colorado. The state and

international committees of the YMCA appointed a special committee to work in the

camps of CF&I.263 As new buildings were approved and erected the support, through

monetary donations, from CF&I was obvious. The inclusion of YMCA activities in

company publications and the presence of CF&I management at YMCA functions

261 Marc Horger, “Basketball and Athletic Control at Oberlin College, 1896-1915,” The Journal of Sport
History. 1996 23(3) 256-283. Nina Mjagki, and Margarett Spratt eds, Men and Women Adrift: The YMCA
and the YWCA in the City, (New York: New York University Press, 1997). Peggy Pascoe, Relations of
Rescue: The Search for Female Moral Authority in the American West, 1874-1939 (Oxford University
Press,)1990. Debra Shattock, “Bats, Balls, and Books: baseball and Higher Education for Women at Three
Eastern Women’s Colleges, 1866-1891.” Journal of Sport History, Volume 19, No. 2 (Summer, 1992) 91-
109. Patricia Vertinjski, “Sexual Equality and the Legacy of Catherine Beecher,” Journal of Sport
History. 1979 6 (1) 38-49. Newman.
262 Field days meant that the company could choose a model family, the largest family context and reward
them. This reward gave individuals and incentive for their acceptance into the social order.
263 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Expert Aid for CF&I Clubs,” Industrial Bulletin Volume December 22, 1915,
Number 2. P.3 BHS The YMCA erected two club houses one at Sopris and one at Berwind-Tobasco,
estimated at $15,000. for the cost of the houses plus equipment.
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showed that coal camp residents participated in YMCA planned activities. The

association became an integral part of social life in southern Colorado.264

In 1915 Charles Towson, the senior secretary of the YMCA, initiated a report

surveying how the YMCA could assist employees of CF&I. Charles Towson, verified

that

the Association has taken the initiative in this matter, the Company merely
granting it permission for the study and report. No effort was made by the
company to enlist the Association, and no suggestion was imposed as to
policy or program. 265

The production of the YMCA report showed the immediate needs that the YMCA could

meet in southern Colorado. 266 The Towson Report reflected the YMCA’s perspective of

the coal camps and showed how the YMCA could offer successful remedies to improve

camp life. The report documented the ethnic makeup of each camp, the recreational

activities available, and the physical appearance of the camps. In all the Towson Report

documented twelve camps and listed the miners’ countries of origin and how many of

them spoke English. There was no division for individuals who had migrated within the

US. For Nuevo Mexicanos they were identified within the camps based on their

knowledge of English. At Primero the Nuevo Mexicanos were identified by the following

statement, “Most of the Mexican are native and talk the English language.”267 At

Segundo they were represented in a similar fashion, “Most of the Mexicans in this group

264 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Expert Aid for CF&I Clubs”. Industrial Bulletin Volume December 22, 1915,
Number 2. BHS
265 Ibid, 3
266 Peter Roberts, “Report Upon the Possible Service By the Young Men’s Christian Association in the
Mining Communities of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,” C.W.Towson Report on Mining Town
Conditions, 1915-1929. Box 18 Folder 156. Business Interests CF&I CO.OMR,RAC.
267 Ibid,2 P.2
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are also natives, and hence have a knowledge of the English language.”268 In Frederick,

the Towson report signified Nuevo Mexicanos as “about 10% of the Mexicans would be

immigrants, the remaining natives.”269 The Towson report illustrated the differences

between native born and English speaking Nuevo Mexicanos to the foreign born

Mexicans. For Nuevo Mexicanos by 1915 the YMCA saw them as native to the US but of

a Mexican culture.

For individual Nuevo Mexicanos they saw the YMCA as an intricate part of the

YMCA experience. In a collection of oral interviews, Alfred Montoya referenced the

connection that he saw between the company and the YMCA:

They had company stores, that’s where they paid yeah. They had a Y, a
YMCA, you had the pool halls…CF and I was better, that was better
company to work for because they would take care of the camps and then
they were concerned about the men too.270

From Towson’s perspective CF&I and the YMCA remained separate entities, but for

Montoya there was a direct relationship between his employment at CF&I and the social

activities of the YMCA.

The YMCA focused its efforts on CF&I in three main; areas recreational

opportunities for individuals within the camps, the physical appearance of mining

communities, and a dependence on Rockefeller Jr, for the funds to advance these social

changes. The YMCA did not bring in a variety of new entertainments in its first years of

operation in southern Colorado since the social life of the camps had already existed

around physical activities, such as baseball,

268 Ibid., 6
269 Ibid., .9
270 Alfred Montoya “Oral Interviews,” CSUF. p 15
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The social life of the town revolves around the baseball club. These
young men form a kind of social club and largely regulate the social life of
the camp. The chief amuse-ment is Base-ball, which generally takes place
on Sunday, and the dance, which generally takes place on Saturday night.
A field day is planned and carried out, while the cap is interested in the
meeting planned to be held in Trinidad next August, when all the camps in
the Trinidad district will come together for sport and play.”271

Most camps had baseball teams. In many areas baseball was the central focus of the

town, and in towns the regular Sunday ritual was to have a baseball game.272 This

organizing around an event was practiced before the entrance of the YMCA into the coal

camps of CF&I.273

While baseball provided a social activity for individuals in the warmer months

and during the day, club buildings provided a social space for individuals throughout the

year. In some locations baseball was part of an established club organization that

reflected the social organizing of the camps, “The camp has a baseball team which is a

part of the club. Games here are played on Sunday as in all other camps.”274 Often,

YMCA club buildings were former saloons that the YMCA and CF&I turned into club

buildings once individuals accepted the prohibition movement.275 The club houses

encouraged locations for games such as bowling or billiards, but they also provided a

space for educational purposes.276 In areas where there was not club building or where

the camp could not have a baseball team because there was no area for a playing field,

individual camps organized first-aid corps, “this corp is a part on an organization for

271 Peter Roberts, 5
272 Ibid., p.8-10
273 Ibid., p.5
274 Ibid., p.25, 35
275 Ibid 17
276 Ibid 14, 26
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first-aid covering all the coal mine operations of the company.277 The YMCA, in order to

ensure success in the coal camps of southern Colorado, adapted the existing social

activities of CF&I employees and their families. 278

While the report emphasized the spaces that were available for employees to

participate in, recreational activities also included how spaces within the camps could be

reorganized to give a more fitting appearance to the area and also provide a space for

gardens. The Towson Report critiqued each camp regarding the physical appearance of

the housing. In most instances company standards were more suitable than the

employees’ pre-established norms,

Most of the homes are without fences, but the movement to fence all
company houses when feasible is contemplated in this camp. The work
will go on soon. Some of the houses on the hill as well as some on the flat
cannot well be fenced because of natural conditions. The majority of these
can be improved, however, by a fence which will be a stimulus to the men
to cultivate a garden or lawn.279

The natural conditions of the area, did limit home improvement, but the establishment of

a fence would give the men a space to cultivate their outdoor environments.280 For those

areas that had been successful in enclosing their yards, the YMCA saw them as “praise-

worthy gardens and lawns which improve the appearance of both yards and streets.”281

These areas were seen as progress.282 The physical improvements in the yard and in the

277 In other camps public schools became the center of the camp, regardless residents of coal camps were
organizing on a social level. Ibid., 4
278While the club houses centered on men’s social activities they also served as a gathering place for
women’s organizing. “The ladies of the camp have formed an auxiliary and have full control of the club
room each Thursday and that evening they play the host to them of camp who are their guests.” Ibid 26
279 Ibid 16
280 Ibid 20-21
281 Ibid 24
282 Ibid 28
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housing arrangements were seen as emphasizing the better areas of the camp and those

with nice yards and a new coat of paint were acceptable by the YMCA.283 Camp and

Plant’s emphasis on gardening in the early 1900s was adopted by CF&I from a Russian

model but was part of an emerging company culture. With the entrance of the YMCA

into the coal camps of southern Colorado gardening and “appropriate housing” no longer

just represented a CF&I constructed environment, but a standard that was accepted across

the United States.

While most camps provided some form of social outlet in their own town, it was

the goals of the YMCA to provide a social outlet for employees of CF&I. The Towson

Report showed that the Sociological Department’s goals merged with the Industrial

Representation Plan and that the company goals became more focused on employee

welfare rather than just production.284 TheYMCA helped CF&I accomplish this goal

through an emphasis on recreation and social gatherings.

This relationship between the YMCA and CF&I, while apparently a distinct line

between them in official commentary from executive boards, became fluid in the 1910s

as new YMCA social centers were established in CF&I camps. As saloons closed in

January of 1916 with the passage of the state law enforcing prohibition, the YMCA

offered an alternative social center. The YMCA operated in six camps. In three of these

camps, Morley, Primero and Rouse, the YMCA remodeled saloons to become the club

houses of the YMCA. These buildings contained soda fountains, ice cream, pool tables,

283 Ibid 32, 34,37
284 C.J. Hicks “The relation of the Young Men’s Christian Association to Industrial Democracy.” p 44-50
Box 18 Folder 156. Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC.
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reading and writing materials.285 The YMCA served as a place for social gatherings,

religious meetings, and picture shows. “All nationalities avail themselves freely of the

privileges, with frequently the Italians or Greeks in the majority” claimed the Industrial

Bulletin.286 Young men found leadership opportunities, and the women showed interest

in sewing circles, and social and recreational gatherings of women. Some women

appealed to the wife of the secretary to be involved in gymnastic exercises. 287 Women

saw the YMCA as more than just a place for social gatherings, but an opportunity to

explore their own physical limitations. The YMCA transmitted US accepted norms of

gender to men and women of southern Colorado through their publications and social

outings. These publications were the same ones that the company management and

owners used to filter ideas about appropriate communication or a transmittal of

information to its employees. CF&I disseminated the ideas of gender roles that the

YMCA instituted into company camps through official documentation and sponsorship.

CF& I incorporated ideas and standards of masculinity and femininity at their

annual field days. These events centered on competition based on one’s sex and set an

expectation for how the community and the company valued men and women. In 1915,

CF&I inaugurated field days as an attempt to improve social relations with their

employees. These all day annual events included parades and athletic competitions and

catered to all members of the family, regardless of age or gender.288 At these company-

285 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “The YMCA in CF&I Camps” Industrial Bulletin January 31, 1916. Volume I,
Number 5 p. 8 BHS Bowling alleys were in the Sopris club house and being added to Morley and Lester.
286 Ibid.
287 ibid.
288 Colorado Fuel and Iron Program from 9:15-4:30 final event begins . Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7-
May 27, 1916. p.12, Volume 1, 1915-1916 p. 4 Volume 1 number 6, April 26, 1916. BHS p. 12 Image
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sponsored field days most of the events focused on competition between children, races

of all varieties- 50 yard dashes, 100 yard dashes, and sack races. The competitions

illustrated that there were two standards and expectations for the males and females, the

company segregated competitive events by sex, “two basket ball games: one between

boys, and one between girls under sixteen.”289 There was a 100 yard dash for boys

under 16, with the female equivalent for girls under 16 the 50 yard dash. This difference

in distances established for the community the idea that young girls were not held to the

same standard of physical fitness or endurance as young boys. Similarly, in the sack

race competition girls under 10 competed in a 15 yard race, while boys under 10

competed in a 25 yard race. For men and boys over 16 there was a hundred yard dash,

but for girls and women in this age bracket there was no comparable event.290 This

established a standard for these children that men and women were judged by separate

standards. Girls did not compete with boys, nor did they compete at the same level as

men. For girls over the age of sixteen the company viewed them as women, and their

competitions no longer centered on physical strength, but rather on domestic

accomplishments. Even for girls under the age of 12 there was an opportunity to compete

in a Needle and Thread Race.291 This domestic skill was not a part of the men’s

Fom Bessemer Historical Society, Walsen File People Photograph collection. BHS “Field Day parade
8/14/15 Trinidad.” Holding flag boys in front dresses ad soldiers, large sign of walsen , boys behind them
in what appears to be running or racing uniforms, white sleeveless shirts, shorts with black sock or
stockings.
289 Colorado Fuel and Iron. Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7- May 27, 1916. BHS
290 Colorado Fuel and Iron. . “Field Day , 1916”Industrial Bulletin Vol I, Number 12, September 15,
1916. BHS
291 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7- May 27, 1916.
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competition and for the young women domestic duties and responsibilities became

normalized in a public setting.

The Industrial Bulletin of 1916 emphasized that for the wives of the employees

there were three events, a nail driving contest, the largest family contest and a heavy

weight contest. 292 The largest family contest awarded a prize to the woman with the

most children. The heavy weight contest established who the heaviest woman in the area

was. The largest family contest asked for a certificate from the camp doctor or the

superintendent certifying that the children were the offspring of the mother who had

entered the contest.293 As a prize in the heavy weight contest the women received her

weight in flour. It is interesting to note that flour was used as the weighing device.294

This competition might have also been an attempt to tease the women and to address the

differences in the feminine body with that of the masculine body, which could also be

tied to the nail driving contest. Thus the contrast between feminine and masculine bodies

was emphasized through the nail driving, which showed women as physically weaker

than men.

292 The first field day occurred on August 26, 1915, but the industrial bulletin did not report on it until a
special issues of the Industrial Bulletin May 27, 1916. The purpose of the nail driving contest is a little bit
more difficult to interpret. At first appearances this contest can be viewed as being a mockery, or a spoof
that women are not as strong or as capable as men in building or in “men’s” work. At a presentation for the
Bessemer Historical Society in April of 2006 this event became part of the discussion. Many in the
audience agreed that they interpreted it as a spoof or mockery of women’s labor, while others in the
audience discussed that this may be interpreted as domestic labor since women were responsible for the
caretaking of the home.
293 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Annual Field Day” Industrial Bulletin September 15, 1916. p. 3 BHS
294Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Annual Picnic and Independence Day Celebration of Minnequa Steel Works
Employees and Their Families.” Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1919. BHS
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Figure 4.1, Image of women competing in a nail-driving contest.295

The largest family competition certified that the mother had produced the children not the

father. These events for women emphasized that a women’s reproduction was valued in

this rural environment and the prize of flour revealed that the company acknowledged the

woman’s domestic role in the public sphere.296

The scholarship on the role of women in the Progressive Era demonstrates that

women were heavily involved in public life and organizing. From working in the textile

trade to striking in the streets, American women linked their identity to public activities.

Also, working women expressed their role in society through the act of consumption.

With the buying of clothing, and the rise of participating in entertainment such as reading

novels and watching motion pictures, women’s roles as public figures reached into the

capitalistic market. Middle, upper, and working class women sought for public

acceptance in the suffrage movement and brought about the idea that women were

295 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7- “Annual Field Day May 27, 1916. BHS
p. 7 . Nail driving contest. Mrs. Mary Cordova, Morley won.
296 Ibid 3
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political figures as well as consumers.297 CF&I influenced women in southern Colorado

since it controlled the towns and labor of the area. For these women, field days and

YMCA activities instituted a standard by which CF&I judged and categorized men and

women according to their daily roles. Women’s participation in these field days and

YMCA events illustrated that they were in some ways complicit with this approach

because they attended, continued to compete, and accepted their prizes at these field days.

CF&I acknowledged men based on their knowledge of the physical body, both in

how to help others that had been injured and how best to complete manual labor. The

first aid contest gave them an ability to show their knowledge in everyday activities or it

enabled them to emphasize and validate the knowledge they gained in the workforce.

This established the cultural and social expectation that an important component of

masculinity was understanding one’s field of work and the importance of being able to

protect another man.

Instead of receiving an individual prize or a reward that would affect their entire

family, as the Field Day organizers rewarded the women, the company awarded them

with a loving cup and banner which became the property of the camp that won it three

times.298 A man’s knowledge of the work place legitimized him in the eyes of his

coworkers, and the longer his knowledge was superior to others, the more tangible it

297 Nan Enstad, Ladies of Labor girls of adventure: Working Women, Popular Culture, and Labor Politics
at the Turn of the Twentieth Century (New York: Columbia University, 1999.)
Press. Margaret Finnegan, Selling suffrage: Consumer Culture and Votes for Women. ( New
York: Columbia University Press,1999.) Glenn. For Jewish women their experiences in Eastern Europe
had established a niche as organizers and workers, they transmitted these ideas to their work when they
came to the United States.
298 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Annual Field Day.” Industrial Bulletin May 27, 1916 Number 7, P. 3. BHS
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became to them, by literally taking a place within the camp. The women’s prizes

influenced households, while the men’s prizes affected and reflected their coal camps.299

While Field Days originated with the Industrial Representation Plan, as did much

of women’s competition, annual First Aid contests were held as early as September 28,

1911. Images from this contest held in Trinidad Colorado, reveal a competition among

men, with few women in the audience.300 Each competing team included five male

responders and one “injured” male. 301 In a collection of CF&I photographs, an

assortment of images from these field days, included material in which all of the men

wore “work” clothes. These clothes included overalls and a work jacket with white shirts

and ties underneath.302 These work clothes- the overall and the jacket, represented the

clothing they wore under ground, but the white shirts and ties showed that these men put

on a performance of the skills that they learned in the workforce since this was not

clothing they would have worn while working in the mines. This performance of first aid

or knowledge about the body was a performance emphasizing that these men contributed

on a regular basis in their work environment and that their labor should be rewarded and

praised by their respective communities. As the men stood posed for these photographs

the responders all held lanterns, dressed for work. This illustrated men outside of their

299 Ibid.
300 Lemont Bowers. “First Annual First Aid and Helmet Contest,” September 28, 1911. BHS.
301 Bessemer Historical Society, Photo Collection CF& I Lester Mine “People” Lester Mine Lester
Colorado, “First Aid Team”, “Rouse Lester team Winner” Kebler Folder, BHS
302 Ibid., By 1943 and 1944 The first aid competition took men out of their work attire and showed them
dressed up in slacks, dress shirts and ties. Frederick Folder First aid Team and Rescue Men “Frederick
Team State First Aid Champions. 1943& 1944.” 1938 official state wide competitions men dressed up still
5 men as responders, official “Frederick Mine (Valdez) first aid team, Denver Competition, Civic Center
8/26/1938) 1926 pictures of boys teams. “Frederick Boys team Winner Trinidad Field Contest Trinidad
field meet. 8/14/1926. Frederick Folder “First aid Team and Rescue Men.” BHS
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work environment continuing to perform as employees and as men.303 When they were

practicing for this role, the men in the photos removed their coats, revealing their cleaner

clothing underneath. When these men worked in the camps their cleanliness in

appearance and their public performance was not valued the same as in a public setting or

when the company celebrated their contributions to the company.304

At Field Days, men’s performances extended beyond the First Aid competition to

include events for individual men. At the 1916 field day individual events for men

included, the standing and running board jump. Prizes for the winner included a box of

cigars. In contrast in women’s competitions, the nail driving contest, the prize for the

winners was a $35.00 kitchen cabinet, second place received a $15.00 set of dishes, and

third place earned a $12 washing machine or merchandise of equal value. In the largest

family contest, the prize was a pair of shoes for each child.305 In the competitions for

men they were awarded outside of their “provider role” but rather as individual men,

while women were rewarded for their contributions to the family and awarded prizes that

continued to associate them with domesticity or child rearing.306

CF&I publicized Field Days as family gatherings. The miners and other company

employees took the day off, and it gave the wives and children an opportunity for a

holiday. The company’s publications emphasized that the families sat and ate together

303 Ibid.
304 Ibid. Trinidad Folder Field Day first aid contests, Photograph collection include images of boys and
girls in the 1924 field day participating in first aid contests.,
305 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Annual Field Day.”Industrial Bulletin may 27, 1916 p. 4 BHS
306 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Minnequa Celebration, July 4.” Industrial Bulletin June 27, 1918 BHS The
1918 field day was combined with the 4th of July celebration because of the war.
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and that this was among “the most pleasant features of the days.” 307 This implied that

families of CF&I employees rarely had the opportunity to spend time in a recreational

setting with their family members.

The company’s emphasis on the family extended beyond the Field Days into a

greater part of these girl’s recreational activities. The Campfire Girl organization

coordinated community service opportunities through the YMCA, allowing the girls a

physical location to tutor them in femininity. 308 The Campfire girls found service

opportunities at YMCA council dinners. The daughters of camp employees served

dinner to company employees and their wives.309 The servers, in this type of location,

found that the YMCA needed their femininity in assisting in organizing events. These

girls could also conclude that they were part of the community. CF&I’s initial purpose in

allowing these female children a space in company social gatherings may not have been

to disseminate information about gender roles or for the girls to find a connection with

the company, but this gave the daughters of CF&I employees the opportunity to work

within the structure of the YMCA and to learn how to serve food to men.

Besides providing service opportunities, daughters of employees were also taught

in YMCA buildings how to keep house and clean.310 In June of 1917 seventy-two

Campfire girls from CF&I camps in Las Animas and Huerfano counties went on a ten

307 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Field Days Family Gatherings” Industrial Bulletin IB September 15, 1916.
Vol I, # 12, p.8. BHS Las Animas and Huerfano Counties have no competitions, but they held “ patriotic
gatherings” in Walsenburg and Trinidad , Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Patriotism and Sport on Independence
Day.” Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1918. p 13 BHS
308 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “the CF&I Family: News from Bulletin Correspondents.” Industrial Bulletin
”Volume II Number II. January 31, 1917. p. 18 BHS
309 Ibid.
310 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “To teach Housekeeping” Industrial Bulletin Volume II, April 21, 1917. No.
3-a. p.4 BHS
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day camping trip to Stonewall. At this outing, YMCA community secretaries of other

areas participated in organizing and implementing the camp. The camp ground was

owned by CF&I, and the girls stayed in the club house of the Stonewall country club.

During this camp CF&I personnel visited.311 This outing’s sponsorship revealed that

these girls were not organized as a recreational activity, but as a company sponsored

outing. Campfire Girl personnel allowed the girls to sleep where they wanted whether it

was in the house, on the porch, or on the ground outside. Activities during the camp

included arts and crafts, stenciling, gathering wood, and folk dancing, attending Sunday

school, and hiking to the Stonewall rocks.312 This event combined outdoor activities,

which had traditionally been assigned to men, such as, gathering wood and hiking. It also

incorporated arts and crafts and Sunday School attendance. This company structured

program, while allowing the girls the opportunity to enjoy the outdoors also set up

standards and expectations of how to behave and act as women.

Women, in CF&I mining towns, organized and held meetings at YMCA

Buildings. At these meetings they “practice housework and care of children, and with

games and other entertainments.”313 YMCA buildings provided more than a training

ground for young women in how to perform domestic crafts. They also included a

gendered segregation of space. The Minnequa Steel works YMCA was organized

according to gender. There were male and female locker and dressing rooms, separate

311 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Campfire girls have mountain outing.” Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1917.
Volume II, Number 5P. 20. BHS
312 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “ Campfire girls from CF&I mining towns at their annual outing at
stonewall.”Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1917. Volume II, Number 5, P. 2. BHS
313 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “the CF&I Family: News from Bulletin Correspondents.” Industrial Bulletin
Volume II Number II. January 31, 1917. p. 20 BHS
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locations for restrooms, and male gyms.314 This spatial organization placed an emphasis

on men’s health over women’s health, because there were more facilities available to men

and men’s spaces, which focused on their bodies, while women’s spaces centered on

domesticity.

The implementation of the Industrial Representation Plan and the involvement of

the YMCA restructured the coal camps in southern Colorado in a way that individuals

who had already participated in social and recreational activities were now part of them

as company employees, individual coal camp activities became part of a southern

Colorado CF&I movement and of a national YMCA program whose ultimate goal was to

make them participants in a democracy.

The foreigners need instruction in American institutions and ideals. The
mad fury which precipitated a reign of anarchy in this territory recently
was largely due to ignorance of what American democracy means and
what remedies it offers for discontent and reforms. 315

Behind all of this push for a democratic and American society was John D. Rockefeller’s

vision of how he wanted his company, properties, and employees structured. John D.

Rockefeller’s support of the CF&I and YMCA goal of ideal employees and ultimately

ideal American citizens centered on his monetary support of the YMCA organization.

The YMCA suggested that Rockefeller Jr. look at his monetary contributions as

not only part of a philanthropic desire, but “as a proper item in the cost of operation.”316

Rockefeller Jr. provided monetary support either through direct payment of buildings or

314 Ibid.,10
315 Roberts, Peter. “Report Upon the Possible Service By the Young Men’s Christian Association in the
Mining Communities of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,” C.W.Towson Report on Mining Town
Conditions, 1915-1929. Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 18 Folder 156. OMR,RAC … p.41
316 Ibid. 46
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from contributions to the local Colorado YMCA or to the national YMCA.317 In

conjunction with the building of the Steel Works YMCA Rockefeller Jr.’s associates

encouraged him to

provide funds for the building rather than to the site, furniture or the
equipment. The advantage of such a plan is that it would give identity to
your gift and would in my judgment make it more highly appreciated by
the employee as well as by the public…. that the title of the site be vested
in the International Committee of Y.M.C.A.’s This would absolutely
insure the perpetuity of this gift; for the purpose for which it is given,
even though your connection with the company might for any reason be
severed.318

The establishment of the Steel Works Y and other buildings solidified Rockefeller Jr.’s

mark on the landscape of southern Colorado.

Besides donating directly to the YMCA through buildings Rockefeller, Jr.’s

donations affected the immediate lives and recreational activities of the miners and steel

mill workers and their families through the donations of bandstands and band uniforms.

Rockefeller Jr. had agreed to build bandstands for the camps when he went to

Colorado.319 Upon his return the employees continued to show a desire for these items.

For those camps that had asked for them, Rockefeller Jr. agreed to provide them

317 CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller Jr.” Dated November 21, 1916. John D. Rockefeller Jr.
“Letter to Jesse Welborn” dated Decemeber 27, 1916. John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter. to CJ Hicks.” April
17, 1916. John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller” dated April 18, 1917. Box 18 Folder
156. Business Interests CF&I CO. Office of the Messrs Rockefeller, Rockefeller Family Archives (RAC)
318 Memorandum from CJ Hicks to John D. Rockefeller Jr. Feruary 17 1917Business Interests CF&I CO.
Box 18 Folder 156. OMR,RAC.
319 “Memorandum Regarding Bandstands for CF&I Camps.” Jan. 12th, 1916. John D. Rockefeller Jr.
“Letter to Jesse Welborn” April 16 1916, Jesse Welborn, “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller” dated may 29,
1916 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to Jesse Welborn” dated June 9 1916 , Ludwig Eisinger, “Letter to
John D,. Rockefeller” dated June 17, 1916. , Jesse Welborn, “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller” Jr July 15,
1916. JD Bryne “Telegram to John D,. Rockefeller” august 1, 1918. John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to
Jesse Welborn” dated August 7, 1918 Letter from, Welborn to JDR, jr. October 10 1918 Letter from JDR Jr
to Charles o Heydt July 17 1919 Letter from Charles Heydt to EH Weitzel. October 28, 1919 Letter from
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Replying to your letter of September 19th, enclosing memorandum of cost
of four bandstands built, in line with my promise, at Primero, Sopris,
Rouse, and Cameron, I am happy to enclose herewith my check for
$1,706.49, to cover the total cost. Hoping that these bandstands will prove
a real addition to the social and recreational life of the various camps.320

Rockefeller Jr.’s contributions signified his investment in the camp both as a response to

the Ludlow Massacre, but in an effort to develop the camps along a employee/ employer

motivated organization.

In March of 1916 CJ Hicks and Rockefeller Jr. exchanged a serious of letters

discussing the building of churches in southern Colorado. When Hicks informed

Rockefeller Jr. of the Catholic priests architectural plans for a facility at Berwind,

Rockefeller Jr. replied that the building was unsuitable because it was “crude and

unattractive.” 321 In response to this Hicks hired the same architect one who had designed

the exterior of the temporary hospitals in 1915, to design an exterior that would serve as a

model for the church at Berwind and other camps. Rockefeller Jr. approved the final

design and the budget.322 Rockefeller felt that the churches in the area, Protestant and

Catholic “should be the dominating structures, dominating both from the point of view of

E.H. Weitzel, Manager CF&I to Charles O. Heydt. July 5, 1919. Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 18
Folder 156. OMR,RAC .
320 . John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to Jesse Welborn” dated October 1 1918 Business Interests CF&I CO.
Box 18 Folder 156. OMR,RAC.
321 CJ Hicks , “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller” Dated March 4, 1916, Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 18
Folder 156. OMR,RAC.
322 CJ Hicks , “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller” Dated March 4, 1916, CJ Hicks “Letter to John D,.
Rockefeller” , Dated March 21, 1916 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks, Dated Dated March 28,
1916 and . John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks, Dated April 8 1916. Business Interests CF&I CO.
Box 18 Folder 156. OMR,RAC.
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location and architectural treatment.”323 Rockefeller Jr. felt that a public statement

concerning the church would be appropriate.324

Figure 4.2, Rockefeller’s approved design for the Berwind Church.325

Rockefeller Jr’s contribution paid for the design of the church and for the building

materials additional monies were given to be used at the discretion of the Catholic priest

for whatever else would be needed in the construction of the church.326

As part of his monetary contributions, Rockefeller Jr. extended his moneys into

the cultural environment of his employees with the building of local churches.

323 CJ Hicks , “Letter to John D. Rockefeller” Dated March 7, 1916, Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 18
Folder 156. OMR,RAC.
324 John D. Rockefeller Jr., “Letter to CJ Hicks, Dated March 28, 1916 and John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter
to CJ Hicks, Dated April 8 1916. Business Interests CF&I CO. Box 18 Folder 156. OMR, RAC.
325 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks,, Dated March 28, 1916 and John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter
to CJ Hicks, Dated April 8 1916, 147 Business Interests CF&I Co. OMR, RAC.
326 Cj Hicks. “Letter to Reverend August Forester, April 4, 1916 and CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D.
Rockefeller Jr. “Dated April 4, 1916 Box 17 Folder 147Business Interests CF&I Co. OMR,RAC.
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Rockefeller Jr.’s donations extended to churches for all ethnicities and all Christian

denominations.327 With Rockefeller’s investment in the churches he established himself

as the constructor of these buildings. Letters to Rockefeller reveal that he approved of

the architectural style of the buildings. Rockefeller Jr. wanted houses in the style of the

company, but when it came to churches he accepted a Southwestern style.328 While he

did not pay for the entire amount of the building he was providing at least a quarter of the

cost for numerous buildings,

He asks for a contribution of $500 or $600, as he estimates that the total
expense of the building will be about $2,100… Am I right in my
remembrance that you are willing to personally provide the money needed
to carry out this church building program within the limits above outlined
for Berwind is satisfactory and whether we may count upon you for a
contribution of $500 or $600, as may be needed. If this program is to be
carried out, will you kindly advise whether we may be free to mention the
fact that the contribution comes from you, rather than for the Company.329

Rockefellers’ support of these churches did not extend to a desire for him to

dictate the religious services of his employees, but he did ensure that he wanted

the sites to be used for religious services. 330 Regardless of his religious leanings

he encouraged his workers to follow their respective religious beliefs and even

provided them with the locations for these activities, “we recognize that any

327 CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D. Rockefeller Jr.,” on November 1, 1916 CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D.
Rockefeller Jr.” December 14, 1916, Box 17 Folder 147Business Interests CF&I Co. OMR,RAC
328CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D. Rockefeller Jr.” Dated February 2, 1916. Box 17 Folder 147A
Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC

329 Ibid.
330 It is important to note that the building of these churches brought uproar from religious worshipers if
there religion was not represented in the camps and if they did not have the ability to use the other building.
In Primero Catholics did not want their building to be used by Protestants because they felt that it was their
building. Protestant worshippers who had no place to meet felt that the company should represent their
interests. CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D. Rockefeller Jr.” Dated May 1, 1916 Box 17 Folder 147A
Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC
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church work to be successful must be organized and controlled by the members of

the community in which it is situated.”331 While he was a distant benefactor he

wanted his employees to realize that he was the one that had provided them with

these locations,

there may be some tangible evidence to the people in the various camps of
my personal interest in them and in my desire to do what I can to make
their lives righter and happier.332

Rockefeller’s desire for “tangible evidence” that he was concerned with the personal

pursuits of his employees, emphasizes his need to be seen by those in this community as

one who is considered with their personal life and their daily social activities. News of

Rockefeller Jr.’s support spread throughout the United States in stories furnished by CJ

Hicks.333 Rockefeller’s benevolence to his employees was known throughout the coal

camps, Colorado and the nation.

In the early years of Rockefeller’s involvement in the coal camps of southern

Colorado there was a criticism of both the architecture and religious worship of

employees and specifically Nuevo Mexicanos. After the Ludlow Massacre, Southwestern

architecture and building materials were embraced in regards to religious buildings and

the Catholic religion was supported by the company.334 Rockefeller’s concern for the

spiritual health of these employees gave the media a vision of him as a supported or

331 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks,” February 10, 1916. Box 17 Folder 147A Business Interests
CF&I CO. OMR, RAC
332 Ibid.
333 CJ Hicks, Letter to John D,. Rockefeller Jr Dated May 4, 1916 Box 17 Folder 147A Business Interests
CF&I CO. OMR, RAC
334In subsequent months, Rockefeller was afraid that in later years these building would not be used with
the same enthusiasm they were at the time of their building. Hicks responded by asking Father Forester to
secure signatures of members guaranteeing that there would be attendance and use of the building Letter
from John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks,” June 22, 1916 and CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D,.
Rockefeller Jr “June 26, 1916 Box 17 Folder 147A Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR, RAC
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religious and community concerns, through his correspondence with CJ Hicks he

appeared to be genuinely concerned with the religious worship of these individuals and

was willing to donate form his own funds, which were separate from company

expenditures.

In June of 1918, Rockefeller Jr. returned to the coal camps to survey the success

of his company plan.

He found, under the Industrial Representation Plan, employees and
Company officers working together on terms of harmony and mutual
confidence seldom equaled since days, long past... He found mine bosses
and coal diggers—steel workers and mill superintendents—sitting together
in conferences and committee meetings, earnestly striving to solve the
problems which each recognized as mutual… In districts found
community and home-like spirit in the cultivation of lawns and
gardens…12 YMCA clubhouses…new churches…visiting nurses.335

During Rockefeller’s visit, he gave speeches which emphasized his belief that the

Industrial Representation Plan had become a model for other companies.336 When

viewed in correlation with the war, Rockefeller’s plan successfully integrated employees

into American society. By 1918, field days had come to represent not only company

sponsored social activities, but also patriotism. In the July 31, 1918 issue of the IB, an

article entitled “Patriotism and sport on independence day” reflected the following

sentiment of CF&I, “Patriotism and recreation were combined by employees of the

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in celebration of Independence Day.” 337 Rockefeller’s

335Colorado Fuel and Iron “A Visit and a Return.” Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1918 “May 27, 1918, p. 3.
BHS
336 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Mr. Rockefeller’s Denver Talk.”Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1918 p. 5- 9. BHS
337 Colorado Fuel and Iron “A Visit and a Return.” and “Patriotism and sport on independence day”
Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1918 “May 27, 1918, p. 3 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Mr. Rockefeller’s Denver
Talk.”Industrial Bulletin July 31, 1918 p. 5- 9. BHS
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Industrial Representation plan did more than just redirect employee relations and media

attention after the Ludlow massacre. It planted the seed for residents of Southern

Colorado to become Americans.

In 1915 John D. Rockefeller Jr. entered southern Colorado in an attempt to

squelch the negative attention that Eastern media outlets had focused on the Rockefeller

family. Rockefeller established the Industrial Representation Plan and subsequently the

periodical The Industrial Bulletin which encouraged company and management

communication and the social betterment of the southern Colorado coal fields and the

Pueblo Steel works. Company management disseminated ideals of masculinity and

femininity through print material. The Field Days were a means of being in nature and

the community, establishing a collective and an individual memory linked both to the

community and to place. When Rockefeller returned in 1918 to check on the progress of

his Industrial Representation Plan he found that his ideas had been implemented.
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V. “MAKING AMERICANS IN COAL CAMPS”: CF&I’S RESTRUCTURING

TO SUPPORT WOODROW WILSON’S CALL TO ARMS

With the implementation of the Industrial Representation Plan and CF&I’s

decades long concern for incorporating the multiple ethnicities of their employees,

individuals in southern Colorado developed a regional identity that was intricately tied to

their employment, social groups, and landscape. World War I solidified in the minds of

southern Coloradoans their national identity as Americans.

Before the war, CF&I’s policies towards their employees altered the landscape

through the construction of company towns, the building of railroads, and creating a

company culture in which CF&I encouraged employees to see themselves as united under

a common goal. These three tactics not only created a community of workers in the coal

camps, but it also set up the framework for CF&I and its employers to illustrate their

loyalty to the United States during World War I. The building of railroads and company

towns not only facilitated the production of steel and the means of transportation to

provide factories on the East Coast with goods from southern Colorado, it also marked

the landscape of southern Colorado with a regular reminder to inhabitants of this area that

CF&I influenced their daily lives. The final approach that CF&I used focused not only

on displaying a company culture of a united front but displaying employees as Americans

united under a common cause. By supporting national policies of conscription,

investments, and food preservation, CF&I employees envisioned themselves as citizens

of the United States.
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The national appeal to Americans to participate in the war effort centered on

President Woodrow Wilson’s speech calling for the American people to support the war

effort. Wilson’s speech clarified that this was not about separate nations but rather “a war

against all nations.” 338 Wilson clarified that Germany did not discriminate between

neutral and friendly nations, and that US involvement would not be an act of retaliation.

The choice we make for ourselves must be made with a moderation of
counsel and a temperateness of judgment befitting our character and our
motives as a nation. We must put excited feeling away. Our motive will
not be revenge or the victorious assertion of the physical might of the
nation, but only the vindication of right, of human right, of which we are
only a single champion. 339

This statement reflected Wilson’s belief in the power of the nation and specifically of the

nation’s character; “with a profound sense of the solemn and even tragical character of

the step I am taking and of the grave responsibilities which it involves.” 340 Later on in

his speech he admitted that the step he took was not in the character of the nation. Yet he

felt it was his duty in his role as the president. 341 Wilson hoped that the end of the war

would bring the satisfaction that these peoples in warring nations could receive their

political liberty. The United States’ goal focused on the rights of mankind, proving US

ideals of citizenship and that the United States goal was to make other nations secure.

This established the American ideal of the war and epitomized the idea that during the

1910s Americanness was about sacrificing for another’s liberty while attempting to

338 President Woodrow Wilson's War Message Woodrow Wilson, War Messages, 65th Cong., 1st Sess.
Senate Doc. No. 5, Serial No. 7264, Washington, D.C., 1917; pp. 3-8,
http://www.lib.byu.edu/~rdh/wwi/1917/wilswarm.html
339 Ibid
340 Ibid.
341 Ibid.
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maintain a friendly relationship with conquered peoples. 342 By making US interference

into World War I an issue of human rights rather than national security, Wilson

encouraged the support of a diverse group of immigrants to be united under one cause.

When Wilson asked for the support of the American people he expounded beyond

just ideological support. He asked for cooperation, financial credit, and an increase in

manpower, both in the production of material goods and military service. 343 Wilson’s

call for men included universal conscription.344 Regardless of items that he asked for it

was all in the name of Americanness, both to sacrifice for one’s nation and in the hope of

establishing an international community in which others would have a similar type of

“freedom.”

In response to Wilson’s call for loyalty and increased productivity, CF&I

published portions of his speech in English, Spanish, Italian and Russian in the April 30,

1917 issue of the Industrial Bulletin.345 It is interesting to note that in issues of the

Industrial Bulletin from 1915- 1919, only two entries were translated into another

language. The first was the Industrial Representation Plan and the second was Wilson’s

speech. 346 This represents a change from earlier CF&I publications which attempted to

employees about other ethnicities and tried to communicate with their employees. While

CF&I representatives might have excluded a large number of workers from their

publication, the translation of this speech into other languages besides English

represented its importance in the minds of company representatives. The Industrial

342 Ibid.
343 Ibid.
344Ibid.
345 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin April 30, 1917. BHS
346 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin October 1915 p. 8-11 BHS
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Bulletin excerpted portions of this speech, which was divided according to one major

category and four subcategories. The first category titled “MY FELLOW

COUNTRYMEN,” emphasized that US entrance into war represented the struggle for

democracy and human rights. Wilson emphasized that “every thinking man” must realize

the changes in efficiency and economics required from industries, farming, shipping,

mining, and factories. If individuals, men and women donated their energy and

thoughts to the country and fought for peace and freedom, their sacrifice similarly

represented those fighting on the battle field.347 For Wilson his speech addressed that

citizenship was not only given to soldiers, but that any supporter of the war, either

through labor or money, became a “country man.”348 This idea that even the non-soldier

was a supporter of the war was an idea that infiltrated coal camps of southern Colorado.

Military service and citizenship have been tied into the history of the United

States since as early as the War of 1812. Historically the United States government has

willingly granted citizenship to immigrants who fought for the United States. Attached to

this concept of citizenship, at least until the passage of the 19th Amendment in 1919, was

that full participation in the government was based on one’s sex. For men proving

oneself to be a citizen remained connected to establishing oneself as a man.349 For

347 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin Volume 2, #4, April 30, 1917
348 Ibid. BHS
349 David Gilmore in his work Manhood in the Making addressed a variety of cultures in Africa, East Asia
and other underdeveloped nations. His study revealed that the constructions of masculinity in each of these
cultures rested on proving one’s manhood. Males underwent trials to prove that their status as a man
extended beyond their biological characteristics, and in their social environment they were considered men.
After looking at a variety of places within the world, Gilmore concluded that there was no universal ideal
of masculinity, but in most societies individuals achieved manhood through a testing method. These
ideologies of manhood stemmed from some form of sacrifice, and men nurtured their society through
blood, sweat, death, and providing a “safe haven for their people.” Gilmore argued that manhood was the
approved way of being male in society. In the societies that he focused on there was an established test to
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American men, military service gave them access to citizenship. Wilson’s call for

soldiers to enter the armed forces was more than for the protection of the nation, but to

establish a proving ground for who the best men and citizens were.

The second portion of Wilson’s speech contained categories addressing the

specific labors that Americans may have undertaken as railway men, miners,

manufacturing employees, and domestic laborers in the form of gardeners and

housewives. Residents of southern Colorado fell into all of these categories. The

excerpted portions of Wilson’s speech, addressed to railroad workers, maintained that

these individuals were responsible for “the arteries of the nation’s life.”350 Wilson saw

the miner as “enlisted in the great service army,” for those in manufacturing “their

service is indispensable and is counted on by every man who loves the country and its

liberties.”351 The gardeners and housewives fed the nation. Wilson believed that as

residents of the nation they should, “Let every man and every woman assume the duty of

careful, provident use and expenditure as a public duty, as a dictate of patriotism”352 For

Wilson, doing one’s regular labors in support of the nation formed the root of citizenship.

The inclusion of Wilson’s speech into CF&I literature revealed that CF&I

supported Wilson’s ideas about how workers could become better citizens. The

publication of these sections showed that CF&I emphasized men’s and women’s

obligations to the company and to the nation. Compared with Wilson’s original speech,

prove one’s masculinity, in Truk it was deep-sea fishing, in East Africa circumcision of boys, and in
Ethiopia whipping contests. David Gilmore, Manhood in the Making: Cultural Concepts of Masculinity.
Yale University Press: New Haven. 1990.
350 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin April 30, 1917. BHS
351 Ibid.
352 Ibid.
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these excerpts for the employees of CF&I emphasized what the company wanted its

employees to focus on: efficiency in production and patriotism. The publication in

multiple languages guaranteed that it was accessible to all. Wilson’s original speech was

longer and focused on why the United States engaged in the war effort as a means of

maintaining and encouraging civilization, but the excerpts of this speech published in the

Industrial Bulletin established CF&I’s support of Wilson’s entrance into war.

Medical Service

Before the entrance of the United States into World War I, CF& I demonstrated

an interest in the battlefields of Europe as a training ground for surgeons.353 Chief

surgeon of CF&I and founder of the Sociological Department, Dr. Corwin, visited

battlefields in Europe in hopes of bringing methods used in the war zone back to

Colorado to use in industrial surgery.354 His visits to the war zones occurred in 1915 and

1916 before the United States officially entered the war. When the US declared war on

Germany, CF&I showed their involvement in the war effort through publishing what

Corwin learned from his visits. Although Dr. Corwin’s visit to Europe in 1916 was four

months long, The Industrial Bulletin from 1916 until 1919 listed numerous articles about

Corwin’s contributions to CF&I because of his experience observing in the war zone.355

The inclusion of these articles in the Industrial Bulletin emphasized to CF&I employees,

353 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin September 29, 1917. Volume II, No. 6- v. BHS.
354 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Medical Dept annual report “ Industrial Bulletin - volimues 1-9 series ID #
7.2.1.1.2 Box ID # 7.2-1 8 Colorado Fuel and Iron Doctor Corwin in the War zone.” Industrial Bulletin
July 31, 1916- p. 5. Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Biographies” Camp and Plant. Volume 2, Number 7,
Saturday August 16, 1902. “p. 165 BHS Corwin was the head of the sociological department and chief
surgeon of the medical department. Born in New York in 1852 graduated in 1878 in Medicine from
Michigan University, in 1881 appointed chief surgeon for the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.
355Colorado Fuel and Iron , “Dr. Corwin views War Surgery” Industrial Bulletin, September 1, 1916 IB. p.
5 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin, “Heroes of battle with Unseen Foe.” P. 4-7 Volume 4, Sept
19, 1919 #5 Industrial Bulletin- volumes 1-9 series ID # 7.2.1.1.2 Box ID # 7.2-1 BHS
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management, and stock owners that the war would benefit the growth of the company.

Corwin’s training in the battlefield ensured the safety of individuals within industrial

professions, since they might encounter similar injuries from the mines. Although his

visit was in 1916, the editors of the Industrial Bulletin found his involvement crucial to

CF&I employees.

The April 30th, 1917 issue of the Industrial Bulletin uncovered the benefits, the

treatment of infection and surgical experience, that Dr. Corwin made to the mining

industry after his visit to Europe. This connection throughout the war to advances in

medicine at CF&I camps emphasized that the war made positive contributions for

individual men at CF&I locations. The August 15, 1917 issue of the IB reported the

advances of the medical department and areas for improvement in “The CF&I Medical

Department Thirty-Sixth Annual Report.” The publication reported that the Army

rejected a high number of men on account of defective teeth; subsequently the medical

department revived its campaign in the camps to emphasize a need to improve oral

hygiene.356 Subsequent reports from the Industrial Bulletin during World War I focused

on oral hygiene and the support of nurses to this cause.357 The Industrial Bulletin

expounded upon the profitability of the war at least in regard to the advances in medical

treatment. For CF&I employees and management the war become more than just

fighting in Europe it also became a battle against the disease infected body.358

356 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Annual Report of Medical Department” “ Disease heralded through Teeth.”
Industrial Bulletin September 25, 1918 IB P. 14
357 Ibid. Emphasis on Dental care in 1917 and 1918. Nurses gave lectures on Oral hygiene.
358 Ibid. Industrial Bulletin does not specify who, meaning ethnicity of individuals it is mainly what is
being done in the hospital.
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In 1916, John D. Rockefeller Jr. provided the monetary support to establish

female nurses throughout CF&I Camps. 359 The establishment of these nurses in camps

was not focused only on the health of the men but for families as well.

I am gratified to learn that trained nurses and social workers to the total of
five have been employed in various of the Company’s camps and working
districts, and fully share your belief that these women, if as competent as I
assume they are, will render a great service to the employees of the
Company and more particularly to their families.360

The difference between CF&I hygiene programs before the war and those during the war,

are that the war created a desire for a fit citizenry while the company had hoped to build

better employees and camp residents. Citizenship in the nation reflected an obligation to

have a healthy citizenry for military service and wartime production, healthy CF&I

employees and their families created a better social environment which emphasized what

CF&I did for their employees.

The need for physical health in the coal camps of southern Colorado represented

part of an international dialogue about the body both inside and outside of the war zone.

This international focus on the body is seen in Joanna Bourke’s book, Dismembering the

Male, which showed Great Britain’s attitudes about the male body during World War I.

In contrast to the British fascination with war’s emasculating effects, in CF&I’s hands the

war became a vehicle to instruct individuals about the impact on the body. In southern

Colorado, CF&I emphasized technology or the advances in technology and the impact

359CJ Hicks, “Letter to John D,. Rockefeller Jr .”January 7, 1916 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ
Hicks,” January 12, 1916 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks,” January 12, 1916 John D.
Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks,” on January 31, 1916 CJ Hicks, Letter to John D,. Rockefeller Jr Dated
January 19, 1916 . Box 17 Folder 147 Business Interests CF&I CO. OMR,RAC
360 John D. Rockefeller Jr. “Letter to CJ Hicks,” (July 29, 1916 ) Box 17 Folder 147 Business Interests
CF&I CO. OMR,RAC
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that they had on employee’s bodies during World War I. Bourke’s assessment of the war

illustrated how nations viewed their soldiers during war. The destruction of physical

bodies remained a factor of war that could not be ignored, even with the war’s end. The

positive and negative aspects of the war extended beyond the battlefield.

World War I and its impact on the body validated the medical field and the

mining camps of southern Colorado, Corwin’s knowledge of the body extended beyond

the battlefields of Europe and beyond the time frame of 1917 and 1918. Perhaps the

contributions of R.W. Corwin during the war years as an integral part of the medical

department added to his already established participation with CF&I when he was a part

of the Sociological Department. This one individual assisted in shaping southern

Coloradoans ideas about their bodies and their communities for a number of years. Like

CF&I’s attempt to define standards of appropriate housing in the early years of Camp and

Plant publications, and their construction of ideals about citizenship during World War I,

the hospital and Corwin’s contributions to constructing an ideal worker citizen body

became a part of southern Colorado history.

Labor

CF&I focused on the positive effects of the war; national unity and the knowledge

gained from the battlefield that focused on the industrial development of southern

Colorado. The productivity of CF&I appeared to be the most important of the aspects of

the war. Like the medical contributions, CF&I’s publications on labor productivity

focused less on how manufacturing aided the war effort, rather it focused on loyalty to

the company and the nation. For CF&I employees the war came to be more centered in
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the coal fields of the Southwest rather than the battlefields of Europe. CF&I’s support

was a response to President Wilson’s requests, not an organic contribution. Thus the

national mentality of the time affected the life of the regional worker, brought him closer

to company goals, and coerced him to be patriotic in a way that bound him not just to the

US but to CF&I as the US government made manifest through Wilson’s speech.

In the first issue of the Industrial Bulletin after Wilson’s speech, the president of

CF&I, J.F. Welborn published a letter to all employees. Unlike Wilson’s speech this was

only presented in one language, English. Neither the Industrial Bulletin nor Welborn

specified the reason for this, but its publication in English automatically eliminated it

from circulation among a non-English reading audience. Welborn outlined two areas in

which employees could be a part of the war effort, “Work full time (six days per week)…

Invest your savings in the Liberty Loan.”361 Welborn’s letter emphasized that buying war

bonds was “a double patriotic service” and one was “performing a patriotic duty.”362

Buying of war bonds was a component of loyalty to a nation which was protecting its

citizens,

The Company strongly recommends and urges its employees to invest
their savings in the bonds. By so doing they will be performing a patriotic
duty, and their money will be protected by the safest possible security…
The greatest service that most of you can render the Government whose
protection you enjoy, is by working full time and with greatest efficiency
in the occupation you have chosen.363

The contribution that employees made was in their labor, which would ideally promote

efficiency, and money, which protected the government and the investor. Laborers, who

361 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin, Volume 1, 1915-1916 Pg. 1 Volume 1, Number 1 October
1915. P. 3 BHS
362 Ibid.
363 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin, May 25, 1917. BHS
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CF&I had seen as foreigners, could become citizens of the United States with a physical

and monetary investment.

CF&I’s approach to labor before World War I had focused on achieving a social

stability among its employees, when comparing the annual reports from before the war in

1916 and during the war, 1917 and 1918, there is a distinct difference between the reports

for the 1916 and 1917 years. The reports from 1916 focus on the Industrial

Representation Plan and management’s attempt to stabilize employee and management

relations. 364 The focus extended to how these plans were to be set into motion.

At the coal and iron mines additional dwelling houses have been erected
as needed for them became manifest, and many more are now in course of
construction. Practically all of the dwelling houses, both old and new,
have been fenced. The workmen and their families have responded to our
efforts in this direction by making vegetable and flower gardens and
otherwise so improving the appearance of their homes as to more than
justify the expenditures of fencing. Suitable bathhouses and social centers
in the nature of club houses are also being provided by the Company as
rapidly as possible, During the year three new club houses have been
erected and equipped, and several old buildings remodeled for club
purposes. Work has recently been commenced on four additional
club buildings.365

CF&I measured the productivity and effectiveness of the Industrial Representation Plan

by how many buildings had been erected and how the workmen and their families

produced items from the vegetable and flower garden. This measuring of labor in

response to the plan showed the efforts of the company to provide for the housing and

social needs of their employees. Company focus was more on living conditions and

employee treatment than patriotism and productivity.

364 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin, Volume 1, 1915-1916 Pg. 1 Volume 1, Number 1 October
1915. P. 3 BHS
365Colorado Fuel and Iron, The twenty-fourth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the
Year Ending June 30, 1916. Denver, Colorado September 1916 p. 4-6. BHS
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By the time that reports from 1917 became available to investors and employees

the focus of production and socialization had turned from only emphasizing the success

of the industrial development plan to also include the monetary and industrial

contributions from CF&I towards employee properties,

Expenditures for additions to Property Account included $150,755.79 for
tenant houses, bathhouses and garages for accommodation of employees,
and $101,750.77 for club houses and their furnishings, also for the use of
employees.366

CF&I’s publications in 1916 and 1917 emphasized that CF&I funded social growth of

their southern Colorado properties. This discussion of the additional moneys spent for

employees’ socialization and hygiene as well as the difficulty in finding labor

emphasized that CF&I’s productivity was not judged solely by industrial output at the

end of 1917.

CF&I’s interest in their employees shifted from social betterment to labor

productivity and support of the war effort in 1917. Employee support began with

military service, but there was no economic downturn with the loss of men to the war

effort. The increase in spending and the support of the war resulted in a downturn for the

company in regards to labor, “there has been a shortage of labor at coal mines during the

last few months, which can be accounted for almost entirely by the number who have

enlisted. 367 The decline in the workforce emphasized that CF&I employees supported

the war effort and that they willingly enlisted in the military.

366 Colorado Fuel and Iron, The twenty-fifth annual Report of The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. For the
Year Ending June 30, 1917. Denver, Colorado September 1917 p. 5 1917. BHS
367 ibid
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For those CF&I employees who were unable to enter military service they became

part of the war effort through their donations. In fact, employees became so supportive

of the war effort that they willingly increased their production and spent their own

monies on liberty loans. In the second annual report closing out the 1917 fiscal year,

CF&I reported,

On our subscription for $1,000,000 of Second Liberty Loan bonds we
were allotted $612,600, this together with our allotment on subscription to
the First Liberty Loan making a total investment in these bonds of
$1,050,100.368

With over one million dollars in donations from individual employees and the increase in

productivity, CF&I employees demonstrated their overwhelming support of the war

effort.

This enthusiasm and success expanded into the 1918 fiscal year with the report

that over five million dollars in liberty bonds had been purchased by CF&I employees.

At the end of the war in 1918, CF&I reported that they were able to return all employees

to work who had left for “government war service.” 369 The war effort did not hinder the

growth in CF&I. CF&I reported at the end of the war, that their success was due to the

Industrial Plan that had been established prior to the war;

Our campaign for increased coal production actually began in the winter
of 1916-1917, when company officials and employee representatives,
elected under the Industrial Representation Plan, co-operated in efforts to
bring production up to requirements.370

368 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Twenty-sixth report of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company for the Six
Months Ending December 31, 1917. Denver Colorado, February 1918. p. 3-4. BHS
369 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Twenty-seventh report of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company for the Six
Months Ending December 31, 1918. Denver Colorado, March 1919. BHS
370 Ibid.
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Thus the Industrial Representation Plan became proof to employees that CF&I’s plans for

southern Colorado were beneficial on a local and national level. This report illustrated

that CF&I’s productivity was in effect before the US declared war. The ideals of

productivity of CF&I were their own, they transferred them to being American ideals, but

their roots were in CF&I investors and owners overall vision for company stability.

The ideals that CF&I hoped to establish through Rockefeller Jr.’s plan, became

solidified with the expansion of support for the war effort. The combination of CF&I

approved production and the government’s push for increased productivity showed that

CF&I was aware of national policies and that their workmen were complicit with these

ideas.

With the organization of the Production Division of the National Fuel
Administration in the summer of 1918, this earlier campaign was
combined with that of the government…Public opinion in the mining
towns proved to be a powerful aid, the miner who laid off unnecessarily
being looked upon as a slacker.371

While the company had instituted the plan, the employees became the supporters that

organized and encouraged the plan through social pressure. Thus a company effort to

change the social structure and productivity in the plants, instituted with Rockefeller Jr.’s

approval, was successfully completed by the end of World War I. As employees who

disagreed with the system could be punished by this new set of standards, the war

initiated a change in employee relations. CF&I employees who in 1916 disagreed with

the Industrial Plan were against the company. Those that disagreed with company

371 Ibid.
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mandates in 1918 disagreed with the government. Life in CF&I camps changed

individuals from foreigners to loyal employees to patriotic citizens.

With the increase in productivity, focusing on the effectiveness of the worker,

Wilson extended his concern for the effectiveness of industry, by pushing for an

extension of working hours by literally changing the work day. President Wilson

discussed moving clocks forward an hour. The Industrial Bulletin discussed this time

change in an article entitled “Gaining an Hour for Uncle Sam.”372 The proposal reflected

not necessarily that there would be more hours for work, but less energy or money would

be expended from the company. This change in time not only influenced the work

environment, but it increased productivity and output. For Americans their labor and

leisure time became subject to American culture and American politics. While the plan

included a desire for rest and recreation for US employees, the ultimate goal for the

federal government was decreasing fuel consumption.

James C. Scott in Seeing Like a State contends that scholars see how the altering

of the physical environment affects the cultures and economic and agricultural viability

for communities. With the change in the structuring of time, the physical environment

became altered due to the number of daylight hours in which one could work, although, it

could be argued that with the lack of electricity in the mines, these workers would still

work the same number of hours. The steel plants’ production become unlimited by this

new physical environment. The physical altering, changing the clocks, of time did not

negatively impact the residents of southern Colorado, but rather made them more

372 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Conference Discusses Daylight Savings Time.” Industrial Bulletin, March 14,
1918.
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productive in their labor and part of a national community. While I imagine there must

have been adverse effects to this or some sort of negative reaction, no such record exists

in any of the mining strikes or attempted mining strikes. Thus the federal government’s

control of the environment did not fall into the perspective that it was a destruction of

culture in the same way that changing the structure of the communities had. As Sarah

Deutsch argued in her work, No Separate Refuge, the altering of Hispanic culture did add

to company culture and efforts at Americanization and in that aspect CF&I changed or

altered culture by changing individuals from Hispanics to Americans. 373

The altering of physical time established the mindset that not only was there a

concern for the productivity of the workers, but also the reality that the government might

indeed control time. This idea had been established in the nineteenth century with the

establishment of a standard time for the railroads. It appeared that when there was an

economic or nationalistic gain for the entire nation that the concerns of one small group

of individuals appear to be nonexistent or inconsequential.

Not only did the hours of work change during the war, but individuals leisure time

decreased as well. CF&I’s pre-established field days were altered or canceled because of

US involvement in the war. Employees canceled the 1917 field day because they wanted

to maintain production. It was “the wish of the representatives that they all co-operate

with Mr. Welborn in maintaining production: seconded by Mr. Bartle; carried

373 Original U.S. Law 40 Stat. 450 & 56 Stat. 9 The first two acts establishing DST in the United States.
The Statutes at Large of the United States of America 1918 Concurrent Resolutions of the Two Houses of
Congress March 19, 1918.[S. 1854] [Public, No. 106.]
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unanimously.”374 The approval of the change to a daylight savings time and the bringing

up of this altering of time in a meeting revealed that the employees responded to Mr.

Welborns’ desires to submit to federal governmental policy and that they replied in a

company approved setting. Not only had these employees learned how to support the

war, but they subscribed to company held ideas about how best to perform their

citizenship and loyalty. Employees bent to the new ideals for time management. The

strikes of the time were given little credit or voice because they were so small and

contrary to the needs of the nation and to the majority of the workers who supported the

war, through military service, buying of war bonds, and demonstrations of national

pride.375 CF&I employees’ work time increased while their leisure time decreased to the

point that they were suitable loyal laborers.

Opening New Mines

With the change in efficiency creating more hours for work, CF&I responded by

re-opening mines. The clearest evidence of this was the reopening of the Engle Mine.

The Engle Mine located to the southeast of Trinidad, was one of the first mines to open in

southern Colorado in 1877 under the title of the Southern Colorado Coal and Town

Company, a company which merged to be part of CF&I. Originally named the El Moro

Mine, CF&I renamed it the Engle Mine and the surrounding community came to be

called Engleville. CF&I closed the mine and dismantled the surrounding camp in 1911.

Although the company removed itself from this area, some residents remained there

374 Minutes of Joint Conference of Employees’ Representatives for Minnequa works with officers and
representatives of the Colorado Fuel and iron Corporation. Pueblo Colorado, June 7, 1917. ERP Joint
Conference Minutes Folder #2p. 2-3 Volume 3, #1-d January 10, 1918. BHS
375 David Kennedy, Over Here: The First World War and American Society, New York : Oxford
University Press, 1980.
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continuing to farm and herd. Because of the need for more coal, CF&I reopened the

mine in 1917. In a 1917 article discussing the opening of new mines, the Industrial

Bulletin reported;

Things were idle at Engleville until 1917 when pressure of World War I
required additional coal, and CF&I rebuilt the camp (80 or more houses)
and again resumed production. Following close of the war the mine again
went down, and has been closed since this time.376

The reopening of mines altered the culture of the area because individuals who continued

to reside there fell in and out of control of the company, without ever moving their

location.

Domesticity

While the war affected the physical bodies of men through the increase in labor,

geographical surrounding, and working hours, it also affected the community of women

in the coal camps. Women increased their domestic output through knitting for the Red

Cross. They cut back on necessary items to raise money to buy war bonds, and they

increased their food production and preservation. Women’s involvement in the war

effort was not to be easily dismissed, “training for citizenship and teaching of American

ideas and standards of living are aided materially by the efforts of the women…In work

of a strictly industrial nature the women have not been found lacking.”377 CF&I

acknowledged that women’s support of the war effort aided in the company’s push for a

common understanding of citizenship. The Industrial Bulletin included both images of

376 Colorado Fuel & Iron Company Box II- Folder 19- “History of CF&I”.. Letter from Jack Lacy to John”
February 18, 1951. University of Colorado at Boulder Archives, Boulder, Colorado.
377 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “C.F.& I. Women Help Win War” 6-7, p.15 Image of “Japanese women
sewing for the Red Cross. “ p. 6 “Industrial Bulletin . April 30, 1918 “Canning Classes Swat Cost of
Living” October 31, 1917 Volume III, No#1 p. 20. BHS
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girls making food and articles reporting the activities of women in CF&I mining

towns.378 Apparently the war did not change the labor of these women, but these

domestic pursuits became labeled as support of the war effort or proof of citizenship

rather than just an aspect of company culture. The Industrial Bulletin tried to show that

CF&I believed in the war effort, even though the company had established these

activities as company culture in pre-war years. Women’s contribution to the war effort

rested in their domesticity, both the company and the YMCA supported this tenet.

This support from women in CF&I camps was not only for the war effort or for

CF&I’s industrial practices, but for the betterment of their families. With the canning of

fruits and vegetables, the Industrial Bulletin reported that one of the consequences was

that “their husbands and sons during the coming winter will have a greater variety of

wholesome and economical food than ever before.”379 This quote reflected that

women’s labor aided their men by making them healthier and saving the men money.

For women their contribution to the war effort was tied to their gender roles. Their work

not only allowed for more food for the soldiers, but it made their husbands and sons more

efficient workers. A woman maintained her feminine role, cooking and cleaning, by

aiding the war effort through canning and gardening. In many ways the assistance from

women was no different than the work that they had performed previously in providing

for their families, but the women’s attendance at YMCA, Red Cross, and the state

378 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Canning Classes Swat Cost of Living” Industrial Bulletin - volumes 1-9 series
ID # 7.2.1.1.2 Box ID # 7.2-1Colorado Fuel and Iron No. 4-a p. 8 “image of girls canning” caption reads
“Walsen Girls Learning to Prepare War Rations” Industrial Bulletin. August 6, 1918,BHS.
379 Ibid.
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agricultural college activities implied that these women answered the call to service that

altered the state’s conceptions of appropriate gender roles in war time.

While domesticity had been a traditional role that defined female gender roles in

the Southwest it was also a state sponsored ideal. Throughout the history of the United

States women had been relegated by men to work within the private sphere, and became

symbols of piety and domesticity. This kept them outside of the public political and

economic culture of the United States, and enabled men to continue to control the

government. With the passage of the Civil War amendments, male politicians further

relegated women’s activities to status of domestic servants and continued to see them not

only at a different level than men but at a different level than formerly enslaved men.

In the context of the government and the historically sponsored ideal, the war and

company goals not only instated, but also recreated roles for women. Gardens, since the

1900s, had been seen as a source of pride within CF&I mining camps. As discussed in

chapter two this ideal was originally for the betterment of the community and was a

Russian ideal instituted in CF&I camps in an attempt to create a dominant company

culture. Rather than employees keeping their homes beautiful because this was a CF&I

mandated ideal homes and gardens became seen as a source of American pride. These

company sponsored gardens became symbols of citizenship.

As has been discussed earlier, gardens existed in southern Colorado mining camps

since the early 1900s. This pre-established behavior, that had been part of company

culture, suddenly fit into an ideology that was transmitted to citizens of the United States

from the national level, not because these individuals’ labor was represented by the
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government, but because the government emphasized this behavior. The Industrial

Bulletin stated; “Steel Works and mining camp employees, always enthusiastic gardeners,

wielded hoe and spade with redoubled energy when they knew that by so doing they were

helping the country.”380 CF&I showed its support of the war effort by emphasizing their

employee’s gardening, which had already been part of employee culture. CF&I pushed

the US government sponsored ideal of Liberty Gardens and equated their pre-established

culture as part of American culture, when in reality it had roots in Tsarist Russia.

In an attempt to assist the country in food preservation, CF&I established

competitions where individuals would be rewarded for their individual contributions to

the war effort. Individuals competed against a company mandated standard, not

necessarily against each other. The company standard dictated what was acceptable to

company culture rather than what was the socially accepted norm, thus individuals

became defined by the company rather than by themselves.

In the report of the 1917 competition, among regional areas there was a distinct

differentiation based on gender. In Las Animas and Huerfano Counties, most if not all of

the awards were given to men.381 In this competition the main component of women that

won existed in Pueblo, but by 1918, no women won in Pueblo.382 This gendered

differentiation reveals that it was the men who took credit or were given credit for the

beautification of their homes during World War I. It is apparent that the products from

380 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Awards in Lawn and Garden Contests” Industrial Bulletin October 31, 1917,
p. 15 BHS
381 Ibid.
382 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “CF&I War Gardeners help Supply nation’s food.” Industrial Bulletin October
October 31, 1918. P. 8-9, 15-16. BHS
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the gardens, flowers and food, did not change with the implementation of the competition

during the war years.

The Industrial Bulletin published images of the winning homes. These contests

appeared to have been held for many years in southern Colorado, but with the US federal

government-sponsored campaign to increase food products, a local custom became

nationally significant and a symbol of patriotism. 383 In addition to the appearance of

homes in the camps there were also competitions for the products that individuals grew in

their gardens. The county agriculturalists judged these prize winning products and

displayed them at the Trinidad educational conference.384 Thus, the daily labor of

individuals in creating a “beautiful” home and the preservation of food for the war effort

CF&I rewarded in a public manner, either through the publication of the winner’s names

in the company sponsored periodical or the physical showing of these products.

Citizenship in the coal camps took on a physical appearance that tied one’s physical labor

at home to the war effort, not only just their labor in the steel mills. CF&I and the

national government rewarded the labor that individuals performed in the work force

through defining their labor as necessary to the war effort. They acknowledged the

actions of women, by recording their activities. The domestic labor of men in the

gardens was complimented and served as an example of how best to conquer nature in

the pursuit of supporting the war.

This gendered differentiation in gardening presented an interesting element to pre-

established gender roles, the change from women winning the competitions to men

383 Ibid.
384 Ibid.p. 6
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winning. It was obvious that as more men started competing women’s space as the

individuals in charge of preparing food drastically changed. For male gardeners,

gardening was a masculine act. They were part of a community and national government

in which they were acknowledged as loyal citizens who willingly planted gardens to

support the war effort. The construction of Liberty Gardens allowed CF&I men to

further participate as citizens within the structure of the United States. While these men

took over the women’s role of gardeners, they did not take over the role as preparers of

food. They left this project to the women in the context that they canned and cooked the

produce from these gardens. Thus the men remained the providers and women the

preparers.

Gardens and the food products that emerged from gardens were not just the

concern of the employees and their wives, but also of the children. School gardens in

southern Colorado were “a means of developing native observation in children, and as a

fruitful resource of topics thereafter for composition.”385 The children of camp

employees, during World War I, were raised with the expectation that they too would

garden and that this type of productivity was linked to the war effort and represented their

patriotism. In reality this had been a tradition in the community for generations. These

children, because of their parents’ education by CF&I schooling, might have expected to

learn similar types of skills as their parents. The idea that Liberty Gardens supported the

war effort linked a tradition in the coal camps to a national attitude about how one

supported the war effort. The meaning of the tradition changed from the culture of coal

385 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Some Hints on school gardens,” Industrial Bulletin January 31, 1918p. 20.
BHS
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camps in southern Colorado to a symbol of American citizenship and support for the war

effort.

The success of the CF&I gardens became an attribute that Eastern stockholders

were proud of and wanted to emphasize as a regular component of a patriotic company

culture. In John D. Rockefeller’s second trip to Colorado in 1918 to survey the

effectiveness of the Industrial Representation Plan he commented on the gardens;

One of the important features is that gardens have been generally
cultivated. This has been possible by the fencing of the plot of ground
around each miner’s home, and one sees this plot developed in grass, in
flowers, or in vegetables, but always makes an interesting and attractive
centre for the home. 386

Rockefeller Jr. mentioned that the costs to fence the gardens came from CF&I

expenditures of almost a quarter million dollars. This accomplishment was more tied to

the Industrial Representation Plan than to the war effort. 387 Although, this was a well

established practice for the company employees themselves, in reality this was not even

tied to employee representation but to the Sociological Department and to policies that

CF&I adopted between 1901 and 1904. The change to these gardens, being less about

food production and more about loyal patriotism and citizenship was an easy transition

for CF&I personnel. They became the products of men, and they were attached to the

war effort and the Industrial Representation Plan. No mention was made of the garden’s

first establishment as a model from Russian children.

386Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Mr. Rockefeller’s Denver Talk,” Industrial Bulletin” July 31, 1918 p. p. 9
BHS
387 Ibid.
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The company, through Rockefeller, used the fact that they had allotted or given

the employees this space for food production to show that the company encouraged ideas

about citizenship and emphasized that this was only “possible by the fencing of the plot

of ground” which was a company contribution.388 CF&I used the labor of their

employees, which was not in the workplace, but on company sponsored property to show

the company’s loyalty to the nation.

The company continued to emphasize its support of the nation by reporting the

effectiveness of Liberty Loans and the buying of war bonds, and participation in Red

Cross membership drives.389 CF&I emphasized the support of the individual employees

through encouraging displays of patriotic support such as flag raising. The Industrial

Bulletin advised, “Therefore, have the whole family join, hang the Red Cross service flag

in your home window with a light behind it on Christmas Eve and let the world know that

we are behind the boys in France.”390 The distribution of the Industrial Bulletin passed

on the knowledge of the CF&I’s support of the flag waving on Christmas Eve to East

Coast investors. The flag came to symbolize the unity of CF&I camps.

The following image and caption from the Industrial Bulletin in 1918 revealed

that miners were united behind the US national government and that their ethnic

identities no longer separated them. The band instruments and the building show the

effects of the Industrial Representation Plan and of Rockefeller Jr’s donations. The

388 Ibid..
389 Ibid., Colorado Fuel and Iron “ A Million Dollars for Uncle Sam.” Industrial Bulletin April 30, 1918.
Report of camp contributions to the 3rd liberty loan, divided by camps 28 camps and 1 mine of these 18 of
them all miners contributed. BHS
390 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin Money Special issue. December 17, 1917 Volume III,
Special No. 1-b Announcement for the red Cross to donate to the war effort, one dollar membership for
1918, if this is bought then
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location of the meeting at the Walsen YMCA, which symbolized the YMCA’s success in

establishing its club houses in CF*I camps. CF&I brought the social aspects of these

communities, but World War I united these employees of multiple ethnicities behind one

common cause. 391

Figure 5.1, Patriotic Rally. 392

CF&I also emphasized the effectiveness of community support or rather the

contributions of the coal camps as a whole through enlistments or monetary donations:

The hundreds of enlistments in the army and navy, the support of the first
and second Liberty loans, the subscriptions to the Red Cross, the
Y.M.C.A. and the Knights of Columbus, make up a record of patriotism in

391Colorado Fuel and Iron “Walsen Miners Show Patriotism” Industrial Bulletin. October 31, 1916. BHS
392Colorado Fuel and Iron “Walsen Miners Show Patriotism” Industrial Bulletin. October 31, 1916. BHS
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which the Company and everyone connected with it should take a just
pride.393

Whether through individual or collective accumulations of money, either in the form of

liberty Loans or Red Cross subscriptions and donations, CF&I employees attached their

pocketbooks to the wealth of the nation. They established their identity as patriots

through their identity as CF&I workers, since their labor contributed to the war effort,

their citizenship status rested in their loyalty to the company.

Military Service

For some CF&I employees patriotism reached beyond their monetary funds and

affected their physical involvement in the war effort. Rather than supporting the war

through their manual labor, they prepared to commit to military service. Like the nation,

CF&I emphasized military service. In order to encourage full military participation,

ethnic lines needed to be eliminated. The Industrial Bulletin continued to publish the

standard that World War I blended nationalities into one: “descendants of practically

every nationality may be noted. The inevitable blend that comes to mind as one reads the

name is that of ‘American’”394 Articles from the Industrial Bulletin defined the

patriotism of the CF&I employee and ultimately made them “Americans.”

While the residents of southern Colorado adopted the ideological definition of

America, it was the physical incorporation into the war that clearly defined the

citizenship of many men. For Nuevo Mexicanos of southern Colorado their military

service came in the form of conscription and volunteering for war. From 1917-1918

393 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Making our Dollars fight for our country” Industrial Bulletin January 31,
1918 Volume II, #2. P. 3BHS
394 Colorado Fuel and Iron . “The Call and Its Answer” Industrial Bulletin January 15, 1919. Minnequa
steel works honored those soldiers who died. P. 18
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CF&I published the names of almost 2,000 soldiers from CF&I camps who served in the

armed forces. 395 Of these soldiers almost ten percent were of Hispanic descent. While

this was not a large percentage of this area, it is important to remember that the

individual’s interpretation of their military service illustrated the impact the war had on

one’s understanding of their identity.

For Aladino Lopez of Aguilar Colorado, his military service was merely an

interruption of his life in the coal fields. Before his 23 months of military service in

England, France, Germany, and Belgium, from 1917-1919 he worked in the coal mines.

396 On his return from the war he returned to coal mining, “mining is all I’ve ever done

in my life.”397 He recalled serving behind the lines in field artillery in France, went to

Belgium after the armistice, and spent a year in Germany en route to returning home 398

He was discharged on June 15, 1919 and returned to the mines on the 17th or 18th of

June.399 For Lopez his “Americanism” was not a gradual process or a quick change; it

was an accepted reality. His remembrance in 1971 of his participation to a war that

395 Because of the regional Area of my study, I analyzed the surnames of those from Southeastern
Colorado, mainly the Mines around Trinidad, Walsenburg and the Pueblo Steel mill. In pueblo 31 out of
813 soldiers serving were Spanish surnamed, or almost four percent, in The Walsenburg area the
proportional numbers were much larger. 18 out of 98 served. Or 18 percent. In the Trinidad area
numbers April 30, 1918. were the highest. 70 out of 398 served or around 18 percent. For southeastern
Colorado 1309 soldiers served with 119 of these of Hispanic descent, roughly 9 percent. Flaw in this
quantitative assessment is patriarchal bias and flaw in whether or not soldiers were “Mexicans” List of
those already in service, but not of those drawn for conscription, those only in south eastern Colorado,
Pueblo and Las Animas County and Huerfano county Colorado Fuel and Iron . ““In Service of Nation
Industrial Bulletin October 31, 1917 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Our Boys who are fighting” Industrial
Bulletin July 31, 1918 IB p. 1 Colorado Fuel and Iron “CF&I Boys Who Hunt the Huns.” Industrial
Bulletin, October 31, 1918 Colorado Fuel and Iron “In trench and training camp.” Industrial Bulletin,
April 1918
396 Aladino Lopez Oral Interview CSUF, 9
397 Ibid.P. 2
398Ibid. P. 8 &9
399 Ibid.
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occurred in 1917, revealed that for this individual the war impacted ideas about his

citizenship and identity.

While some CF&I employees headed off to war, the majority of the men

remained at home continuing to work in the industrial production that supported the war

effort. CF&I clearly acknowledged that their labor was just as essential to the war than

that of the soldiers who fought in combat. This established a standard and a definition of

what it meant to be both a loyal American and to be a man. Military service included

working in the factory. These men could “serve just as truly in the mine or the mill of

the office.” 400 Company publications established the model for CF&I’s version of the

war. Company publications encouraged masculinity and masculinity’s attachment to

labor during World War I, not through military service, but through the continued efforts

in the mine;

There can be no question that we who are left at home are willing and
should be ready to serve our country. Our duty is less plain than that of
the soldier or marine. The government needs men with rifles, but it is just
as much in need of men with picks and shovels. The soldier is taught to
shoot straight, but his shooting is of little avail unless the man back home
learns to work straight and think straight. C.F.&I. workmen- all of us- are
needed by the Government. Most of us may not be called to serve in the
army, but we can serve just as truly in the mine or the mill or the office…
Any man who tries to persuade us to quit world or limit production is not
our friend or the friend of our country. He is helping the enemy.401

CF&I showed the importance of the CF&I employee to the national war effort even if

they did not participate on the battlefield. It was just as important to stay working in the

mines as it was to join the military. The contributions of the miner were just as legitimate

400 Colorado Fuel and Iron “A Talk with Men Who Love America.” Industrial Bulletin, October 31, 1917
Volume III, No#1 p. 1 . BHS
401 Ibid.
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and necessary as the sacrifice of the soldier. Individuals that fought against the country

were unpatriotic and enemies of the other workers. 402

For those that did not head to war, patriotism became the standard for their

behavior. This is exhibited through the announcement of events in coal camps such as

“Walsen Miners show Patriotism,” “Alien Miners Learn English,” “Night Schools for

Foreigners,” “CF& I Melting Pot in Parade,” and “Making Americans in Coal Camps.”403

These headlines and reports of CF&I activities revealed that patriotism became a

contagious attitude that spread throughout all aspects of CF&I life, the work place and

social environments, and within the home.

CF&I’s public acknowledgement of the support of these men emphasized that the

war and patriotism became expectations for one’s contributions to the company. For

those that became soldiers, public approval went beyond their communities and into the

workplace. The Industrial Bulletin mentioned farewells of men going into the army as

well as religious services for these men. At the ceremonies there were concerts, speeches,

dances, and refreshments.404

402 Matthew Basso. “Man-Power: Montana Copper Workers, State Authority, and the (Re)drafting of Manhood
During World War II,” in Across the Great Divide: Cultures of Manhood in the American West (New York:
Routledge, 2001), 185-210. This idea in contrast to other perspectives on labor in wartime reveals that CF&I
placed labor on the same level as military service while in other areas and in other time frames the role of the
soldier was accepted as more masculine. Matthew Basso’s work on World War II Montana reveals that
Montana copper workers ideas and conceptions of masculinity were constructed in contrast to the soldier.
403“ Colorado Fuel and Iron “Walsen Miners Show Patriotism” and “Alien Miners Learn English”
Industrial Bulletin. October 31, 1916. BHS. Colorado Fuel and Iron “Night Schools for Foreigners.”
Industrial Bulletin. April 30, 1917 Volume II, Number 4. p. 13. “CF& I Melting Pot in Parade for
Foreigners.” Volume II, April 21, 1917. No. 3-a. p.4 “. April 30, 1917 p. 13 “Colorado Fuel and Iron CF&
I Melting Pot in Parade” Industrial Bulletin, Volume 4, October 31, 1918 #1. “Royal Miners Prove They
Are Real Patriots: Report of The Royal Mine in the Aguilar district. BHS
404Colorado Fuel and Iron “The CF&I Family News from Bulletin Correspondents.” Industrial Bulletin,
IB October 31, 1917 January 31, 1918 IB Volume II, #2. Colorado Fuel and Iron “Fighting for Uncle Sam”
Industrial Bulletin p.2 BHS
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Not only did the periodicals acknowledge this support, but the directors of the

company and individuals on the East Coast publicly recognized the support from CF&I

workmen. In June of 1918, Rockefeller Jr. expressed his satisfaction with CF&I’s

contribution to the war effort,

Over one thousand men in this Company have responded to the call of the
colors. In the Third Liberty Loan, practically every man in the camps and
in the steel works subscribed. A total subscription of over $1,000,000 was
made, in addition to some $700,000 subscribed to the two earlier loans…
One must not fail to mention the splendid Red Cross auxiliaries which the
women of the camps have organized, and in which they are working
earnestly and effectively.405

How employees accepted Rockefeller’s perspective is not apparent, but it is obvious that

the Industrial Bulletin emphasized Rockefeller’s visits and perspectives as almost a

celebrity. They showed that Rockefeller’s judgment meant acceptance from the federal

government.

The contributions of CF&I employees to the war effort were mainly aspects of

company culture that employees had been adopting for almost two decades. CF&I’s

emphasis that these were patriotic displays rather than regular aspects of camp life

established patterns of citizenship for residents of southern Colorado, and demonstrated

to the rest of the nation that CF&I management and employees supported the US

government. Wilson’s appeal to the American public resulted in increased production

and voluntary commitments to defend freedom throughout the world. The contributions

of the Medical Department, the increased productivity, the willingness of men and

women to engage in domestic pursuits, the participation in citizenship programs and

405 Colorado Fuel and Iron “Mr. Rockefeller’s Denver Talk.” Industrial Bulletin, July 31, 1918 p. p. 5- 9 “
PHS.
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volunteers for military service revealed that residents of southern Colorado not only

accepted a CF&I established culture but this company’ s connection to the United States.

With the armistice on November 11 1918, World War I came to a close. The

contributions of CF&I employees during the war, regardless of gender, ethnicity, or type

of labor performed were accepted by the company as contributing individuals to the war

effort and thus in the eyes of the nation they became citizens of the nation rather than a

variety of ethnicities within the coal camps of southern Colorado.
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VI. CONCLUSION: ETHNICITY, MEMORY, AND THE STATE

In June of 2005 my family gathered in Trinidad, Colorado for their five year

Montoya Family Reunion. The event is always in June since it falls on or near my great

Uncle Vidal Montoya’s, Uncle Monte, birthday. On the Saturday morning of the

festivities over twenty-five members of the Montoya family were sitting in Uncle

Monte’s dining room eating breakfast, as we chatted we realized that Monte was not

there. When someone asked my Aunt Theresa where he was she replied that he went to

Ludlow. I was shocked. I was then informed that he HAD to be at Ludlow. He was

born after the massacre and could have had no memory of the event but for my uncle on

the morning of his family reunion he had to be at Ludlow. This made me start to think a

little more in depth about why Ludlow could be so important to my uncle. The festivities

at Ludlow that June morning were more important than his own family. On this morning

when he should have been celebrating his birthday with his family, that had come from

all over the United States, it was more important for him to drive north to Ludlow to

gather with other miners and residents of southern Colorado to remember an event that

had occurred over 90 years before. At this moment I realized that for residents of

southern Colorado Ludlow represented more than the death of 21 individuals, but the

central point for gathering a community and the main focus of the collective memory of

this area.

From 1880-1919 southern Colorado faced an influx of foreign immigration.

Among these new immigrants were residents of the Southwest, US Citizens, who moved

north from Northern New Mexico to work in the coal mines of southern Colorado and
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found themselves caught up in this wave of immigration. Upon their entrance to this area

CF&I management saw them as foreigners to southern Colorado. Camp and Plant a

CF&I publication they referred to Nuevo Mexicanos as living in “dirt” and “squalor.” 406

Their living conditions and their domestic skills were critiqued as “primitive.” 407

Through its publications Colorado Fuel and Iron structured Nuevo Mexicanos as

primitive and company culture as superior and technologically advanced.

In the 1880’s southern Colorado faced an influx of foreign immigration. Among

these new immigrants to this area were residents of the Southwest, individuals who were

US Citizens, that moved north from New Mexico to work in the coal mines of southern

Colorado and found themselves caught up in a wave of immigration. Regardless of the

fact that some of these people had immigrated earlier to this area they brought with them

a Nuevo Mexicano culture, which was economically based in a sedentary lifestyle of

farming and herding, accustomed to a semi-arid climate, religiously mixed between

indigenous and Catholic religious beliefs, typified by penitentes and curanderas and

heavily connected to kinship networks. 408 Colorado Fuel and Iron, a corporation whose

ownership was based in the East Coast and whose majority shareholder for much of the

Twentieth Century was the Rockefeller family, CF&I, to this area, when the took control

of the company in 1903, CF&I management saw the Nuevo Mexicanos as foreigners to

southern Colorado and to the United States. In Camp and Plant a CF&I publication

started in 1903, the sociological department referred to Nuevo Mexicanos as Mexicans

406 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Mexicans and their Customs: Who these People Are and How they Live”
Camp and Plant September 19, 1903. p. 221-224. BHS
407 Ibid.. 
408 Brooks- Captives and Cousins, Weber, Taos Trappers, Montoya,Translated Property, Deutsch- No
Separate refuge.
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and portrayed them as living in substandard housing and in locations associated with

“dirt” and “squalor”. 409 Their living conditions and their domestic skills were critiqued

as “primitive.” 410 Through its publications Colorado Fuel and Iron structured Nuevo

Mexicanos as primitive and company culture as superior and technologically advanced.

This change in ethnic identity parallels historians research such as Sarah

Deutsch’s No Separate refuge, David Gutierrez Walls and Mirrors, George Sanchez

Becoming Mexican American in which the change in ethnic identity is a transitional

experience which is heavily influenced by White progressive Women and specifically in

Gutierrez’s work there is a split in identity between Mexican Americans and Mexican

nationals.411 In regards to racial identity formation in the united States, Matthew

Jacobsen’s Whiteness of a Different Color and Gunther Pecks Reinventing Free Labor

look at this same time frame and the multiple ethnic groups that enter the united states

and how they are perceived by whites and corporate culture,

My research adds to these arguments in that there is a transitional layer that

ethnicity is tied to citizenship on a economic level and that companies assisted their

workforce in shaping this new identity. The structure of the state transitions them into

citizens. Thus CF&I as a corporate and state entity helped individuals in the Southwest

transition from Nuevo Mexicanos to American Citizens, while this may appear to be a

409 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Mexicans and their Customs: Who these People Are and How they Live”
Camp and Plant September 19, 1903. p. 221-224. BHS
410 Ibid.. 
411 Deustch, Montoya, Gutierrez, and Gonzalez, and fits within the framework of Gutierrez, Sanchez,
Anzaldua, Jacobs, and Peck.
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benevolent action much of CF&I’s approach was a response to the Ludlow massacre and

an attempt to regulate the work force.

For Nuevo Mexicanos this change in geography brought their cultural views into

direct conflict with that of CF&I ideals of religion, housing, and behavior. For Nuevo

Mexicanos their ethnic identity was categorized as foreign and uncivilized to the ideal

East Coast and “American“ lifestyle. Residents of southern Colorado, in this dissertation

I use Aladino Lopez, Alfred Montoya, and Donaciano Montoya, saw their ethnicity as

tied to their families and to their labor within the coal mines of southern Colorado. I

chose these three because their oral interviews covered a large time frame, while they

were taken in the 1970s they spoke about their early years at CF&I and each of them was

born in southern Colorado and lived their for their entire lives. I felt that their

experiences were representative of Nuevo Mexicanos who felt attached to New Mexico

and to the Untied States but who lived in an environment dominated by CF&I. Aladino

Lopez stated, “We have always been here. My folks they were from this country before

any nationality, or people came to this country.”412 Nuevo Mexicanos saw themselves as

tied to this area because of the presence of their ancestors. Thus their citizenship was tied

to their heritage. For these residents their lives as descendents of New Mexicans tied

them to a cultural heritage within the Southwest that was heavily drenched with Spanish

ideals and modes of living adapted to the geographical environment. For Aladino Lopez

he felt his connection to the United States and was tied to the men in his families’

connection to fighting for the Untied States and their experiences in New Mexico, “my

412 Lopez, p 22.
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father, his father and grandparents fought for this country before any nationality come

over to this country.”413 Their experience as miners and as residents of this area was

linked to CF&I either through their labor in the mines of through the collective memory

of the Ludlow Massacre of 1914.

The Ludlow Massacre occurred on April 21, 1914. The events of the massacre

continue to be debated among scholars. The UMWA encouraged Miners to strike and

these miners who struck were removed from their company housing, they then settled on

company lands and built a tent colony. On the morning of April 21, the Colorado State

National Guard, Baldwin- Felts agents and striking miners engaged in a bloody battle that

left National Guard troops, miners and their families dead. Because of the questions that

still surround this event I had hoped to ignore it in my dissertation and start after the

massacre. My original idea for my dissertation was to span the years 1914-1945 and look

at the impact of Nuevo Mexicanos in southern Colorado during the World Wars.

As I researched at the Bessemer Historical Society, The Colorado State Historical

Society, and The University of Colorado archives, I realized that the Ludlow Massacre

was a critical turning point for residents of southern Colorado and that the massacre

came to represent more than just the deaths of coal miners, rather the point for a

community to gather to remember its history. In oral interviews by Gary Shumway from

California State University at Fullerton in the 1970s these memories of Ludlow were

collected and in some instances Shumway prompted his interviewees to recall the event.

413 Ibid.
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The massacre and the memory of it became more poignant after my 2005

encounter with my Uncle Monte celebrating the Ludlow Massacre memorial.

In addressing the Ludlow Massacre there are numerous works that already outline

the specifics of this event. Including Sybil Downing’s Fire in the Hole. Howard

Gitelman Legacy of the Ludlow Massacre: A Chapter in American Industrial Relations.

McGovern, George S., and Leonard F. Guttridge, The Great Coalfield War and Zeese

Papanikolas, Buried Unsung: Louis Tikas and the Ludlow Massacre, The more I read

about the history of the event and the more primary documents I read the more I realized

that the specific details of this event would not change its meaning, While the UMWA

saw the governor of Colorado, Governor Ammons as the individual responsible for

calling out the National Guard and the national guard as responsible for firing the first

shots on the strikers that were striking for higher wages, CF&I and the Colorado State

government maintained that they were trying to keep the piece in the coal fields of

southern Colorado. CF&I management believed that they were within their rights to evict

these strikers from the company’s housing and to remove their tents form the land since it

was company owned. The more I realized that I would not find a cause for the massacre

I focused on how this event was remembered.

In looking at the methodological approach to history in which historians and other

social scientists addressed the impact of tragedy or trauma on collective memory. In

most instances these works covered a national or an international event such as the

holocaust, or the American revolution or memorials centered on Presidents of the United

States. These works were of most relevance to my chapter on the Ludlow Massacre
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Memorial which addresses the creation of the Ludlow Massacre Memorial in 1918 and

how it was remembered by residents of southern Colorado as an aspect of collective

memory. Scholars have argued that collective memory is important to understand how

individuals personally identify with an event regardless of their connection to the event.

Trauma in a local area comes to define that community through the memories attached to

the event.414 In the case of the Ludlow Massacre I found through oral interviews

collected by Gary Shumway that these individuals tied their memories of the area to the

Ludlow Massacre either through their participation in the Ludlow Days or through their

experience being related to someone who was killed in the massacre. The memory of

Ludlow permeated the minds of individuals in the area because it was part of the

landscape and tied to the labor that continued in this area.

The Ludlow massacre also became an integral aspect of the UMWA’s

commemoration of the events at Ludlow with the original building of the memorial.415

414 In Frames of Remembrance by Iwona Irwin- Zarecka she argued that collective memory had “personal
remembrance of the traumatic memory and not personal witness to the trauma defines the community.”
Irwin- Zarecka showed that the individual experience was critical to understanding both the public and
personal remembrance of this event Iwona Irwin,- Zarecka Frames of Remembrances the Dynamics of
Collective memory p.47 David Glassberg in his work Sense of History: The Place of the Past in American
Life explains that history is what orients individuals within their environment and that place for every
individuals gives them their own historical representation. P. 8-18. David Glassberg, Sense of History:
The Place of the Past in American Life, (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2001).
415 Robert Archibald, The New Town Square: Museums and Communities in transition, *California:
AltaMira Press, 2004).P, 11. Robert Archibald grounds historical thought in the context of its relevance to
individuals and to geographical location. He argues that “humans are inseparable from place” In his
analysis he covers a wide scope of historical areas from his own experiences growing up to working in the
field of public history. As he traverses the United States he mentions the importance of location to the
penitentes of New Mexico and their use of location in their rituals. Areas that are rural and of little
importance to a national framework are relevant to individuals who live in the area and who use it for
religious rituals, p.48 Benjamin Hufbauer, Presidential temples: How Memorials and Libraries shape Public
Memory, (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2005.) While Hufbauer is essential in addressing how
national leaders are remembered for this case study his work informs readers of how monuments wee
constructed and the meaning attached to them over time.
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When the memorial was first built it was focused on the slain. This is obvious through

the names that were listed on the memorial, and the statues of the man, woman, and child.

The poetry written for the memorial showed the connection of these individuals to

their families and of their connection to the coal field war this poem as do the rest of the

monuments left to the victims of the Ludlow Massacre .

Ah, we know them everyone. / Father, Mother, Daughter, Son,
…Here we found them where they bled,
Here we found them stark and dead. …/Oh! The mem’ry of it all. /
…Here today we dedicate./Here today we consecrate./
A monument to their estate./…Lo! The goal of Justice nears,
And we vision thru our tears./Freedom’s martyred volunteers…416

Through this poem the audience saw that the origins of the Ludlow Massacre Memorial

center on the bloodshed that occurred in 1914, and the original memorial marked this

location. The memorial served as a means of recognizing this event and the individuals

that were slain. By building this on company property it was a reminder to residents of

Southern Colorado, company owners, and visitors to the area of the violence that had

occurred at this location.417 While the armed guards at Ludlow were never punished for

their violence, through the building of this monument the residents of southern Colorado

never let CF&I management or ownership forget what occurred there and went so far as

excluding John D. Rockefeller Jr from the festivities.

Residents of this area, the UMWA, and coal miners neither sought vengeance or

forgiveness rather it was the sanctification of those killed at Ludlow and the

416 Ibid.
417 Martha Minow, Between Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History after Genocide and Mass
Violence, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1998). Minow categorizes the response to mass violence either through
vengeance or through forgiveness. P. 10 She aergues that forgiveness does not take the place of justice or
punishment.p. 15 Minow argues that truth commissions and trial allow healing to occur because of the
testimony and inquiry/ p. 61
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remembrance that lived on in the landscape and in the minds of its residents that punished

CF&I. For Alfred Montoya, Ludlow was connected to his life, not through participation

in the massacre, but in the preservation of the memory of the massacre as enforced and

structured by the UMWA. Alfred Montoya recalled “and this man in the middle would

take the names of all of them. If you didn’t march…you pay a five dollar fine.”418 For

residents of this area the Ludlow Massacre became the pivotal moment in US Labor

relations, both because of the memory attached to the event through their participation in

the “Ludlow Days” but also through the memorial itself.

Historiography on the history of memory Scholars such as Kenneth Foote in his

work Shadowed Ground attempt to show the meaning attached to these areas that are

known for violence or trauma in the area. Foote argues that these locations are either

sanctified, designated, rectified, or obliterated. Through these four areas Americans

structure the event either through leaving it as hollowed ground, marking it, or attempting

to educate others or by completely destroying the location. 419 In the instance of Ludlow

there is a combination of three of these that occur. The original monument served as

sanctification a time to honor the fallen and a monument that showed a cherishing of their

lives as men, mothers, and children. It left the location as one in which a great tragedy

occurred.

My work adds to the history of memory in that it shows how locations are altered

over time and that often the attempt to educate the viewer detracts from the original

418 Ibid, 19.
419 Kenneth E. Foote, Shadowed Ground: America’s Landscapes of Violence and Tragedy. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1997.)
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purpose of the monument. The sign on Interstate 25 designates the location or

acknowledges that it is a location to be remembered. Through the meetings that occur

there in June of every year, the UMWA attempts to rectify what occurred and issues a

call to ensure that these events are not repeated. With the building of the panels in 2006

the meaning of the site changed rather than remembering the lives of the slain and the

tragedy that occurred the panels attempt to document the struggle and to explain its

happenings. This attempt at explanation changed the original purpose of the memorial

and rather than the memorial standing as a witness of the deaths of those slain and being

seen as a reminder of what CF&I did to its employees it becomes a teaching tool

establishing the significance of history and now informs the viewer as to why the location

is important, rather than a place of remembrance it has become a sight of organization

and interpretation of a historical event.

At the site of the Ludlow Massacre is the statue of four individuals a man , a

woman and two children . In this image we see that the man stands not as a fighter,

miner, or striker, nor prepared for labor. The memorial is dedicated to him as a man,

while the woman is remembered as a mother attached to her children. The inscription on

the stone reads “In memory of the men, women and children who lost their lives in

freedom’s cause at Ludlow Colorado April 20, 1914.”420 It is obvious from the woman

holding the child she is memorialized as a mother, rather than a woman. The child is

immortalized as a helpless being holding on to its mother. With this image of the

massacre, the UMWA blamed the company for their deaths. The memorial remembers

420 Ibid.
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the types of individuals who passed away, as men, mothers, and children. This gendered

representation of labor and the emphasis on men is also represented in the plaque at the

memorial. This stone and metal remembrance placed the names of the “victims” in an

arranged order. It was not the names of the women and children who were first

mentioned, but the names of the strikers who were killed with their families first, and

then the names of the women and children. Attached to each name was the age of the

victim. This inclusion shows to the viewer that the majority of those killed were

children, the youngest being Elvira Valdez at three months old. The memorial focuses on

the children as secondary since they are not listed first. Louis Tikas, James Tyler, John

Batrolotti and Charlie Costa are the first four names mentioned. Fedelina Costa and her

son and daughter Onafrio and Charlie are mentioned next, not because they come next in

order of deaths or of importance, but they were part of Charlie Costas’ family. In the

order of remembrance this monument reflected that families were killed. It is not the

names of the children that are listed first, but the names of the strikers. With Louis Tikas

listed first, it is obvious even in modern day that the UMWA saw his death as the most

important death at Ludlow. This monument and its emphasis on the miners attach a new

meaning to those individuals that were killed at Ludlow. In a newspaper article

published immediately following the massacre it was the women and children who were

the most important victims of this event, but in this memorial it appears that it is the

miners and the labor leaders that were the greatest loss.421

421 The Chronicle News, “21 is Death Toll of Ludlow Battle and Colony Fire” April 23, 1914, PPL.
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This gendered approach to the memorial while concocted by the UMWA was also

representative of how CF&I represented men and women after the Ludlow Massacre.

John D. Rockefeller Jr. in a visit to southern Colorado in 1915 organized his industrial

representation plan in which employees would represent themselves to CF&I. As part of

this plan Rockefeller Jr. focused on the social betterment of this area. This plan structured

the communities so that sporting events became a component of corporate identity and

housing represented a company culture. The best example of the impact of CF&I on

gender roles is that of field days. While a less structured system had existed before

1915 in the form of first aid contest. Field Days came to serve as a social gathering point

of coal mining communities structured by CF&I.

CF& I incorporated ideas and standards of masculinity and femininity at their

annual Field Days. These events centered on competition based on one’s sex and set an

expectation for how the community and the company valued men and women. In 1915,

CF&I inaugurated Field Days as an attempt to improve social relations with their

employees. These all day annual events included parades and athletic competitions and

catered to all members of the family, regardless of age or gender.422 At these company-

sponsored field days most of the events focused on competition between children, races

of all varieties- 50 yard dashes, 100 yard dashes, and sack races. The competitions

illustrated that there were two standards and expectations for the males and females, the

422 Colorado Fuel and Iron Program from 9:15-4:30 final event begins . Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7-
May 27, 1916. p.12, Volume 1, 1915-1916 p. 4 Volume 1 number 6, April 26, 1916. BHS p. 12 Image
Fom Bessemer Historical Society, Walsen File People Photograph collection. BHS “Field Day parade
8/14/15 Trinidad.” Holding flag boys in front dresses ad soldiers, large sign of walsen , boys behind them
in what appears to be running or racing uniforms, white sleeveless shirts, shorts with black sock or
stockings.
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company segregated competitive events by sex, “two basket ball games: one between

boys, and one between girls under sixteen.”423 There was a 100 yard dash for boys

under 16, with the female equivalent for girls under 16 the 50 yard dash. This difference

in distances established for the community the idea that young girls were not held to the

same standard of physical fitness or endurance as young boys. Similarly, in the sack

race competition girls under 10 competed in a 15 yard race, while boys under 10

competed in a 25 yard race. For men and boys over 16 there was a hundred yard dash,

but for girls and women in this age bracket there was no comparable event.424 This

established a standard for these children that men and women were judged by separate

standards. Girls did not compete with boys, nor did they compete at the same level as

men. For girls over the age of sixteen the company viewed them as women, and their

competitions no longer centered on physical strength, but rather on domestic

accomplishments. Even for girls under the age of 12 there was an opportunity to compete

in a Needle and Thread Race.425 This domestic skill was not a part of the men’s

competition and for the young women domestic duties and responsibilities became

normalized in a public setting.

The Industrial Bulletin of 1916 emphasized that for the wives of the employees

there were three events, a nail driving contest, the largest family contest and a heavy

weight contest. 426 The largest family contest awarded a prize to the woman with the

423 Colorado Fuel and Iron. Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7- May 27, 1916. BHS
424 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Field Day, 1916”Industrial Bulletin Vol I, Number 12, September 15, 1916.
BHS
425 Colorado Fuel and Iron, Industrial Bulletin Volume 1, #7- May 27, 1916.
426 The first Field Day occurred on August 26, 1915, but the industrial bulletin did not report on it until a
special issues of the Industrial Bulletin May 27, 1916. The purpose of the nail driving contest is a little bit
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most children. The heavy weight contest established who the heaviest woman in the area

was. The largest family contest asked for a certificate from the camp doctor or the

superintendent certifying that the children were the offspring of the mother who had

entered the contest.427 The largest family competition certified that the mother had

produced the children not the father. These events for women emphasized that a women’s

reproduction was valued in this rural environment and the prize of flour revealed that the

company acknowledged the woman’s domestic role in the public sphere.428

My research adds to research on gender such as Gail Bederman’s Manlinesss and

Civilization, Gunther Peck’s Reinventing Free labor. Nan Enstad, Ladies of Labor Girls

of Adventure: and Susan Glenn’s Daughters of the Shtelt. These works show how men

and women interpreted their gender roles within a progressive mindset or in a corporate

world, my research shows how institutions such as the United Mine Workers or CF&I

structured physical spaces to create a means of establishing standards of gender identity.

These institutions because of their presence in the lives of employees serve as a state

entity- one in which their control over the region represents the equivalent of a political

controlled areas. This brings us to the final portion of my dissertation- the State.

Southern Colorado represents the over arching power of CF&I as a state entity

that restructured the landscape through the building of churches, defining the historical

more difficult to interpret. At first appearances this contest can be viewed as being a mockery, or a spoof
that women are not as strong or as capable as men in building or in “men’s” work. At a presentation for the
Bessemer Historical Society in April of 2006 this event became part of the discussion. Many in the
audience agreed that they interpreted it as a spoof or mockery of women’s labor, while others in the
audience discussed that this may be interpreted as domestic labor since women were responsible for the
caretaking of the home.
427 Colorado Fuel and Iron, “Annual Field Day” Industrial Bulletin September 15, 1916. p. 3 BHS
428 Ibid. 3
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identities of those in the area, and attempting to place CF&I management as the officials

in southern Colorado. CF&I through publications, such as Camp and Plant, and the

Industrial Bulletin established a standard for how the East Coast based ownership and

stock owners judged the success and productivity of CF&I. CF&I publications gave a

history of the area though documenting how towns were settled and became part of

CF&I. This is best seen in the examples of documenting the history of Mexicans in their

publications as well as the history of individual mining towns, such as Engleville,

Colorado, found in Camp and Plant.

With US entrance into World War I in 1918, CF&I’s production and control over

their employees increased because company policies became American policies. Before

the war, CF&I’s altered the landscape through the construction of company towns, the

building of railroads, and creating a company culture in which CF&I encouraged

employees to see themselves as united under a common goal. These three tactics not

only created a community of workers in the coal camps, but it also set up the framework

for CF&I and its employers to illustrate their loyalty to the United States during World

War I. CF&I focused not only on displaying a company culture of a united front but

displaying employees as Americans united under a common cause. By supporting

national policies of conscription, investments, and food preservation, CF&I employees

envisioned themselves as citizens of the United States.

The Industrial Bulletin, the Publication which replaced Camp and Plant revealed

how CF&I structured their Nuevo Mexicano population as well as CF&I’s attempt during

World War I to present a loyal American populace to the rest of the nation. CF&I
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through emphasizing national unity in its publications and showing the support of its

workforce presented a workplace that was neither split in nationality nor in purpose.

Names of all soldiers were listed and the company included images of miners showing

their support. This image also represented the success of the Industrial Representation

Plan which pushed for social betterment of the community. The plan had focused on

betterment in the communities and the medical facilities in the area, such as nurses in

camps and the success of Dr. RW Corwin’s visits to the battlefields of Europe.

CF&I’s success in expanding its medical department and of infiltrating the daily

lives of workers through the buildings they lived in, how they cared for their bodies, and

their historical significance to the area are representative of how Nuevo Mexicanos

became part of the community and later citizens of the United States. When CF&I saw

the need for soldiers in Europe, efficient production, and the building of liberty gardens

they appealed to their workers to put their labors into the war effort. This transition

showed employees that East Coast based CF&I ideals were dominant attributes of

American behavior. These cultural components which CF&I structured in hopes of

creating an efficient and controlled workforce expanded to seen as characterisits or

qualities identities of a good American citizen. The Industrial Bulletin clearly explained

to its workers how they could best serve their nation, “The Company strongly

recommends and urges its employees to invest their savings in the bonds… by working

full time and with greatest efficiency in the occupation you have chosen.”429 This quote

grouped all nationalities into the category of employees and pushed the idea that

429 Colorado Fuel and Iron Industrial Bulletin, May 25, 1917. BHS
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patriotism was connected to monetary donations, working productively in the coal mines

and steel mills and being efficient in this labor. Coal camp residents whose labor had

been focused on supporting Rockefeller Jr.’s Industrial Representation Plan enlarged

their perspective of identity and applied their previous learned behaviors and attached

them to American ideals of citizenship rather than company standards.

My research on the state is representative of other works that analyze moments of

crisis in the state both on a national and international level. Scholars such as Matt Basso,

David Kennedy, James C. Scott, and Thomas Benjamin show the impact of state

sponsored projects and how they altered the lives of residents of the nation state.430

These works also address how national conceptions of citizenship impact individual’s

perceptions of themselves and of their regional environment. My research adds to an

analysis of the state in that the state is seen as transitioning ideals from non-war related

company or corporate goals to war related to American goals. And that the state is not

always nation states but can be represented by corporations with economic control of an

area. An economic entity can restructure the environment and the workforce of the area

to alter individuals perceptions of their ethnicity and culture by redefining appropriate

behavior and structures used for building.

While their original connection to the Southwest left Nuevo Mexicanos outside of

the realm of the ideal American citizen whose ethnic identity was tied to Europe, whose

language was English, and whose religion was Protestant based, Nuevo Mexicanos found

430 Basso,2000, 2002. Kennedy, 1980. Scott 1998 Thomas Benjamin 2000.
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that management of CF&I realized this difference and categorized these individuals as

Mexicans at the turn of the twentieth century. The management of CF&I attempted to

redevelop this ethnicity through publications such as Camp and Plant, the Industrial

Bulletin and the Industrial Representation Plan which structured the lives of employees to

conform to East Coast Standards. With World War I CF&I management recreated this

ideals as the characteristics of a true American Citizen.

The transition from Nuevo Mexicanos to American Citizens, was not as simple as

the signing of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which Gave individuals in the Southwest

the power to decide their citizenship status. As lands were removed from them by

incoming squatters, economic pressure, or state and federal legislation or court cases,

residents of the Southwest were not treated as American Citizens in their representation,

land rights, or political status. For Nuevo Mexicanos the journey to acceptance into the

national community was guided by CF&I. As CF&I structured its company and the lives

of its employees the goal was not to make them American citizens or to give them

representation, rather they sought to control the labor force and to create a company

mandated standard which would increase the efficiency and production of the coal mines

and the steel mill in the area. The Industrial Representation plan and John D. Rockefeller

Jr.’s visit in 1915 established John D. Rockefeller Jr. as the head of this newly structured

state which reorganize the environment in which employee sponsored activities became

company sponsored

For Nuevo Mexicanos their labor for the company made them better men and their

participation in social activities made them part of a larger corporate community. With
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the conclusion of World War I, CF&I pushed the ideal that their workforce was

supportive of the war effort and that their employees were ideal American citizens.
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VII. EPILOGUE: A GLIMPSE INTO THE PAST: A LOOK AT THE MARKERS

CF&I LEFT ON THE MEMORY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO

Tales of damnation haunt the streams and rivers of southern Colorado. The

settlement of Trinidad and the naming of Las Animas County, are tied to the story of a

group of Spanish explorers attacked by a group of Native Americans, these men never

received their last rites from a Catholic priest, thus their lost souls became caught in

purgatory.431 Late at night along the Purgatory River, when the fields are silent from the

farm equipment, the sound of the wind creeps through the trees, and a chill hits the bones,

causing the viewer to wonder if those souls are at rest today. The small cemeteries that

line the banks of the river or the family plots that have long lay abandoned are resting

places for the inhabitants of this area. While this forsaken land might have the lost souls

of purgatory roaming its river bank but for numerous inhabitants of this area it remains a

place of peace and final rest. The memories of the past live on through the memories of

its residents, the community memorials, and the landscape that is touched by the history

of the area and the blood of those slain.

These lands settled by “Spanish colonists” in the mid 1800s, began as small

colonies extending beyond Santa Fe in search of prime trapping grounds.432 In the mid

1860s miners from the East entered the Rocky Mountains in search of silver and gold.433

When these veins of wealth ran dry, the industrialism of the East took over and demanded

a new source of wealth not in the form of the bullion the Spaniards had sought or the

431 J. Frank Dobie. On the Open Range, (Dallas: The Southwest Press) p. 233&234.
432 David Weber, Taos Trappers: The Fur Trade in the Far Southwest, 1540-1846. (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press. 1970.)
433 Elliot West, The Contested Plains: Indians, Goldseekers, and the Rush to Colorado. (Lawrence:
University Press of Kansas 1998.)
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silver the original influx of easterners had sought for. The wealth of the Gilded Age was

steel. This malleable metal built railroads and would come to be a major component in

automobiles, weaponry, and transportation. In the process of technological advancement,

the land of southern Colorado needed to be refashioned from a Spanish settlement to an

industrial factory. Unlike the factories of the cities and the East Coast, Colorado Fuel

and Iron built an industrial complex which spread along geographical borders that

extended from northern New Mexico, along the eastern range of the Rocky Mountains

and included the foothills, plains, and rivers of southern Colorado. The building of this

complex encouraged the participation of laborers who had already settled the area and

brought an influx of immigrants from Eastern Europe to further strengthen the pre-

existing work force. For the residents of southern Colorado, CF&I was an entity that

gave them their livelihood, but the culture and history of this area, once northern New

Spain, had seeped into the land through myth and settlement long before the East Coast

corporate world attempted to control the daily lives of these Spaniards.

Today southern Colorado represents the long reaching effects of the marriage of

East Coast investors, such as John D. Rockefeller Sr. and John D. Rockefeller Jr. to

Nuevo Mexicanos, like Aladino Lopez, Donaciano Montoya, and Alfred Montoya, that

began in 1903. This marriage was distinct to each spouse and reflected the split in ethnic,

regional, and class based identity, but this union allowed for the creation of a new culture

in southern Colorado, one in which the numerous ethnic groups that migrated to southern

Colorado in search of permanent employment settled in this frontier. The lasting effects

of this union can be seen in the landscape of southern Colorado even into the 21st century.
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As travelers drive north along Interstate 25, from New Mexico through central Colorado

there are numerous views of both CF&I and the Nuevo Mexicanos that moved north to

occupy the labor vacuum that King Coal started. The northern border of New Mexico

and southern border of Colorado rests on Raton Pass, the highest point on this interstate

for hundreds of miles. At this junction as one drives north and looks to the west, they see

two landmarks, the Sangre de Cristo mountain range and the Spanish Peaks, also known

as the Wahatoyas.

Figure 7.1, The Sangre De Cristo Range434

434Fawn-Amber Montoya, “The Sangre De Cristo Range” Image in author’s Possession. Taken December
2006
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Figure 7.2, The Spanish Peaks or the Wahatoyas 435

These geological foundations represent the mestizo, a mixture of Spanish and Native

American heritage, past of New Mexico with the Sangre De Cristos representing

Spanish Influence and the Wahatoyas reflecting the indigenous heritage of this area.

Raton Pass symbolizes the mestizo identity of southern Colorado, and a political and

psychological border between two Southwestern states.

As one continues the drive along I-25, the names of towns reflect the influence of

CF&I. Starkville, Ludlow, Aguilar, and Walsenburg all have the names that they had

when CF&I employees mined this area. If one were to travel off the federal interstate,

they would find state highways that link communities like Cokedale to the highway

system. Cokedale still holds the remnants of the past with memorials that have been left

and by the mine tailings that still exist in this location. Upon first seeing the sign to

Cokedale, the coal is not instantly the first idea that enters the visitor’s mind, but steel

435 Montoya, “The Spanish Peaks” Image in author’s Possession. Taken December 2006
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and perhaps the contributions that this area made to southern Colorado. Today, the

marker for Cokedale symbolizes the triumvirate which dominated the area; steel, miners,

and coal.

Figure 7.3, Marker for the community of Cokedale. 436

The steel beams show what the coke from this area produced and the sign “Cokedale

National Historic District” informs the viewer that this location is significant to the US

federal government. This image emphasizes the recognition from and the attachment to

the steel mill of Pueblo. The coke from Cokedale was used to produce steel; that assisted

in the building of railroads and other transportation in the US.437 To the right of this

monument is a monument to the miners who produced the fuel to manufacture the steel

436 Montoya, “Cokedale” Image in author’s Possession. Taken December 2006
437 Diana Benevides Mason and Marsi A. Mason. Ed. Los Properos A Forgotten People, Denver:
Colorado State Historical Society.
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that produced this visible reminder of Cokedale and its economic significance.

Figure 7.4, Memorial located at Cokedale. 438

The memorial itself while making no reference to CF&I acknowledges the many

nationalities which worked in the mines of southern Colorado. The inscription reads;

In Memory: This memorial is a tribute to the many nationalities of men
and women, and children who came from the far reaches of the globe to
work in the coal mines of Huerfano and Las Animas Counties. Their
bravery endured the hardships of life in a foreign land that included the
supreme sacrifice that left widows and orphans to fend for themselves.
Many of the descendents of the immigrants still reside in Southeastern
Colorado and continue to contribute to daily life of the region.439

The memorial reflects the contribution of immigrant groups in the Southwest, while

emphasizing that these men were the ones who “sacrificed.” 440 Yet it fails to mention the

sacrifice of those native groups that settled the land before the introduction of foreign

immigration into the area. The history of these individuals is unnamed and

438 Montoya“Cokedale Memorial” Image in author’s Possession. ,Taken December 2006
439 Engraving at the Miner’s memorial at Cokedale, Colorado
440 Engraving at the Miner’s memorial at Cokedale, Colorado
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unremembered in this context. Yet, the mention of the names of Huerfano and Las

Animas counties are a reference to a New Mexican past, since they are Spanish words for

orphan, Huerfano, and souls, Las Animas. Perhaps of most interest is the gendering of

the laborers and emphasizing that these employees were men who provided for their

families. It is not the immigrants that are remembered, but the men and more importantly

the miner. A man’s identity in this area was tied to his labor. His ethnicity was where he

had come from, but his identity was that of the miner.

Besides the constructed memorial left at Cokedale is the geological and

geographical marker behind it, a pile of mine tailings.

Figure 7.5, Mine tailings at Cokedale, Colorado. 441

This unofficial memorial, which has probably been added to since CF&I closed, stands

out more than the official memorial. The mine tailings represent the influence that coal

had on southern Colorado and, subsequently, that the company expanded coal production.

441 Montoya, “Cokedale Mine Tailings,”Image in author’s Possession. Taken December 2006
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The natural marker, in addition to the man-made markers, symbolize the industrial

complex which CF&I built, but it also emphasizes the survival of this community even

after the withdrawal of East Coast capital. Though the marriage between these different

ethnic and economic groups may not continue today, the memory of the union lives on

throughout the towns of southern Colorado.

In addition to the memorial at Cokedale, there are constructed memorials along

Interstate 25 which emphasize the men of southern Colorado as coal miners. In Trinidad,

Colorado, a town less than 20 miles from the New Mexican border, and known for its

Spanish name representing the godhead of the Catholic Church the Holy Trinity, lies

Miner’s Park.

Figure 7.6, Miners Park, Trinidad Colorado. 442

442Fawn Montoya, “Miner’s Park Memorial” Image in author’s Possession. Taken December 2006
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Right off of Main Street in Trinidad stands this monument. On the bottom portion of the

monument names of miners are listed, but it is not a salute to only dead miners, but the

individuals who shaped the community. At this memorial, like the ones at Cokedale and

Ludlow, is a gendered perspective emphasizing that this community was shaped by the

economic contribution of the men and their dominance over nature. The memorial to

miners is inherently a memorial to the men who built the community of Trinidad.

While CF&I structured the community of southern Colorado, the decline of coal

production brought a rise of migration from smaller towns to higher populated areas.

Today, numerous coal mining communities which had thrived in coal production are

nothing more than fields for alfalfa production and sheep pastures. In remote places, like

Engleville no maintained highway exists to bring the travelers to this once thriving coal

mining community. Remnants of these small communities and the impact of coal and

CF&I in these areas can be typified in the remnant left of Engle mine in the lost

community of Engleville. Engleville’s productivity resulted in the building of a

community with CF&I supported structures as its center. 443 In this now forgotten area lie

remnants of company buildings.

443 Colorado Fuel and Iron. “Camp Engle or Engleville: One of the Oldest Coal Camps Near Trinidad.”
Camp and Plant May 31, 1902. p. 457-465. PPL and BHS.
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Figure 7.7, CF&I Building Remnants444

While CF&I buildings once dominated the landscape it is the homes of the Nuevo

Mexicanos that have been left the most intact. Homes similar to these, built of adobe,

were critiqued in Camp and Plant in 1903 as being unsuitable housing. 445

Figure 7.8, Adobe House at Engleville.446

444 Donald Montoya, “CF&I Remains,” Image in author’s Possession, Taken 1998. Fawn Montoya
“Conversation with Albert Montoya ,” 1998.
445Ibid.
446 Donald Montoya “Cesaria Montoya’s House,” Image in author’s Possession. Taken 1998. Fawn
Montoya “Conversation with Albert Montoya ,” 1998.
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But as is evidenced from these two pictures the remains of Nuevo Mexicano built housing

and of CF&I built property both have left markers on the land. The houses of the Nuevo

Mexicanos remain on the land as well as those horno that CF&I had critiqued as being

uncivilized and unsuitable for cooking.

Figure 7.9, Horno at Engleville.447

These markers at Engleville remain lost to the traveler in southern Colorado, as they

remain on private property. As the remains of southern Colorado’s prosperous past fade

the experiences of these people become lost to the historical record. The Engle mine has

been shut down and this once prosperous mining town is now pasture for sheep and

cattle. The numerous buildings on the landscape were left to decay. In the small

Engleville cemetery is the one location where a monument to the individuals who had

447 Donald Montoya “Horno” Image in author’s Possession, 1998.
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once lived there are memorialized.

Figure 7.10, Engleville Cemetery. 448

The cemetery is in disrepair, but the plastic flowers left at this location symbolize visitors

to this area in recent years. For some individuals their family members continue to

remember the lives of these Nuevo Mexicanos, that marks their connection to this land,

despite the many years which have passed since their deaths.449

Figure 7.11, Tombstone at Engleville, Cemetery.450

448 Donald Montoya, “Engleville Cemetery” Image in author’s Possession, 1998.
449Fawn Montoya, Conversation with Donald Montoya. January 11, 2007
450 Donald Montoya ,“Tombstones at Engleville Cemetery” Image in author’s Possession, 1998.
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The tombstones at Engleville mark the Nuevo Mexicano past as those that are buried

there migrated from New Mexico during the 19th Century. 451 Engleville stands as an

unofficial, undocumented location in which Nuevo Mexicanos made a positive

contribution to community formation. These individuals made southern Colorado their

home for generations. Their descendents have moved to other locations. The memory of

Engleville, its connection to coal, to CF&I, and to the Rockefellers have long since been

forgotten. With time this area will be largely lost, with no major event making it

significant to local, state, or national memory. These images reveal that while official

memorials to Engleville are nonexistent that the land itself has kept both the remnant left

by CF&I and the Nuevo Mexicanos that helped construct the area. Engleville represents

the many unremembered locations in southern Colorado which CF&I helped develop and

became part of the remains of the area once coal production declined.

In numerous towns of southern Colorado there are both official and unofficial

memorials to the miners who contributed to the economic, political and social prospering

of this area. Besides the town of Cokedale, Trinidad, and Engleville which have left

geographical markers and official memorials are the ruins from mining companies which

have sparked the interest of anthropologists. In the historical record, Ludlow has taken a

name for itself in a way separate from Engleville.

451 Marriage Book of the Holy Trinity Church, Vol. 1 Trinidad, Colorado. 1866. Marriage Book of the
Holy Trinity Church, VOl 5, 1913. The Church Of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Family History
Library, Salt Lake City, UT.
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Ludlow stands as the most acknowledged site in this area. It is remembered for

one event--the deaths of miners, women, and children. This area is acknowledged from

I-25. Signs posted before the exit mention both the massacre and the memorial.

Figure 7.12, Highway Sign for the Ludlow Massacre Memorial. 452

Signs like this note to the traveler that this an area worthy of visiting, and that it is a sight

in which individuals died. “Massacre” adds greater meaning to its historical significance.

Yet there are numerous markers to southern Colorado’s once prosperous past which have

no reference to their importance to the history of the region.

Highway signs stand as markers of the names of towns named for mines.

Travelers pass by with no knowledge of their historical significance, no remembrance of

their contribution to steel manufacturing and the growth of the West, or no

acknowledgement that they were once governed by wealthiest men in the United States.

Their history has been lost by time and their loss in economic status.

452Fawn Montoya, “Ludlow Massacre Memorial, Highway Sign,” Image in author’s Possession. Taken
December 2006
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Figure 7.13, Highway signs for towns along Interstate-25 in southern Colorado. 453

These signs as well as others along Interstate 25 stand as symbols to the influence of

CF&I and of coal on this geographical area. While Nuevo Mexicanos’ identity and

experiences are recognized in these areas there is no or little dedication to the other

partner of the economic union of southern Colorado, CF&I.

The interstate itself travels to the heart of coal use and of steel production with the

drive to Pueblo, from 20 miles away travelers see the smokestacks of the current Rocky

Mountain Steel Mills. As they continue to drive they come upon the old CF&I mills, one

of the few locations that acknowledges CF&I dominance in the region. This view is the

marker which has come to represent the economic progress of this region and the

influence of eastern capital.

453Fawn Montoya,”El Moro Road,” “Walsenburg,” “Aguilar,” Images in author’s Possession. Taken
December 2006
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Figure 7.14, Bessemer Steel Mills, 2007.454

To the west of the steel mills is the recently formed Bessemer Historical Society, which is

currently renovating the old CF&I buildings for their museum and storage for their

archival collection. This institution raises awareness of the past though community

outreach. The Bessemer Historical Society, BHS, which houses the Colorado Fuel and

Iron archives, in the spring of 2005 displayed artwork from individuals in the local area

and their perceptions of CF&I. This exhibit illustrated that the image and memory of

CF&I has stayed with the people of southern Colorado. BHS continues to appeal to their

local community through monthly and quarterly gatherings that emphasizes CF&I as the

economic and social foundation of southern Colorado. 455

454Don Montoya, “Bessemer Steel Mills,” April 23, 2007.
455 Bessemer Historical Society , “Cfisteel.org,” date accessed December 2006
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Of all of these symbols, markers, and memorials that the traveler along I-25 and

other roads in southern Colorado may encounter and some they may not, it is the railroad

that connects them all.

Figure 7.15, Railroad at Starkville,2007. 456

Figure 7.16, Railroad at El Moro Road., 2007457

The railroad connects the multiple identities of this area and symbolizes the link between

southern Colorado and the East Coast. It represents the product that CF&I produced as

well as the idea that CF&I’s influence spread throughout this area.

When the Rockefellers invested in CF&I in 1903 it was the railroad that was the

intimate detail that connected and controlled CF&I. John D. Rockefeller Jr. explained to

F.T. gates the importance of the railroad in a memo written in 1903. Gates recalled,

456 Fawn Montoya, “Starkville Railroad,” Image in author’s Possession. Taken December 2006
457Fawn Montoya, “El Moro Road,” Image in author’s Possession. Taken December 2006
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how important and intimate this railroad was to Colorado Fuel & Iron
Company; that it comprised, among other things, all the tracks within the
company’s works, and handled at every point their product…no receiver
could operate the property without employing the railway…no branch of
the companies business could run without this road.458

For CF&I the railroad was the core of its success and that without this centerpiece the

company would fail. Today and in the past the railroad represented the economic

prosperity of southern Colorado and it linked Nuevo Mexicanos to the East Coast. This

route enabled CF&I to rise to national prominence.

Despite the industrial development of southern Colorado during the beginning

and middle of the twentieth century and its subsequent decline by the end of the century.

With all of the physical remembrances of CF&I, it is the Nuevo Mexicanos whose stories

bring meaning to the area. For CF&I miners, southern Colorado remained their home.

Aladino Lopez, Alfred Montoya, and Donaciano Montoya all died in the same towns

where they were born.459 Coal had been their life and their ethnic identity had not been in

flux like other Nuevo Mexicanos from this area, because they stayed in a location that

acknowledged their contribution as miners, coal camp employees and US citizens. With

the decline in coal production southern Colorado became an area with little economic

growth. In his interview, Aladino Lopez referred to the idea that he stayed in Aguilar

because the living expenses elsewhere were too high. He also liked that his friends lived

nearby him.460 For these Nuevo Mexicanos their region became their heritage and their

home.

458 FT Gates, “ Memo from FT Gates “ November 14, 1903. Box 21 Folder 187 Business Interests, OMR,
RAC
459 Social Security Death Index
460 Aladino Lopez.
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Ideas about cultural and regional identity are not new to scholars. Gloria

Anzaldua explores this in her text Borderlands/ La Fronter. She explores the idea of

being tied or connected to a regional location, while feeling like she belongs in this area,

and she also acknowledges that her identity is not accepted by those around her. She

clearly illustrates the confusion that she felt about living in the physical or geographical

borderlands and at the same time feeling the conflict in her mind between the White and

the Mexican world as well as the contestation over one’s gender and sexual identity. She

along with Walter Mignolo, question scholars’ ideals about exactly what the US/Mexico

border is and what impact it has on individuals and cultures on a historic and political

level. In Mignolo’s text, Local Histories Global Designs he emphasizes an example

from the Zapitista’s in Mexico, that see themselves as a people with over 500 years of

struggle.461 While this idea might be complex to Americans of today, it is not complex to

the indigenous group from southern Colorado who moved north in the late 1800’s for

greater access to land and employment in the mines. They did not move countries or

states. They moved to a different location along the tributaries of the Arkansas and Rio

Grande river. Their history is not one of loyalty to an ethnicity or a political boundary. It

is a loyalty to one’s kinship group and one’s land. It is this land that shaped their

identities as farmers, ranchers, miners, southern Coloradoans and ultimately led these

people to call southern Colorado home.

Nuevo Mexicanos stayed in southern Colorado for their marriages and for some

their funerals. These people saw their homes, not based on economic wealth, but on the

461 Mignolo. P.24
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geography of the area. Was it the view of the Sangre de Cristos in the distance or the

Spanish Peaks at sunset that kept Nuevo Mexicanos tied to this area? Was there

something that tied these people to the area, that can only be described in supernatural

terms or through emotions? The Purgatory River remains the life line of the valley. Each

year the river falls to a lower level. With the increasing need for irrigation, due to a

limited water supply from the continuing drought in the West concerns for the economic

success of this area arise. The Purgatory River no longer contains the ever present

feeling of growth, replenishment or vegetation.

Destined to haunt the banks of a river, the Spanish explorers, for whom Las

Animas County and the Purgatory River were named, were doomed to purgatory.

Southern Colorado is a place where home is part of feeling for those souls cast not to the

lowest rung of hell, but those destined to remain in a land in which their identity is

concrete and within a national culture that views them as immigrants. In modern times

southern Colorado is not at its economic peak, but it remains the land for migrants from

northern New Mexico. It is their place of belonging and knowing that the voices of their

youth will haunt the banks of the Purgatory River and through history their surnames will

be contained in the narrative of this long forgotten frontier of New Spain, Mexico, New

Mexico, the United States, and the Southwest. Their identity will extend beyond time to

reiterate that as time passes home and land remain the same.

For residents of southern Colorado, the valley of the Purgatory River is home, a

place of feeling and belonging, not a borderlands represented as limbo or damnation. It is

within this land that scholars find the history and the memory of the people of southern
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Colorado. The desire to understand how a group of people in southern Colorado maintain

their connection as American citizens and founders of this area are overlooked and

relegated to second class status in the United States. In order to understand the impact of

the memory of CF&I and the creation of identity on the individuals of southern Colorado

it is important to look at what CF&I left behind after its closure in the 1990s and how the

Nuevo Mexicanos of southern Colorado have left their ethnic identity tied to the land.

The memory that has been left on the land is signified by the physical markers that

residents of this area and visitors of this area see on a regular basis. While they are

places of attraction or historical landmarks, it is their connection to the ethnic identity of

the Nuevo Mexicanos and of CF&I that symbolizes their significance. They represent the

almost one hundred year marriage of the Nuevo Mexicanos of southern Colorado to

CF&I. Despite the end of the relationship the markers left on the land have made the

history of CF&I mining and steel production a part of the collective identity of the

people.
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